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PADUCAH DAILY  REGISTER.
PADUCAH. KY.. PRIDAY.KORRING. APRIL 26, 1907.
ERAL H. B. LYON FOUND
AD AT HIS HOME THURSDAY
CIF KENTUCKY'S GREATEST MEN PASSED AWAY YESTER-
DAY AFTERNOON UPON HIS PLANTATION NEAR EDDY-
LE, WHERE HE HAD RESIDED FOR MANY YEARS-,.
DURING THE CIVIL WAR WAS ONE OF GREAT
BRA ERN', HE RISING TO EMINENT OFFICE OF BRIGA,
DIER-GENERAL.
tienetal II, E. Lyon, one of West
'a roost prominent men,
Nina * had at 2 o'clode yes-
erwoon ajopo his 4ne plants-
Seer mile* out from Factyvilk.
pursed eway. suddenly of
trouble-.
• tiftetchlawd ME7v,
iv° th bra with''' ree
by ,very . be helps very
• 'Atitsgedll his
. _catelederate
dude* thii war: '
faiserai-Wileth hdri today sad
.simplier of kiss* ,edll 'go. from
to anted the wee:Neter.
(tempest Leon weft To Yearo of are
born in Lpa Foamy% weer* be




able' army. the civil






'air frau rod tresit fated* weathers
beente. His compamr tom Wooed to
the riled KeldetdrY nd
some Mete àJIOre




affiletatermit irtireasallar at Mea-
1 oseby regimes, colossi,
thew gees& - T&SL the Kew
toothy brine* elder stetI Permit.
NO urved issib great credit thermal,-
est the war, his caw Walt one we
brewery atel 1 Wks, and ha ems Mime
of dm 414? tit WW1 Donaldsee epee 
• aniesildbe el dutpoind to the federal
After lid -Altlit was se Wisely
omitted to taleisg the oath of afi-
fleece that be sem to Nalco and re--
maind several yews, Mb Cen-
tral America where he followed she amessal military boners
evocation of a civil engineer. beim
(mini as expert a t this professind,
Some years *Rewardshe 
returnedhis home in Lyon toasty and there
pained the remainder of his doge
lirlfe Wag IMO of very soldierly end
impeping bearing, Win, hewy set,
bat well proportioned
l/r 
' mod was re-
e id pe ewe of the beisreirt generals
ever - gek. bike frost for the lost
came
General Lyon always took an active
mei in poetics and chime, years ago
ems weirdest.for the stMe penitenelegy
at Frankfort. At that time be
came a salember of the sumo
*ion selected to locate the
prison which was establish 4 at Est-
dyvfll,sod committed ord., hie eu-
pereisiese.
Derby ago be wee a venni. - of
the mate legislates, feats Lyon coi.
tr.' ember, he was greatly ibeloved
sod weetimetitley everfiedy. He was
;said to be out of the coolest and
to I lorsemt ocira oder ere that ever
Wed the is.. what hi:
Hon was thit of a timid d'
is*
Han John G. Mailer, the attorsey
of this city, has a liacimicin suit of
cisiddeg the gsweral presaged gm
Padocishee, end while mu& Abet
cowed woes batfors his stay in Nem-
ico sad Camteel lhateria.
fdi Ogg visited Paducah, was a
widest* atteseient at the molder
to the local veterans and quite
eouspicsom figure at the coadedirme
twonieue year the oussiyie
a %MR, of eit .0-S et
I. Liessmom ' b :ftros. i
Ilepides hie Et wield
Waal niarf-
ge was a nstsibee of the R. W.
I-yea emus of veletas% at &Wolk




PARTIES ORDERED BY COUNTY JUDGE TO PILE SUPPLE-
MENTAL REPORT ASKING FOR THIRTY-POOT MIMIC
ROADw-ROBENT POTTER GOT APPELLATE MINCH TO
REVIEW JUDGE REED OW CTSICUIT COURT, BUT NOW
COUNTY ROAD litATTER IS REVIVED.
J ROIIVVW. N. Sayan oi
the county Una bane rebid to De a
?trait 3111the comsty court by to.
repoiceesesting Mae a
Ned it twill thrm. the igni
Of Saber' ?Ater, of the essity, and
by this export there as eerie,* a I.
eftlere-Oat lithpodeee that has gene OD
leha Moe of anneals. Where jades.
tied of the Paducah eireadt cieWt
g1214iffidegfteMegla Mei
'• .•$4,144 rile direttlag the supplemental
. report end sent pass me-fresietter.
*' Robert Potter owns a ism that
'faces one raid and has wittier row-
',nett eimseide it. P. C. Miagrader
*me a fents elitist bellied Petter's
And to get inn of his plat* to the
road. Potter had Itft Min sed
*drew use a ptimite lane meeker
Potter's place. When the
- 1ois Cà*II railroad built its
C ' the tracks ran through
Reeter"*.daren and clewed TIP the Mi-
1 Metertder bad been using.
• WM& the lane' elated Magruder had
„.iter to wake a. circuitous route of about
• • mile to get out upon the mein
rdtd, eo..lse Mad suit in the eirewft
Voter to rowel Potter to open the-
whielscliW been used far years
AS public: although it rens riOt
the,center of Potter's U&.
tiPirried Potter controlled
elobtehn feet of the hod and
Reed ordered. the Midway
°petted up for ttse of the politic Pot-
lie _Mei nite‘litiestion to the appel-




a illigatien parties out
stisat way petition in the county
eentrtito open the 'highway, eighteen
feet wide, but the appellate beach
drealdes Potter has the full thirty feet.
IOW the judgeo doe the while road
Is ordered• sopplemented by jetlee
_Lightfoot ire res4 the desired their-
'4f1! tic thirty- feet in width
, 4
On it be Llet, tie coonty judge
will mime mieedeslemers to view the
ertaind and wows sehelber they
resemersd the new road bets
opened or not
le. Pisiteo protests to ewe mini
t geleg *beg there as 1r rblar ana fa two and *
bent aagast Ida bare doer. El
tight this additiosial report on this
eseeention. Its is willing to Mee
greyed of the alga ej. ble place dir a
milk nod, bet deto' nee- waist the
tboroughdare run see** through the
meter of his pkintiation, wide% i• one
of tha lisese in the commier
he., Ittems a bine
one dleigoliget for seem' Ten mid
M. tierhas won his contentions
are for a eadeleuesek of it.
tines far
SY I T HLA ND LODGE.
Palscallans Assisted Past Grand
Master to Institute Body.
Messrs Chark• G. Kelley, Harry
Judd, George Umbeugh, . A. .T. Mc-
Kinney, 0. D. Anderson, J. 0. Keb-
bier, and Frank S. Digel returned
yesterday Y morning from Smithland,
where they went the night before
and assisted Past Grand Master A. W.
Clements, of Morganfield, to install
the new lodge of Odd Fellow. for
Smithland.
The officers chosen are...L. If. Cot-
N. G.: C. H. Neloan, V. GI C.
ebb, 'Jr., secretaty; L P. Bert',
,L. D. Tbrelhel, warden;
W. L. Threlkeld, outside guardinan:
Robert Rivers, inside guardian; L.
P. Adams, cenductor; 7. P. COPthn-
R. S V. G.. W. F. Cooper. L. S. V.
G.; y. P. Presnell, R. a N. 0.1 G.
P. Systee, IL 9. N: G.; G. W. Land-
ram. R. S. S; Aiexander Lockhart,
T. 5 S. Robert I ally. chaplain.
• SCOPE ONE FOR DAR;I*Ni* REPORT REVEALS
• MONKEY HAS APPENDIX
(Query: Will He Be Eligible •
• to Psdatah Appendicitis •
• Club?) •
• •
• Cincinnati. 0., April as.---The
most arifro...:ratic resident of the •
• monkey cages in a, circus bete *
* at the present time is "Gov- •
• ernor." The monkey is jnet re- •
• coveting front an operation for "
• 'appendicitis, due to mistaking •
pebbles for peewee The open- ••







MICE PEOPLE IN IREESTIER
COUNTY
Women and Children Parade the
meats Singing Temperance &NW
and Waving Flags.
thuor, Ky , !Weil as.--Tbe local op-
Soft elecfion is Webster county yes-
terday r -salted in an overwhelming
victory tor the temperance forces.
1"he polled 1.454 votes, while
the "wets* paled $36,atekiag a ma-
joeity fat the ̀ drip" of 5.91$os&
There it out Vetoer ta pia ep.olutY
to beer from :..td the tinseirmece po-
et me elution's( this by a majority of
bay. ' This is regarded as a great sir-
tory for the white ribbon people, but
it was no mo:to then was exegete&
Tilie day has been Oat Of intense ex-
citement Weems and gladden parad-
ed the agrees of the town today. sing-
latoffevamor mess and waving
diet. There are ROOF PM eehrePe In
Webster county. they Islet &rested at
•
MUST CLOSE THEIR DOORS.
Timm Win De se Selitem in Bristol.
Teem, Mar Kip I.
Bristol, Tenn.. April ase-jesler
Jobe W. Price of the connotation
come to who the whisky mie look
its licenses, is authority fee the %%Stew'
rtisseat that he win not teeee liggeeet
On Slay 1, the time when hi Plaint
licenses expire. This malts that vs se-'
loons sal Bristol, "a mast claw their
doors May t. is accordance with the
verdict of the Item& as expressed at
Iç polls Tuesday, "then is was de-
ilded by air inajerity: to abolish se-
- Tile saloon men ars grant'
diegspease=g all along been
hopeful ei
Seam of * retain' saloon men
will go to other cities and .orne will
enter a &Streit beanie's
Mrs. Naltie Curtis. of Tesa., who
made meth a wonderful fight &guest
the whisky treffic Isere, loft yesterday
do similar work in Tennessee and
rite cky,
Mr. Pen Taint in Meted Peskiest
. With lb. Tort Neuas.
Mr lobo treat, storekeeper for the
1. C. Isere, has been offered the reti-
tle, of maosser of the railroad de-
ist the H. W. Jelms-Mme-
dine essakisny oi New Toth. a eas-
tern nestu urfactingastiestos prodoeto
His headquarters will be in St. Louis,
son in over to let bin go there sed
see if be wants to take the place the
I. C. has gmaded bins a several
meths' leave of atereace, and while
he is gone Mr. Bell Given will be
storekeeper. 14 Mr. Trent inciato to
keep the new Posithee, re-
eingeed the ekes eteedaisper and
Mt Given be named to seemed hint
ALL KINDS.wzATHOL... 
PREDICTED.
Local weather prophets late yes-
terday evades predicted colder
weedier, with min and seetbiddy
snow this Morning. The cold snag
arrived on othedale tints shot* after
dark, the weather at 3 o'clock being
quite sold. The snow had not eons
Men, but—
„_ 1 is sweet to ;tiler when *sof-
- 
fee for those we love.
Miss Anne Fobe-1, dagglite of
Qeorge Vgashingfion's setedatary, is
dead at Montgomery. Ala, She left
many unpublished aneedotef of flit
first president,
MANY HORRORS






ED BY CONDITION OF FE- ,
MALE CHARGES.
Girl Found Bound With Straps and
Chaise in a Rural Alma
house.
Apula1
the Mang of hantanity mid progress
for the comp'ete state Care of Men-
tal. defectives .of the statestate
board of chorities in a, report sub-
milkd yesterday to Governor Des-ten
discloses. in detail appalling cotidt-
Sew sumetteding tee insaiie
abedlesaies: Methods of caring
the asinine are severely criticised.
hpetiene•instaaces of barbaric treat-
meat hint recited.
A noisier of photographic ilius-
treatise showing "steal suramples of
baseman care of pereons. in Utili-
sed, aiiiiiseses eissonmemied the re-
port ope photograph shows a girl
with chains on her anklet. Another
61104110 * eerie box with slats across
the slim' beeps and belt treed for
coaleamist et barniy person'. • An-
• Pr is of a box bed to which an it,-
ease woman was kept for 40 hours
Sand Celle seed liendeedis
The report deisminces the use of
slit wits, handcuffs and' other me-
ntalities of restraint. It states
thee asad ia hos-
pital '-
Neerubersi of the state board of
cbsettles adopted the most at a meet
ins held is Chicago tido week. The
taw of dm domino' i• inagthy, con-
*intim of t3o,tsoo words It is signed
by by. Freak flinings, Email G
Hirsch, Julia C Wimp. Dr John T.
floortied and William C. Graves
The report tomalley a Isiseory of the
care of the insane from the earliest
thew te the presets. reeiewimi
*mat sad clone( with an :stack
neon the Impietive plan to solve the
parbatin of imessicy in Illinort by
building ag institatitme at the ex-
pellee ot tile edits six. The plass ef
Ae board of oliediai for new ben&
keep aid "cicadae treatussat• at ado
of the seven itestitetiewe it is itheent
prowidee men* eddlIMIMill new In
empty all the admilinaelon exclaim dna
of Cook minty of their imam ad
to house and tram she menu.) M.
eTtatal of new cake daring the next
two nags. Cook county, because of
its modern flospital for the image at
Diusieg, is nue dianesd in the re-
port nod does not Afore in aey of
the cosipitettess.
Condition Unchanged for so Years.
In referring to the memorial pre-
seated to the Iflhsol. legisiature shay
years ono by 114* Dorothy L. Dix,
whelt resulted the construction of
the first state heispitat for the Nem
at Jaciaestatffle In :So, the report as-
sert* that some of the almshouses
tosttions ate .the MOM today as at
that thee.
No Nevis is attaebed to any person
or set of officiate because the alms-
house condiecnts in teeny instances
are still unsatisfactory. It 49 atirtied
thas.insasity W too great GOB itnitlit
a problem for satisfactory Miletion
by so smell a governmental Wet es a
county. The problem netteleallly re-
quires in its solation the greater re-
motes* of the-Mate.
buss Oirt Becosess
The report of the inirector sip in
pert: "No attempt Is made during
the dav to keep the inmates separate.
Sane and insane men and wornen
mingle together. The superintendent
inhumed that a little over a year ago
an insane girl gene birth to a eltikrin
the almshouse, imt they could not
find out oi•hri vra: the father of the
child.'
There is is boy 12 years old at this
(continued on Page Four.)
VOL. XXIII, NUMBS” 313.
BUILD IMMENSE 'FINISHED NEW'..
COAL ELEVATOR SEWER PUNS
PITTSBURG GOOMPANY PRE-
PARING TO DO THIS RIGHT
AWAY.
Structure Witt Have Capacity of
sem Seals* an Hear and Be the
Largest in the Country.
The Pittsburg Coal company is
perpariag to erect here on of the
largest coal ekvatvri to be found
anywhere over the cOnotrY, the Pima
for the stingture baying bees already
drawn by Mr. D. H httarphy.• the
architect for the concern, Who was
here last week for that purpose get-
ting his data, and .tias now left be
city to complete the drawinri. Retai l
week he returns and- calls for figures
from the contractort showing for
what the latter will build the ele-
vator, that will be finished and ready
by falL
The coat company hat bought a
strip of grated from the furniture
fa:toto op Eolith Third, near Ten-
nessee' street, • the 'strip'- being toa
feet wide aa4 • waxing front Third
street back to the river front. The
elevator goes on tins plot, and will
cost many thentiarkle' of dalliers. the
equipment being such that ee wagons






ONE BLOCK OE STORM SEWEIll
ON FIRST STREET HAS,
BBZIC FINISHED.
ksitheitie•••••-^
Main Tree.* to Ellilloced From Cm.




I-;"  Engineer Them. of Chicago,
arer,eed yesterday from dud cIfe sod
wilt be in Paidendi a week or two
PP ON* linive,r‘ami gradatent.1:: before he OOP biasunkno the
plans and nodded' Odivthe alad-
tary aid Sante dbriott AIL
3. He is emenected She dist of
Fariert Alford of
the cootract to See
speigeations for the
desetset in Paducah. 
.
sAAte.
Mr. Tbeist was amee 
It?, reimeining • moo*
can be loaded at este time, while the s work The river was We
elevator will handle 5,000 bushels of 'the time sue all tile EON"s
feel an home
This will bethe tersest elevator oi
its kited us the coestry, the next is
Mae Wag that of the Pittsburg co-
psw a littille„ its eapactiy being
fisti -.11n Ulm
Pfttebarg company opened a
breach aim -here several years ago
with.tepid. James D. O'Dounell as
manager, and he has built up an ita-
mense trastness that is gradually be-
ing enlarged. and demands the in-
dossed an tigillb-datt facilities to
be, Wilbiled.
oompan) will timid a tipple




ape bump getting his
'we-mere tbdelee ,Enhe
• Hit Ed as ele1011.0
the work and thaw teitersed
cage to renege Midi Ole water
ed. He cow cornea ladr to fusiok
tba serifeer week whet it
to the Wincty City eel
aseptically*, and drawler of '
no The demenseets
here lei kept IP del ilia
city neginese MAE the' efly dame
adenoids to lap die wilkitotsi
mkt. ft it not believed, Wherever.
that the work will be started emble
four or five years.
HUNDREDS ENJOY , One ego
" th..1111dialimermisirrer
been sked PI
THE EXCURSOIONI:h; Cobounistr'eetit 'bewilittiag.a.PrePorbstrile:ceirlitsti.WeaSiMillitallair"C:1111412COM§P'1111;'
the West side of thed Meek me Re
dawn die
Thep want
first to that did
paving the street with
time down the
on the west "
After






The annssal eacursion of the C,eis- torn Ma the
tree Leber bode of this city was a _lee "it SsES
te:101:71111d iter=mills:lasblmilre:7°1116"2"tila:Idtalai-111.7":6 owerntradtittsill.evertfor7inold was not
4"1111.14131teweither prec.aentiath"Sag -y Steele gnistchalyt glIre'attele". 70:
o 
40: theat. put it over os
In t he afternoon about am were
aboard, the boat lifting 'here shot*
sitter 2 ,efeloch ead go Vsg doom the
river to below Metropolis. Sbe re-
turned late he the afternoon aid ot
Sys o'clock last eyelike" left bete
with :he night crowd of fern going
tack down to Metropolis with a lams
crowd that came up from that city
or the return of aiternoon trip. The
craft rounded in here shoat midnight
am her low return journey,- esid'after
dischOrgiag her people, brocceeledon
try the river far Hendersoo, *here
she runs an exclusion this aftersioen
and evenly':
A flue time was had by everybody
at dancing and indulging its the many
other pi-easores Afforded. Tbe ballot-
ing ior the-meet popular young ladies
showed that Miss Edith Sisk got the
$lop diamond riot, she receiving ta4..
votes, white the gold necklace goes
to Mies Gertrude Emg, the beautiful
and impair priefte secretary to Man-
ager linsecie Barnett, of the water
plants She resides on Broadway
/Mae Twelfth street. Quite a rnons•
her of liter:raw Wit* ewe voted
for but t two proved winners.
The Central Labor body gives an-
other grand excursion issday, this
one beirg* Cairo boar be steam-
er J. S., *rte at 11We finest pleasure
crafts on the- waters. She leaves at
9 o'clock Sag* morning land re-
ar ultdoliSet. One of the at-
artactioes it Mine will be the "aerial
ship," a eying machirte, the owners
'of which vat give Serie' asceosioss
and tours tip to the- skits daring the Few phOtographers viosid care to
day.




Street Dripmeter.. Akita° Elliott
restate,' eitisit orstor
home to lboliwt E. .44
the cloy engines &See. far Stem.
Dlr. Riehardlioe had the "timid telly
a few bouts whew a• comedry man
came slew and Sr* lint $157 ine
the animal.
The home was not needed in the
departrnert and the board of otrbfie
wneks ordered if 1.-44 Nfr, flhiutt
thinks they mode an unusually good
batman by it th-e 1,-1,
ed.
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE.
Chairmon Berry Will Not Have Corn-
mittee to Meet Un onday.
Chairman W. A„,1- of Lit,: lit)'
Democratic roar'
terday front a ays' stay at
Uniontown, nnda.ed that
he wonl-' WO nest
Moedzy'f. cou,kUe tbet
is making arrillege eats w ibeAtri-,
nary. He at first thought of hav-
ing the committee gather this "yen-
ing and name the product election of-
ficers, but has decided to postpone-the
gathering until Monday night
Today the committeemen worsted
to award the contract to the Plaint-
ing eittablisheneut to, get ou he bal-
lots •for the use during the printery.









LEGAL POINT RAISED ON
LAWYERS' MORTGAGE CLAIM
ATTORNEYS WANT MONEY OUT OF PROCEEDS O
F PROPERTY
SALA WHILE OTHERS CONTEND MORRTGAGE
 FOLLLOWS
TH.M •PISIOIPMETY-CREDITORS OF W. R. HAYES 
MEET MAY
5--CLAIME AMOUNTING TO $1,600 FILED AGAI
NST MILTON
INGRAM ESTATE-KfISS EDRINGTON. CHIEF 
COUNTY
CLERK DEPUTY, TAKES VACATION.
Eeferro Batby is hearing proof in
the bank:met court regarding the
mortgage claim of Lawyers Ross,
tlice and Campbell for Waco against
the E. Rebkopf individual bankrupt
proceedings. He will finish bearing
the matter. today and probably. decide
on it.
Mr. Rehkopf gave a mortgage on
all his private property, except the
homestead, to guareotee perateme of
*woo he °yeti these three lawyers
for legal services. The claim has
never been paid, but property all
eat The lawyers ask that the at-
tareey's fee be paid out of the money
deelved from sale of the proPertY,
which money If in the hands of Trus-
tee Boyd, whale other creditors con-
tend the lawyers' claims should fol-
low the property and be made off the
property. When the trustee sold the
croperties the lawyers bolding this
mortgage claim* announced publicly
at the sale that idemeor bought the
prope.tr also putolased a lawsuit
that would be filed for the mortgage
claim payment The referee expects
to decide the point today.
Meeting of Creditors.
Relive* Bay yesterday set /Gay
8 as the day for the meting of the
creditor* of W. R. Hayes, the former
Seventh amid Broadway retail drug-
gist. who tiled a petition is bank-
ruptcy several days ago. The ored-
bora will elect a trustee to take
theme( of Om hankrupes business
whileif is be wound up.
Iberia Thstanks Today.
Sheriff Jobs W. Ogilvie will re-
tarn today from Frankdort where he
re • tarried Rosa West, colored, and
placed her in the persitentiary to
serye the five years' sentence gives
her during the criminal term of the
circuit court that came to a close last
week. She robbed a white man nam-
ed Smith.
He carried the men convicts to the
Eddyville branch prison the firta of
thit week.
Chong Ceert News.
In the settlement suit for the late
Milton H. Ingram Master Commis-
wooer Cecil Reed yesterday tiled a
report in the circuit court showing
that there mere 111,141D worth of se-
cured Adam allaillet the estate, and
about bum empeeerall
Ross & Crice were °Bowed itne
attorneys' fee in the snit of F. P.
Weeks agaiast Wdlie Weeks-.
Master Costnalseloner Cecil Reed
was allosreoll lom for his vertices in
the suit of Mag Parrchase, commit-
tee, against leery Purchase.
Takes Long Vacadon.
Miss Elizabeth Eikington, chief
deputy at the CQUity clerk's office. is
taking a several weeks • rest now and
will not return to the office until
next month. She has had control of
the °Mee during the past year while
County Clerk &pestle; was first con-
fined with illness, and then kept away
from the court home afterward by
the Illness of his wife following.
Miss Edrintion is regarded as the
most expert deputy in the state and
ran thiags herself while the clerk
was away, but now that Mr. Smedky
and his wife have recovered and he
-tetra/es, the chief deputy Jokes A
needed vacation of several weeks.
Property Transferred.
May Thornburg has sold to Dora
Tindall for $t600 property on South
Seventh Witt, OPPosite the old 
Mat-
tison Boyer garcleak The deed was
recorded yesterday withthe county
clerk.
Charles Trueheort sold to Ernest
kLeCaumbell for pee property in the
north end of the thy.
D. A. Yetier transferred a 61-foot
strip of property in Arcadia to James
Campbell, and the tatter sold a te-
foot strip to the mayor.
R. 0. Jones sold to A. Butler for
$300 property in Mechanicsburg.
Jasper Harris and Dick Fletcher
bought from Charles T. Truebeart for
Sip property in the Norton addition
to the city.
Q. L Shelton transferred to R.
C. Potter for $5oo land is the coun-
ty on the Paducah and ainton road.
Quelificatinee.
Eva B. Winiree qealibed as adnun-
istratrix of the estate of her late bus-
hand, Al. B. Winkel; the railroad
engineer, who died a swath ago in
Georgia, and was brought here for
buriaL
Elizabeth Duncan qualified as ad-
ministratrix of the estate of the late
L. B. Duncan.
Report Confirmed.
The county judge confirmed . the
report of collection and Iiiebeese-
meets made over one mouth since by
AAssigsee A. E. Boyd of the Hawkins
Bros. cafe and cosieetioaary business.
DYNAMITE IN 'TWAT;
TWO EXPLOSIONS FOLLOW
Wagon Rolle Over One Slick sod
Horse Seem on the Other.
Springfield, Ill* April z.-Several
sticks of dynamite, supposed to have
been dropped through the carelessness
if Slannsel Goldstein, • junk dealer,
exploded early this morning, doing
considerable damage. Goldstein was
hauling the dynamite from a brick-
yard. At 6:3o o'clock this monist a
wagon ran over a stick tying almost
in front of the St. Nicholas Hotel.
Tao eapiashos shattered the betel
salas and *Mee, hatimess houses.
The driver of the mid& was sot
isijured. The imolai teeplosiin te-
etered a short time later, in the same
way. and again the driver escaped in-
jury The horse stepped on the stick
and its hoof was blown off
liAB BEEN IN TRANCE
POE as, HOURS
Vincennes, Ind, April 25.-Joiejah
Lucas, a proaninen: farmer of Mon
roe City, has be.. ii'. a teuice for
op hours, and all elms to awakes
him have proved a failure. Recently
Loess was attacked by robbers wbila
en route home and bit on the head
with • brick, and uric that lime has




Washington, April *5.- -"Si Speak
er Cannon .1 uourmated for the peer-
idevicy in the next itejsehlkin Na-
tional convention the tears that will
be shed in Ind:tra can be scoope I
into a teaspoon." said Representa-
tive James .1?„. Woe's*. oi Indiana,





A Denver woman who yes suing
her husband for divorce the other day
had a beautiful time telling the judge
how Earle her husband was.
"The last worn= who Batters him
hos loin.' said the Deaner woman. comma, the kunst
 Adaiddeas








IS NOT ADVOCATE OF THE
NOMINATION OF FAIR-
BANKS.
easily managed as that
get a divorce from hhibeillaft thine
wee a breath of life left WO, boar.
'The hut woman who Mittens him
has him.'
AM indeed, my dear madam. Thee,
why didn't you see to it that psu
were the fiat woman es-try aim?
I'd he the drat women and the mid.
die time cemema sod the last woman.
and I would think of more sweet
things to say than any other human
bang conk, ever think of. and I'd
my them every time I got a charsce.
V my husband laced flaMerY
see to it that begot ohne, of it. Soli
got it right at him in his owe door-
yard.
A woman who ie married to a man
hoe raise points in the nem in her
favor all the lime. The Tann can't
gee away from her, in the Gest piace-
obeli got blot right there feeder her
thumb to expeeinteet ting aid the
other women where trying to get him'
has es wait armed corneae amd stand
ill windy hallways and com__romise.
limed is a doses ways to gee* op-
peramity that the man's wife bee
made tc order for her a dome times
a day.
I know • somata who was RI. sad
she went to a hospital. While she
wee there her hasband's anther and
bee humbend's sifter did their very
best to ammo die husband from
hie wife. When the wife best be-
gan to nedmalseed the situation she
sass very mikappy about It. hat she
wee a sensible tRossua, so she didn't
my • word.
She didn't ea& and she dikes cry.
and she didn't even hie* a finer
mean thing about her amiable rris-
tires-hi-law.
She shapty laid herself out to be
agreeable to Itr husband.
She bet him see how delighted she
wee whim he came five sainutee early,
and how happy the very least little
bit of attention from him had made
her.
She flattered him aad made much
of hire Intl he was awe in Wye
with her dime be was whew he asked
bee to merry hint, sad abs. she Weis
out of the hospital he asithee-hs-law
sad aistenhadaw treated her with
serange, panted base while were
worth e dose* quern% to her quiet
hale conecionames of WM& trie
tarhillt
Now. IF that wawa' had awe like
the women who gee Illst dieterce in
Deriver became her heehmell wee
easily Battered, she wool/ have cried
and made same, every dam bee bus-
band was • ndente Ye at tbs. hoe-
pital and she eyelid have Owed eight
into the be of the ample who
were trying' so emir ssenble for her.
As it is. she is the bead of a ham.
contented, prosperous and friendly
family, and she has not one to then&
for her owe gond fortune but her
own good ..,-
Flattery is a foolish bade sugar
cake, to be sure, but there isn't a bit
of berss in it, not a single tit mid
the woman who won't Better her own
husband once in a while IWO God
out to her cost that there are lots of
other services in the world who are
sot PO stiff-necked as she is.
Most weans have a bead for Sa-
tires wham it canes to looking OW
for No. I.
For the Snit Moe in ha resilience
of as yeses is London Queen Alex-
andre bus violet the Tower of Lem-
don and was "much interested."
Witallingtoo, D. C... April as.-
Speedier Joe. G. Cannot; who arrived
here today en route to the James-
towel exposition in mow widr a
number of other plumbline Repub-
lican members of comilenlia, carom's'
od surprise at the pub/imbed reports
to the effect that be had come out
for Vice-Presides. Fabianist for the
presidential viominatios
The apsehar said he :levee beard
that he wee a Fairbanks mast used
he reached Washington. Recently
he was a guest of Mr. Fairbanks it
ledlenspobs, aed in the mead of en.
tertaismeses leached at oat of the
fashionable &nines* ment's clqb. M-
ier the repast the gentleness present
declared kw Uncle Joe for president,
Vice-Pmehleat Fairbanks WS arc-
eed 
Nat wally the speaker seggested
that the favorite mu of inima
aesned as finit choke of She Wiens
thiegallina Is that way the report
:raw les he wasa
nom. sad tar
area tbe vine-enahleat to succeed
Netdikar Isioarrek. It was • lunch-
eon at which everybody fell pretty
mod end weer digs v. ere add that
weal regally asnewilmmt hailers be-
ing delay /*Yorded.
As to what Maga is 14gely to do
the speaker said:
"The ISSIFIeliallma of Illinois will
not select to the an/411.
can saasioaal conweation anal the bi-
ter pert of next eihder and bow thaw
delegates wilithal=a4 I do ant
Wow. The of Illinois
are not in the hilt of crossing We
had* mil they 111114 it"
It. one fmis war famlas4 the vela-
ae/Radeell of Swaim, Can-




Abert flefameoss. Under Indictment
ihr Ilmamorts Ilistderr, Bellevad
to Se he Omura.
Manfordvilk. Ky. April as -Al-
bert Salaam. under indictment for
the Mardi'', of Einabet Brown, his
litti.Mageam. a few days ago, was
arraigned Is court yesterday sad his
attenseys entered a plea of not sal-
ty. °Meg to the consented comb-
don of the docket at the present
term. Great Judea James set the
case for Tuesday. April and called
as. extra seselioa of court for that
time to bier the czar.
The 070k:ism who were employed
to hold a pest motleys estaiderstion
reported that the condition of the
body showed that the child bed kw
mistreated for weeks, if not ntisdho.
past. ?base were several scalp
wounds in varioes stages of beldbles
be there was no fracture of the deal
The body was covered with bruises.
discoloration* *ad abraaeas, be-
sides serious interim! *juries that
were sufficient to cause death
A large crowd witnested she 114*
tom anti the excitement was io
great that the count ordered the sher-
iff to swear in an extra force of dep-
uties sellicierit to guard the jail at
night. The deputies will emanate on
the case until the excitement lies OM
or the came is tried. There is not
much probability of a mo4u. but every
precaution is being taken to refute
Ithe safe keeping of the prisoner
FRIDAY
The Day of Bargaina
As usual Friday will be a buoy day at Ogilvie's, and we
are going to make this Frisby of spadkj interest to you,
for we are going to offer =any ware and aseemaible
articles. . We have below a few of the amny good
things to be bad at our stole tonsorrow.
Handkerchiefs
so doom Ladies' All Limon Initial Handkerchiefs, oar
regular sa handkerchiefs, better than you will ever hey
again at the price. Friday may Ito 3 for Pc
Anothor lot of Handkerchiefo, linen and cotton embroid-
ered Sc
Skirts
Another reabliensat o ithose Wile and hams Sakti
wilt silk bead or sills embroidery pleated. We caset get
dims feet onengh to supply the dionsend, se they will
nm last lon4 so come down Pebbly. The prime we
$5.98, $7.49, 0.98, $12.50
'Them shine bans preyed dtemenlves.-
Swiss Curtains
so damn Swim Cereal= in eta** egurea; beet pod-
the khd yew bey at Sues per pair-will be mild
Felder to mho *bap inemendog e% pee pie  111$
is deem Madras Carta* beet vain, eve( eared y
ee
awirrhere. Ph4tIket Par Or 
Matting
p rolls of save heavy C.hista Matting, as good a grade
es ever mid far • st. We bought a on, load and cm
offet thic be to you Pridsgr.at par yard Ilk
If you mienso eisi t war mars Friday raa miss
geed dimp, se get the beisit and Irak





We hem a flee Was of lidastie. Ormilee mad 1111men It-
whiskdhow the boa weekimmitip mmd high o-
gres of artistic coaciesseina. Oar emeihat aid lowest OW
Meeassame bow an air of 411hisellift
Parties desirous te lantodly, Ode be. should keopect ow
Sins of ceridem and reomoneets in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Reensenber we have the largest beet and meet diatieedee
line hi the Pere/saw an Met Ilia St.
J.E.Wffiiamson&Co
Subscribe For The Register
Harbours' I 5th Friday Bargain Sale Today4
Slow sellers, soiled or damaged goods, brokers' assortments, remainders and all remnants will be on sal
e today, Friday, at halt price and less. It's a
out day. A clean up sale of goods that are ordinarily overlooked-Ind neglected. Thrifty, intelligent buye
rs will profit by tomorrow's sale.
LADIES' SUIT, SKIRT AND
WAIST BULLETIN.
Ladies' $ta and $15 Panama New
Spring Snits, just to start them goats,
tomorrow (Friday's) price will be
only $7.e8 a suit.
50 Women's Skirts will be on stele
at half price and less: Scene eat to
$1.5o. Some to $z Some to $2,9o.
Some to $3.75 and some to $5.
ao Black Voile Skirt% cut to %.75
each.
too Women's Witists will be
domed out at half price MO
Some at 25c. Some at pc. Souse
at fret. Some at 75c. Some at $1.
DRESS GOODS BULLETIN.
Mack Nub Voile, regular
Friday price 75C.
NAVY, SILK ROLIRINNE.
Regular $1.50. Friday once 75e.
ALIXII IMAM ipticznA GREEN
AND OLD 113,118 PANAMA.
dii+gular $j„i'Friday price pc.
Gray Wall regular 6. Friday
Price 3.5c.
FRIDAY BULLETINS.
Silk Setts, regular pc. Friday
price 25c.
Kid Belts, nettle- r,oc Friday
Price 55e-
Harbour's
Kid Belts, regular 23c. Friday
price I0c.
Ladies' Stock Collar, regular 54/c.
Friday price zsc.
Regular 25e Friday price toe.
School Handkerchiefs. Friday
price 6 for toe
White Madras Cloth, regular 25c.
Friday price toe yard. Greet foe
men's shirts and boys' waists and
other purposes.
Mill-End Mohair Suitiag, regular
15c. Friday price Sc.
Mercerized Gingham, regular 25c.
Friday price 18c
clear




Hats. a big assorted lot, teitgar 73c
to $2,50 each. Friday price 50c each
=NV LINEN COLLARS.




Grainriated Sugar, no lbs. Sr.
24 lb. Beg White Star Patent Flour
55c-
4 Cans Corn a2c.
to lbs. Flake Harshly 25c
Canned Tomatoes 2 1-2 lbs Irs"
10 Rat. White Navy Bea* asc
wosnars SHOES.
Regular $3. nricky price GI-95-
Broken lots esoorted sires, Patents
and Vicis.
MEN" DRESS SHORE
Ra/viar $.1 o. Friday Price /0-50
Betoken he., all arsess but set of the
same kind. Both Patents and Vic*
SOFT IPOR HATS.
Regal C $ters. Friday rite Yac
'Regular $2. Friday peace
Regular $3. Friday price *Leo.
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Last Year Chief Woods of Fire De-
lta:metal, Rated too Stahel*
On This Ground.
et James Woods of the fire de-
. t has several men engaged
*piing corn upon dotty acres of
sonliatoky grounds, two t.:;les be-
Oak rthe-'cemetery. The
will raiec corn again on this
for use iii feediag the -animals
the fire depart ntsit tm iNtsteitt.
Last year he riseda 
ground and this prole:4
about $600 on as the
not bare to make my purchases
this commodity for moo nansato.
11. *owl. the thirty acme to yisk/
equal amount this yew**, what
It .amounts to wife bp-ittot that
saved to the departaat.
chief has men to go out and
the corn and otherwise core for
the summer.
• cemetery ts the new one
porohased two years ago, hub which
Is mot yet being used 1,x burial pur-
poses. therefore the chief is utilising
Shit vacant ground for his corn patch
'YOUR LIMOS Alit LIKZ
(Chicago Exanditer.) ,
Arc yen aware that your hew ar.
probably *as (bogy as a tbwidat-eleed
--patched and streaked with blue mid
bled *Ala dark maths which pewee-
Moo the isseeratost depths of those
arrests*?
Sir Frederick *neves, who seems to
he as authority on the Ascii of cool
Melte on the hums organs, says
t
such is the eondislam of the
all
:
alibi avows. adelt is Leadart
teems ham the newfmos
of soot aid dirt ishalt. eedt
Now Chleacis Is wet Lewdoi%
wed sees aft liable to pro-
dote tbe same elect in both places.
net is why,. Isk lawwwwwil its
mike the loripissi moieties.
H they at. in thst state. then you
am so iamb the lees capable of re-
medies assume. aceserding to the
sone authority, end also according
so eomenon mews The tife-trieiell
oxygen gets into the body thresegi
she bears, awl if they me elegge4
Wilt met et ereihesed by st they
Ort priors their. hearties satis-
f people esalited these' thing*
Prill. dead"' Ise Sir odileith Tree's
rEwoukt mot thee agi-arshe or4In d own temild 
bee dram
reellY •Nostitro. As things
‘0,11011. however.* is MOM/ at °emir
yr Not a plain Aims 'ea he pardoned
:I for wondering if suck an ordiseasece
IllkleLVise is he who profits by the fool-
theses of ethers.
Enkineer Won Race Against
Barn Blown On Track
By A Storm.
Lexington, Ky., April 25.—Engineer
Scannon of a Chesapeake & Ohio
freight, was the hero yesterday of a
thrilling race between his train and
a barn, with severef lives at stake.
Scans:too', train was musics Tebbe'
motoa., mar here, whet the high
triad which was blowing, lifted a big
tobecco barn irons its foundatkma
and it rolling down the bill
railroad, heti a mile away.
=01 Saw the Winger and tiZt
threw the throttle wide
in an endeavor to outrun the
The heavy train was on the dower
grade and soon attained great mo-
mentum, but just 99 it fookti as
through the period would he intrtui,
the big barn crashed into the ca-
t_bompe,ernashing it. The impact also
lielttered the barn, which collapsed
en the track Transoms in the ca-




Enters Beast's Cage on a Bet of $3o
and May Die
Oxford, Pa., April z.—Entering
the cage at es esweeptel lioness on a
bet of fo. Woof Laticales, an ate
Mai trainee, was ahnost torn to
pieces. while plastic stricken men and
women feu* for escape.
With a snarl the beast sprang up-
on her. Itur its claws in her
Wesel and tetio, smog* et her
shoulders The womalf -mapped her
revolver br the animal*, eye* and
janontned her sharp prod into its
throat, drives, off for a moment.
As attendant jumped to the door
and opened it. but as the injured
trainer moved toward, it the lioness.
with • leap, cut her off
Fearing the beast might jump
through the open door the toward
rushed to the exits in • MIA sawn-
Oh. Meanwhile tba pawls Sok for
the cage with &Meg has. amid as
the awaml, ler Amps dripping with
hoeller bleed. ereadied far seether
ape* opos the heel ef the held
allodedase woman. dity *mod the
sod het wespens against he body.
There, cowering in a corner of the
mgt. it was held while Madame Las-
mess magrersd to Out or. Her
atom Wile alauckt torn from the
sookots, her shoulders were mangled
and her hobs* tornbly lacceretet




Kichoiativille. Ky Aped 2$-1%e
eighty-eight anniversary of the low&
Mg of the hodepeadeet Order Of Odd
Follows a America was csiebrebta
by tiniest lodge! No to, hew night
with a bemosek After the banquet
shoot a henelved Odd Fakirs end
their treadle repaired to the Jodie
seism where two hours were spent
in speechmaking and social chat.
NEW YORK FASHION POINTS
New York, April 23.—.Quite the
prettiest bits of f,ioggrear for some
time are the new seamless pumps of
brown antelope Ain This spring is
the hilt time Thm'y have been ,bowili
The texture of skin is like suede and
the color iii a lovely gidlilett brown.
Toes are rather pointed 'Around
the top the pump is edged with a
narrow binding of tan kid, tied in
the minuest .of bow. in front.
The newest pendants to be worn1
on any gold chains pie- composed of
four or five stones filets or 'rather
haceAng in a row. One of brown!
teldhlotlines and diamonds has a!
oblong in shape, to which ;
a or Sham ia attached. Stapende;:l
front time is a diamond, then a three-
corner:4 tourmaline, then another
diamond and then an octagon-shaped
tourmaline forming the end of the
pendant.
Among the little cloth and bolero
Jackets that are so touch the fashion
just now there is a great number of
fascinating models to select ftotn.
Since its ::.‘st introductiou some
years ago the bolero has undergone
many interesting changes, and, while
still keeping in the main to it/ -orig-
inal line*, has altered msterially in
otamberleso- minor point*, but at the
same time tbe familiar bolero is Out
as entail as many of the newer coats.
Small se they are the boleros of
this year umpt be adasgod on every
available inch of the =eri:1, anitt
what is must be inside
as well as out. Over essell seam as
laid a band of lace beading oith rito
bon of appropriate color running
through it; or, if not finished asset-
ly i this way, at any rate the sim-
plicity is renewal with lace, ribboto
or embrodory, or heading to correw:1
pool with the outside of the jacket,
at that wheee the lap falls back or
the sleeve" dance to turn up there
will be ocoliino 4, offend the esthetic
eye.
A. a rule dot borer, is of the ex-
act shade of the cooties*, but again
it is sees as a tome of contrast is la-
eroducing a deeper tone to the robe.
With a deep red or with cereals
obedes of rms. for example, a tittle
teat of isla;:, taffata, with the cigar
of the goers sews in the feelers
give* an enedlest elect, bet nib
soft llstlet green, and bright reds the
black is sites pelt whet is needed
with the mews. The deeper toms of
red ere, of course, too nm'sa foe this
time of year, but green is one of the
most pronsissent sprits, colors. An-
other velallot Ohs* is vivid Cense—
softer than debar pink, yellow or ese.
wore and a gift of composite of the
three Amis.* blue is another
smart color for the early Mein& and
thine is the usual number of gray and
taa dreams.
Every coloe-of the rainbow will be
carried by Osittio belles this enli-
ster te 41WW Asir- bees front the
hissingtraye of stria A slimming
liegerle woad, esle wont with deck
or agilely 4eseirc le Of lines.
A hresethehed florae, foll and Oily.
softens the edge, while ewer is de-
pea& weetiallieers of embroidery.
Above these is an Melt width of in-
sertions of princess lace. The whole
The Equitable
Assurance Society
OF THE UNITED STATES
 -PAUL MORTON, President --
ornuts TO THZ PUSUC Tiff
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York State Law.
THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each; policyhader ;the fullest
likprotection, and every appropriate bessfit.. 41111ftlat
tak Ito is UNCONTISTASLI and .UNIUISTRICTID alter—thifirst t
DIVEDILNDS, are paid ANNUALLY. ,Liberel Wen and samodar values ara
granted. Policy payable at maturity: lefties,' in CASHIor EISTALLMENTS.
Or the mosey may boleti wits the Society at interest. Or the:insurance may
. be cosveriad lab ananaiden4geta
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the :Socifoiy; its promptness
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the conservatism sand
ecomosay with which its attain are administered, guarantee to fits policyholders
insurance that. inseres---protecticn flat, itct ctaillan2,1mi Oa
crecos IFOKFUKTFILlt.qPARTICULARVAPPLYGTOI —magi
HENRYIJAPOWEW•
4-likab1e Building a Louisville, Kentucky
makes a simple sunshade, but an ex-
pen.'ve one.
Dame Fashion is on the fence re-
garding the lasshionable dress skirt
She has openly declared in favor of
the tram as being more dressy than
the short skirt, and she has •gone to
far as to *tate that the woman who
wears a trotting skirt to a dinner
makes a great mistake. Yet, she
comes out with the evening gown
eft round ad made in ankle length;
and she is .aeen at (limners and recep-
tions in her elaborately embroidered
Nineties, with its circular skirt and
its kniglik at abbreviated as to show
her bitleileame 'boots.
Far-the shOrt woman, rather stout,
the' long slender train, is most be-
coming. But the woman of height
and slenderness can wear the circu-
lar skirt with - telling effect. Many of
the new round skirts are cut in such
a manner that they fit the hips close-
ly while inverted boxes are intro-
duced at the Imes line to give that
fullness to the shirt around the an-
kles. In the draftier of these skirts
there is a great deal of embroidery
introduced, and there are trimmings
of lace and braid with panels of jew-
eled medallions set in. These can
be boughtor pensively ant their
elect it
figured pongee is very desirable
from a summer standpoint. It wears
well, sheds the don, is dressy and
.ess be made up with silk or lace. It
tle charming as a shirt waist suit
with a plaited skirt, a round waist
said neck with canape set in. A very
boodionse pongee woo trimmed with
USW* of mobroidened green linen.
There was a 'unapt of this material
and there were cadfit and belt also of
*he embroidered lines An embroid-
ered linen hat completed this pretty
coettente.
The a bite cottons are very sheer.
and to own a handsome white cotton
*leg means a great deal. It is both
rich and beautiful. There are Alter
white cottons, hand embroidered and
loce trimmed, that are as handsome
as chiffoni., and there a white eon,
tuft, worked an Empire wreaths lend
in tom designs that rank high in the
artistic field.
Order to Pawahrektes.
Hot Springs, Ark., April 14—By
at ostkr of Chief of Police Jahn W.
Cumbell, issued today, the local
pmeabrokers will be required to pre-
med glghtly reports to the polio/ de-
partment of all articles that they
have taken as pledges ..:thsring the
day, also the time the deal wa• made
and a description of the Peet,' to
wham the money was lomat This
is deer an order to aid the patrolmen
and detectives in recovering lost
geode and to confirm the identity of
potty thieves There has beets an or
*woe to this elect on the clit''s
hooks for an indefinite period, but it
has neoer been enforced
GEORGIA TRAVELERS
hieetin State Convention at Rome
With Large Atearidaime.
Rome, G9 , April as—Rome was
today the Mecca for the counnercrel
gravels-so of Georgia, the occasion he-
ist, the opening of the armies* state
=Z of the Trawler
s' Protective
ion. All the leading cities of
Ibis state were represented when the
meaveation was culled to order at
tha Cherokee hoed early this after-
• by Maiden' Hugo I. Frank, of
Savannah. Mayor Maddox welcsrit.
id the visitors -mad the convention
thaw took up the wilder- order of
Inederte. slide teenier the dele-
gates end visishist ladies are to en-
joy a moonlight eiderdown the Coosa
river The sosociatiow will connote
and conclude its bushiest tornorrror
PENN 111111110RIAL DAY.
&adversary tof Oreatm snsaf *Frame
of Gomumnsett" 
Carlisle, P.., April- mg—Dickinson
college todey celebrated/ with be-
comiag eetemosiie ike mph eons-
verss.ry of the. gtoneing by William
Pam of hIsr dolobrated "Frame of
Goer rawest" foe the e ninny of
Pennsylvania. one of the most re
roorkshle Political documents of Am-
erican history. President Georgie E
Sped presided over the memorial
'leeches end the principal addrew
War delivered by Dr Moncure D
Conway, of New York.
BOY HANGED IN A HALTER.
Colt Drags Him About Bornyaol
Until Life is Extinct
Ashland, Ky., April et.--jack, the
ten-year-old child of Thomas Sliger.
wa. choked to death this morning by
getting his head caught in the noose
of a baiter rope attached to a colt.
The animal dragged the child sham
the barnyard until life was extinct.
STUCK TO HIS POST ,
WHILE WIFE WAS DYING.
s ied:er t t- tan
Cincinnati. Apr.; 25.--lose% A.
Morris, an old an wa
in the Uni•ed Stmes subtrealwry.
While on duty esfy yesterday. • -
ceived a mesiaze that big' %qv. Ivas
dying and wanted him to come and
say good-bye. The old man started
to leave. boi ai the low of the tress..
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I nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intr usted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
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At Register ilitaildine, pg Iheesiepay.
.2M2441.1.741.ZatLNL. TrPe:demdee:
Warr & WI LHELM. liarottra
'ell Entered. as Ohs Amman of
h. KY, y.as mean -dm men =attic
cab and oilmen tie very life oat of
the consumers and coo top of this we
had a deficit of $45,ocei for isio6, but
the cilporation organs do not attri-
bute that feet to the corporations.
Oh, no! Ban because Owensboro
mem a water and tight plant, and
happens to have no money to pay a
month or so salaries, the corporation
organs, at once attribute those condi-
tions to municipal ownership If a
deficit in a city owning its public
tiHtsea doennated by a whisky ring
2,17 1640 is chargeable to municipal ownership LSI •
Tbres Illeathe  uns Ls it but reasonable and fair that a
One Wadi  ay deficit of $45,cno in a city dominated
by corporations and the whisky in
Jul 
Anyone.= to reedve dais pow
nowt min nnumr to remota should be chargeable to eor-
The ins M ewe. Tele- porate and whisky domination? The
Friday Morning, Apia et govt.
he Liquor end Corporation Organ.
The amen aid corporation or
or% North Fourth street is in sore
etruits for an argennent against nni-
piebald ownership In yeeterday'e
Resists( an Item from Owensboro
appeared in which was said the coun-
cil of thee city intends to raise the
%Actin* ea soh:ions Weir eye to sem,
q sort liq bodies Imo to $300.
whoiesale uo homes kee to ino.
and .• beer dealers arm to
Sala 'Alan that liresee we other
business was raised because the city's
fends were low and ea enough
, name is the treasury to pay the 016-
, c•als last month.
The News-Denweret professes
suck an item shoeid
• the Regiter, dee local en-
die 'landed ideas of
owiterahip, end ettesepts to
make it appear that the iecrease se
liceri.e Oft the whisky hessiensa to sup-
ply an empty treesery is due to nes-
-"skied ameareltip. Ti certainly take&
an elastic mod and a vivid imagina-
tion to arrive at that easeinink
seat one wood wa. k the bah
from Owensboro shoot asgall4id
ownership, the only knellinegole the
item conveyed was the 'fad 410 the
treasury wes empty sod li-
censes had beta raised. By the tut
thet the Oweesektro camel' is to
raise tire liquor license one could
removably suppose that the saloon
beepers sad inverse flakes of that
city have nee ham miter as is
the ware. Sedent and that the rawly
treamery was dee to dist fact. ()wrea-
ks's, Ilams far and wide se one of
else word whialtywidden cities is the
°Japery. estil it is one of the few
Eandocky dike do -arida iseal (*-
doe Imo been held is aeon years
dist cast a jtajoeity fa. the Mama
That elect ini took place six days
ago doh the whisky people were tic-
t.. -ias, franwriere very clearly that
laid* Soniestes that tidy, this
feat cannot be denied As Owesas-
Coro s controlled by the whisky in-
terests soed she city treasury is bank-
rupt, we one but a sapbeed can fig-
twe out Its bankrupt condition to any-
elsinf bat Vie diminrion of the
•hg lie edespent. The News-Democrat
Ate a wliairy onearr undertakes to
%home the einepay newer" to menici-
pa/ imam/tip. If 811t intelligent per-
iwig, with these facts before him, de
firms sat that the Neves-Democrat
as correct, then he nate indeed have
,nietitoti of haring:
According to the News-Democrat,
aalinasmatadooraregan, inutricipai owner
msty *.einggifigifble for the depleted
treasury at Owneshoro. If this is
tree about Owensboro, will doe
News-Democrat phase explain why
tact of the business is, when the
News-Democrat prints an editorial or
article against municipal mineral,
hundreds of extra copies are primed
and scattered over the city. Ifcivr
many of our readers got a free copy
yesterday with the nithculous editorial
refereed to above? Who pays for the
extra copies? People who favor mu-
nklpsl on bar Sensperanice
are fools to support sheets that wee
the contemoirble methods employed
by the Padocab News-Democrat.
The Caniniseion System.
I
The commission system of govern-
ing insnicipelitim, says the Nashville
Bemeer, which has been soccessfullY
adopted by Galveston and Hoemon,
Teets a system stuck has bees ha-
need ea the cheese of the Memphis
ehereer, is attracting meek attestien.
The Charleston News and Cosner
having suggested that the eninkimilt-
ides of South Cam-lion night proht-
ably adopt the "Texas idlea." the
Howson Pea any,-
"It would pay the 'News and Can-
ter to send a representative be Hoes--
sow to investigate is detail the work-
Mfg of the conmehmills erstellk so"
called, for probably anti a represents
tredve newalstior of &mill Cam*"takes the wetter is head little "re-
gress tan be ?nude is tabooing the
cities 4- i that soda free lie emote
end extravagance of the 'Mae We-
tem The Hoodoo winos is ne
longer an erperietem. It Is a deems-
stewed sweets *lend Is worth its
weight is gold. It is true that app.-
skim will he esementered what an
attempt is mak tlit sovlset the ad
plat with a seelels.-lasery-saving.
labor-saving. eraffillo. *IMO "eh aa
we have is Hotsinose but expesiesce
proves that oppoiseirre mare eau
viva Airtime common sense sod
ecowomy.
"The at/mem is stroog in the re-
spect that a dolioads worth of material
or leant is obtained foe every dollar
ennead; that no money is warted
on simennee or needienly eapesded:
that word'polines, the mew of as-
nickel estelreenies, it mak* eh-
sated. The oonsiodenal4 ::
of. mayor awl iser 
6 
by all the peopk of die dry. AA
other *diem me 1111•4 by saSeistweat
and etch apyonetee is held to a etriet
peederuniace of lie day. The Ron-
ne erten" wit redeem my city thy
adopts it from the curse of epode
politics, pelt enteevagaace, benh-
repay zed emote. It *ill save *Du-
san& of dollars to die taxpayers and
guarantee good, efficient bailie/to
gireerutient."
the city of Paducah began the good.
yi_r of igo7 with a deficit of Forty-
Thaseasid Daines? Every tax-
payer,M.Paducah knews that this city
was in den for that sum and that
Mayor Yeiser its December was an-1
thorized ets Borrow Forty-five Thou-
SIM Dollars not only to pay the city
officials' salary but bills againet the
r`ty 13.S well. We are now slakillid
hae the records. Owehabeiro CMOs
water plant and also a commercial
• ihehting and power plant Paducah
nanerotangeber, yet thin city fell short
• Sanaa lest year ht Owertaboro the
consumers pay 5 cents per kilowatt
for lighting current; in Padtreah the i
• verusuarer pays to cents per kilowatt',
-efts the same servim. In Owenabore
•Illhe water reteet are much cheaper than
hi Paducah, and the city gets ite
ohms free; in Paducah the consumer ;
not oda- peeve more for water, but
the city pays out $te000 a year for
fire pions or $1ao,o00 ha ten years for
-She plugs-
Irene&:sew corporation., dominate 'Pada-
COMPOSED MARCH.
Me. Cecil Lacey Comtpense "Kara
Mirth That in being Geese Out.
fife. Cecil Lacey, one of the city's
brightest young Mee and a talented
sketch artist, has made his Brat ven-
ture is the Bald of cespeekies, bay-
ing writers a gaga i.4 "Ears."
which I. promouseedbYthe azusiciam
of the eity to be one of the catchiest
and finest competitions they have re-
ct-ntly came in contact with. It is
written for um on all instruments
and tu coneert use.
Mr. Lacy lee erranged with M.
Whetmark, die celebrated New York
publisher, to put the piece upon the
=chin, Cflt3C3 having passed upon if
as' a mnat creditable moodier
FOUGHT TT T.
Paducah Boys Paid Deafly for Their
Visit to Metropolis.
Several Paducah bona will remem-
ber, their trip to Metropolis jester-
• os it cost them pretty stiffly.
They went-down on the Islasei-Queon
excursion and while in that nearby
-fity got tik discussing very epkitedly
something about horse witg..Worde
proved too weak to 
oree t 
their
argannents, so they fell to occupying.
The town marshal wee close at hand
and arrested the bort and they were
each fired $4.4o apiece. The Ube
happened in the afternoon and tU,
boys returned home on the night
trip wiser and considerobly poorer
financially
Fvert the proprietor of a canning
factory sometimes says "I can not."






1665--Great Plague of London began.
171I—David tit*Dt, historian and po-
litical economist, born. Died
Aug. es, 1776




Jai—Fire destroyed the great mer-
camik estahlietnita_,_ ne of Mew"-
WIltiteb• in taw&
1895—The Alliance affair with Span
ended by the latter giving
ample saessiaction.




. It."1",, irrctatentitil-11.11h114 Arbailiw
Rogers, Ark., April ase=The ease
week or so has been very pregnant
with interest fat the fruit lErtowors of
'Northwest Are. Walk litmch
iriti• was warm and brawl"( h nds of
;fruit kin bloom several sheaf
of the mad dame, 
Apr
• lime given
scarcely &Ake of senein and has
brought front and fteatea.
Unless weather eandlliess brine
about enfavorbale seams* later in the on the charge of a Wench weoftutbse
year, tow ought to peon a mosey- peace, it beteg claimed he knocked
making year for the dealle growers Eegiseer Fred Ladner
of Benton and IVeshisliggiti counties. chair Saterday night at trawler
It talc tees ten dais ifair* the beet. towsw boost OW Pose* stm• Eliza-
that Deena to have been so dims- bah street& Leader en Stewart
trees to the apple* of likanuri. Kell- daring' the hi* "4 the °eV° hassae and tillsois awl local hop** nien hem Mid up ever nom
are still catsiant that the Field will
he fully ma Ctrall kid Fear when Crashed Tlwough Window.
awn r
ketable fent Bee even though en' order to see that dos yinedates are
rates, should ec-ale down osie-loalf, is good sporting mammas. Yalta._
the prole to the grower should be dAty ateanogg Patrlaseast Oer and
correspondingly greeter. for the short Seaterrs IMO their Pink ed. aisd on
hi 
e
ow he nmouti._ ICSoaal sod Illinois of tbe latter's bodiels sweat wild.
is Wand to seed piltes shrewd. a ',aft'. tiepowati tielioessoms win-'win-',
list It the keel* itilitin hurt the dam of W. R. assinamsarz a sum
sefiek It is Nit en elfilM4blit it he. South rieventh dent mod mat near
.
power
the volt or motimitY stone Was Teo members of the pcdiee fame
estimated at two reed a half million are reete,red to thd yea
bands, of which Lae° care were mar polo refry two wain- pentice in
shipments from Bente* enmity were
as follows: Ow the lorises-Gar6e 11,
11 cars: Ran" ji care;
,eare; Seateaville, to ears: Ceitterten.
2 cart On the Knew Cky South- Ti
ere—Gravette„ 140.4=. SkaPh ,
Won. care; , 42 cat's;'
ears Total, aft talb. If county
Gentry, 4 cats; Salem tines. is




Mee Who Engineered Baldest Sank
to De loos Aneeidd.
New York. April sl.—ny Herald
today says that the gelidity of the
mew who elegant-ea the mild on the
of the ?most tallwailY of
Asisosies, far which ewer-11K W. 0.
the eimmelryth. aessemet
bond deli, and Oliver II Itassrat. a
broker, ere me* arrest, has been
nod that his often is es-
ported shandy.' His is Weise so at a
boom mesoupell tommesi he daseciel
and earning Akira.
elstemmat dram Minionis
hot ism ant he' opt he wilt
hmish Ile *widest* es which the
Boston moo will be arraded When
dest men is arrested, it is-declered.
there will be told the is seintieg
story that the hawks/ arnerict has
heard in years.
DOCTOR. Is. MUST WO
LIRE III MIMI CELL
Charles as. oak Cowiesolliml Car
ing Young Woman's Death.
Chicago. April as.—Dr. Clarks Si
aair, who is years old, most end
his life is the penitentiary. He was
convicted by a jury yesterday in
Judge Big's moon on the dame of
ter in emenction with the
deenh • of Miss Emma Johnson, ill
years old. Was Johnson died January
13 at the County Hospital from the
elects of an operation width Dr. St.
Clair performed. The girl went
to the home of Dr. St. Clair,
too Washington boulevard, where
the operation which caused her death
was performed last December. Her
father, Olaf Johnson. came to Chi-
cago, to aid in the prosecution of
the physician.
BIG pIrr FROM MR. CARNFGIE.
Danville, Ky., April 25.---;44.-oid has
been •received hers that, as the le-
salt oi the vieit -Mete's. Legan
Mnrray and Shintleerera id Neu>
York, Danville will soon have the
largctt women's c.lifzge in the Scoria,
Andrew Carrterel.proinised Mr. -Min-
ray and Mr. 3Iteteen,rth that lie
would give the last -Snecio3 -oft tbt
.hflonoo to be raistri, for exien.line
the scope of Caldwell college, one
of the beet-known ferthatl Othoolit in
the state.
The ittesnytenan ch:-th!s have al.
ready raised $50,Oce. and but .1 ic..eoc
now remains to hr eci••••ellitoi eet Mr.
Carnegfes gift. TN.
tEleware of the MI
nroond On ;l1, rot
TRY!
HER DAUGHTER
CHIEF COLLINS GETS LETTER
PROW link READER
ABOUT GIRL.
Noah inewert. Colon.. is Cbsrhod








Manager Jaynes Returned From
Ketones. Where He Attended
Funeral of Mlle Wilcox.
Chief James Whoa yestardapre- • Mrs. Louisa Hall passed away at
ceived a letter hum Mrs. P. D. o'clock yesterday morning after a
Reeder, of Poe do Lac, Wis., request- many weeks' illtien with complicated
ins that the clad kook for the vro- ailments at the home. Soo South Fifthman's daughter. Mrs. John L. Bran- eteeee
doe, who militim somewhere in this The deceased was le years of age
city, Mr' Itaider stated that abs and hsit resided in this city sow
had deletes to her dmighter several since the war, being one of Padecalles
dim, Int dietitian the letters *ever most highly esteemed ood
reached her Imairilla. aa no replies were knows' chriatiast women whom.=
ver received were legion, and whose dissohnint
The mother said the ditighter had , cameo great grief throughout her em-
s child, but that die was hardly tensive circle of acquaintance*.
sally capable of Assuaging her own
affairs, and this possibly accounts for
no mower being received to the for-
conwminications.warded
Negro Kam Arrested.
Noah Stewart, colored, was arrested
hy Officer Samuel Howell yesterday
The funeral sorriest will be hela
it 9 &acids this morning, with burial
following at Oak Grove cemetery.
•••••=milim
land Yasaarday.
Munger A. L. Joys's, of the Cum-
bodand Telephone compery, and
, Greta Barba retained last even-
'dog from Ktettawe, where they at-
yeetealsy tatandes the funeral
of Woo Tykes Wilmer, the young
kr* alto died of brans fever Tuesday
The deceased was formerly chief
operator for the telephone exchange
at Kamera.
The Iron Age and Ed Roberta ar-
rived in the local harbor last night
unit a tow of close to half Is asUlon
basted* of Pittareg coat. Both
hosts had .21 hail" each bedding
shunt teak/ lipshet• of coal, or about
400.0e, Alt - Nest of the goal is
tor the bed trade_ After depositing
their tow here, the boats will return
to finding. The A'ice Brows is ex-
Petted in tonight with another large
tow.—Losisville Poet.
nerteiled the sersoberUlloat north striking Hiss Birdie Mire, she tele- Esieugm AND 111111111A11of the senesteins at I. one-half, phone operutor, who was taking a mum coLLiagcsKIf wet more. Last year ,iten beniti bath. Rioneington. LIL. April se.—Isi e
ta anilines between freight wain amid
a tight ambit es the Chicago and
Altos road at Dwight early yester-
day Zagleseee Erma Goodman. of
Owight'mehlgedume C. Ir. Taylet. of
1111100011.8•41 eine and Pee-
wee Brows, of Dwight, totally in-
jured. Eagneer Chu. Tutor. of
Illoomingtoe, was serious,/ hurt
Went *moot
Mar Jade Senders was 'MEOW
to estrit a Wee. yesterday monsing
at the glopet when he stumbled and




chants of ras_Jodioe ideal toss sight.
Lieutenant 'Thane Patter banns
was eston the island essuip sassy-
ais. is des afasessas and ratMog ileli
at Metropolis did isot det Inds nee
early this usorsiss.
Stray Horse Talmo Up.
A street Pt. molinrama found a
ease, straying aelluall onSaab
Mend street lest 'venial end tied the
missal to a post ie frt.* el Rieke-
berates ma Wm* ess_kai aloft
to dais Os Massie was ewe, to the
eely paid he. at niede and is tither
boil for the *Intr.
REPORT REVEALS
MANY HORRORS
(Cantinas/ from Page (iue.)
almolsonse. He is an itiot. hen a weak
spine, is usable to mud or walk a
step and unable to talk except when
aroused to eager, she. be swears
fasetaly. The reports woo: 'Ilk
boy win born to • Yonne erl and
bar father to the lather of this chat
The seperiatembin timid he we. born
on the pace. but before hie time, and




Bowsville, Tenn, April a.—Ac-
cording to iadormation which has
rilached hare, Era. Thomas Calton
who lived at Forked Deer, this comi-
ty, and who had been married a
short time, committed suicide by fir-
ing a pistol ball through her heart.
:The reason for the deed is not
known
FARM SUPERINTENDENT
TAKES HIS OWN' LIFE
Martin. Term., April a.-Ott Tues-
day W. E Cayce, manager of the
telegraphic department of Hall-
Moody Institute, was called to his
fon, near FillotkOak. Ky., on ac-
count of Buck Neely, his farm man-
ager, showing signs of being taco-
tally unbalanced. Word was receivet,
here Wednesday afternoon that Mr.
Neely arose, at an early hour Wed
nesday morning and went out to the
barn, where he hang himself. When
found life was already extinct.





Friday, April 26, 1907
I. 0. 0. F. parade; good speaking
by prominent Odd Fellows; Rebekah
Degree work; subordinate degree
work; eerautios on river; ire com-
pany drill, grand ball; viek to Fort
assac.
The Dwellers of the Americas
Revolution have recently purchased
Fort Itewee, and have already erect-
ed a monument, pawed gnat, and
laid off the wooed with walks and
driveways. This is damned to be
one of the most beautiful places of
historic interest in the surrounding
territory.
The meaner George Cowling will
be the eacial boat or the Paducah
Odd Fellow lodges going to Metrop-
olis, leaving Paducah at 9 a. a. tt
a. a., a p. m.. and 6 p. in.; .emening
leave etropolis at to a. es., t p.
S pat. and te p. a. The Cowing
will also accommodate the Brookport
lodges and public.
Round trip fare ss cents
NEW tbLi nil I IVO
Pot the secontenotation
who have bought kodaks from
are at prepared to do their ei
veloping and printing we haft
urremiliessate with I
Orisf, ibs.s hipS igiaj Wye
is Pbele*Starisr, to etmette,tI
psalmist. nos Assehops• semi
esils Woad*ml in p.
Leave films at stors avid
Meat day.
WPM
flag Stare 4th it















Good cigars axe not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are net an
good.
However, every dour we
keep—whether hipeenti Ii. do-







ISO S. T MED STREFT: nuosit Y
An trectsarefeiecotedcsur Piambialtr thecl:st.
tosehaoies, ander our peamod
ervisian, ma no detail, no meta Iiolr
unimporteet it !My seem, escapes our Men
eitiori-14We use the hososs.11111basse
Percdsio Resettled ?bend* FietereA4.v
which are. the best made. By pledge
yosr mirk with us, you are mandershe -
best material and worbautshipobennable.







moved to Metropolis some months
ego. They reside at the river front
and Mrs. Jones died Wednesday
night. She mid her husband were
well known to Paducah People.
amsemalma. The Adam and foams
am wet mall imallY 6110.110 to Orem
the web id a saillimmise's hams
There II imshing cheap as Aside
• Iseeleig about them Thep Ma. b•
daplicased In the retail steam he he.
than JO amts. . The beat rammumusde
doe that we aim give than la m lie
that if yes BM not thselatftr alga
Sod with your phases day WI "duns
the mem he year embeedgeins set
pSy the pommy for retindigy the pit
me se them.
If yea are skid,' a subetriber I
the Twiciwormut imusucor if you mid truly the egrfeeketa
moothly, Farm Progettaa seed a aNsi
&me for oria VW% 1111611a1011111111 Sc
this his sibdeen~ he and Waft
paper. The t‘4..,. WILL It
PUBLIC in fie end WM a
weal, hese Met the amein
mil Farm Program is the taster
=Zarin!. mentlily In Mriaa 
ilitai 740 pt both those
mind/ pelMleatiemt fer a peer eat
one of them handseme/y humid pie
tures, an for only fit.
Roma by or angleastfi
maw order. Maar sr PM
digit Do nut ØØ gitreomal cheeks
Willie miteand aMa. plidnly. Ail
dm*. an orders to the St. Louis Re
ImBlic. IR Lads. Mo.
GROGAN FINED.
Assessed % and Coat Penalty f
Disorderly Conduct.
Heck Grogan was fined d3 sod the
cost, in the police court yesterday
monring on the chartre of disorderly
egladnel•
Dillard and Maggie Robertson
wertidlintised of the warrant charg-
ing tbeat with immorality. The cou-
ple got married and the judge re-
leased them.
PADUCAHAN E. n, SIMMS
FEELS BETTER SOAP PASTE
MR. HARRY TANDY SOJOURN-
ING AT DAWSON SPRINGS.
Fireman Lon Potter Recovered from
Attack of Sick:nem — Walters'
Boy Broke Collarbone.
Mr. limey Tandy remains about
the same at Dawson; thoiring as
permanent signs of Improvement, al-
thonldi, the water there makes
hint feel better for .the here being.
He expect* to remain indefi-
nitely, having ben on a sojourn there
for sevetal weeks now.
•••.••••••••.....11.
Fireman Lou Potter of the Illinois
Central railroad has recovered from
an attack of illness and wilt resume
his run between here and Central
City in a few days.
Mr. J. Cobb, of the Nelms-
Democrat. was able to be out yes-
terday. after being coofined for sev-
eral days with badly injured face
an head, cause by running into a
piece of timber projecting nom be-
hind a wagon that was creaming at
Seventh and Broadway. He darted
behind the wagon on it passing and
struck the timber.
The y-year-old son of )jr. 3. it
Walters of the Lone Oak section of
the musty, is suffering from a broken
collar hone, caused by falling from a
cedar tree in winch he was Playing
Weidneediy. The fracture was set
by Dr. W. C. Gore of that section.
Mr. George X. Umbangle the paint-
er and wall paper dealer, is suffer-
ing from hie left eye and may lose
the sight. He was scratched by a
cat that bad kittens * his loft.
where be was climbing when the fe-
line got in his way, and he picked
her up to pitch iser to one side. whet'





2.5 cents Per Jar
1, D. BACON
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson St-
If Its "The LUCKY CURVE"
It's The "PARKER' Folattil
PER.
THE PARKER Is The UST,




I NEWS IN BEIM. u
0140000001300330000
—Next Wednesday 'Richard D.
Bakrcrer and brothers of Lotlieirien,
take charge of the cigar aod news
stand in the lobby of ,The 
hotel here, the furniture sad ext.-
havkag been shipped yenrsisp., 1
Palmer Thunder eximpany has run
the stand for several yeara.
schools are coedited
—Many students Of the put 144p.
atsir her
with astaidtest that -
romerat Prof. Wraoitiw at
school is sufferiog Mist an attach
A r
King mosso and Kim od,treed at --The Mite society of the 
First
Cartagena, according to dos Caere Resist thatch suns with Mn Wit-
ePondsneis Do Le Espana, which moth Lock. of Fifth and . Gnirk
says it km astboriey for , streets, at 3 o'clock this afternoon
the teet7', litelhatien r Manager Miami W. Roberts will
of a iaramehing updgessading of the ner.t week due The Kentucky for
amme Sityar end Sim' this season, the only attraction a4
Deerptbiesp renaming Morocco ter that being -lliarley's Aunt.-
woe ratified. everything in retain* It ay ii.
to ths seams) lisrepees siesdies
weir dimme4 and gari bade was fur-
maisted of an agrament. lehlei la
noir is the hoods of the Spiamitiets.
The 01111c0111. aceardiag to the Coe-
=ow*I. the teenk tit the ems
limes. Germs, sad Great
Bskais for an eederstandiag wish
Sae* is which Grew Britase Imo
wowed an akar.
The Correspoedencia reports Great
Britain se agreeing in elect that if
9Pu* wash, Spaaieh sang
pone te be seed by Britsie's
the latter wood help Spain us the con-
version of tar existing debt British
sonedsons voould gennotos the se-
Gorily of the Swinish COSsitit the
Spanish land forties would. U seam-
wiry, be allies of as Braid' mid the
British loecea 1Palid be pt the die-
Penal a Steen should the latter need
thaw
Spairt's obligation under the agree-
new, would be to put her arsenals in
order and to fortify her ports.
. Madrid. April 23.—Ttie meetiog of lain
Wry Mamie Conley Mealtime in-
terned yesterday a Ritireems 'from at-
tentfise court as Murray.
MRCS WORT WITH BANDIT.
allotorina /brim Ilagund=red
After Base Illsillant /IF
Warsaw. Riesaisait POkeed, 25
—A noeforiou bvidleml:, Stanislaw
Lit, the seem of matey edam. has
been captured at Lublin, cis miles
loam here, niortaliy mded, akar
She house in which be hal sought re-
fuge bail been blouson> pinups by &r-
egistry fire. Ls, *flys 'it tar that
a detachMeue of police was advanc-
ier as the house, bar/Waded himself
within mod e,-itned fire on taie police,
Whop several of flunk ?Mips were
inseanumed to the assistance of
police, but they were onelik to
lodge the bead*. Finally ast=
quick fire laid pit'flee were
Aiello bit the hsaidieek which mai!
op sad turned oat that ionic j
molialsed, atlas width dm -
stormed the neon asid fottod-tbk
perately minded. trying to maul/bin
revolver, wiiklil-he had emptied at the
attacking party.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
S. E. MITCHELL









The kind of clothes that cause even
woman who isn't blessed with
beau% to. took goud-
‘,Tiait's-the kind we are showing
now It our store.
LADIES,
- DON'T YOU KNOW
you'll want clothes later on for going
await Ihen youll not find the se-
lection we can give you now.
Th. kpretty suits we are showing
are smart, and full of style. They
contain that workmanship that no
other suits in Paducah have. The
stripes, checks and fancy weaves
come in varied colort, and most any
size one would desire can be had of
us now.
We want also to make mention of
our Voile and Cloth Skirts, because






I PERSONAL 11:111ITIO3I. u
mataussassasissamass
liffers of Quiaey.
è. lett4 bse saw. Mrs. jams X
lbelesstssari =6MatitIo.
Dr:of MellInrik.
asrived giemberday amid goes bedi
beams *Way.
Mier Hattie- Name of Oar* is
visaing Miss Marjorie Beerler of
amoseboop.
Secretary °made F. Snyder of the
au'tbeirw
ees. is in die eity es
haderms.
Posoilient I. M Lott' die- Ayer-
Lord lbsheisliesy, turbid rester-
der
.
 dinnt .Clikall1) en %visit- WI_ Pa-
den* einasger, Captain Beery
Beker.
Us. Chaim Reed ratalled
day frour1111•38d. aceempesaid by
Us daughter. Mrs. Reese s Reed
Kettto hoe been there for sev-
ere/ 
ee 
Rev. Cs M Thompson and Colonel
titre G. Siefletoo leave this morning
for Bartels to attendd the Odd Fel-
lows' cedfaihretiot. Both deliver ad-
dresses and return tonight.
et"tegarnilerelsi
Made rowis kit this usornioglQr
Ommaticaro aer•bosmees.
ColiikeL Asassy. Lemon, of May
held, was Idire:yesterdsy on Insides*.
Mrs. Robert I- Beadles and
of Malertsid. -"ars Imre fluting Me.
Resumer. who has locate/ in Peducah.
I, Irina" jortvg of Nichrome, is
visitittg Misses IIVtif and Ines Par-
is-.
tliVier /Mel* t:-Iirqran weot toe L y to attend court.
• Tot), Scott. the wealthy
ty farmer, was "in the city
on bunness.
th'e Attorney John G.
afTiVid item Benton yester-
and is et Hotel Craig.
cid'? Dispatcher L. E Page. of the
1. C.. yesterday ieturned from at-
'4  Moak vtaht it Wiehliee.
• Mbiehildillaws Cocbrees is Jelliting
- • lifka...irati":Mayfield.
We. eity treasurer-
- elect o tRiwnelittown. III , is vtsitine
his,brdtbleerlde. Kick -Frakes, the bar-
trere!4. 11,.ter-
'ar Mrs .J. L. Kens; have
* '441111115114 from SPringtidd.•
'Al Lock Istateted ye iterday
. ".
PAWNEE ORIC
WILD WEST 'HOW TODAY
The Pawnee Bill Wild West and
Far East show iccupies an unique po-
hition in the amusement world. Its
features arc unhackneyed and have
attracted more people than any ever
placed before the public with an out-
door untied.
The feature of the show is a faith-
* _reitrothseticia of one of the nowt-
Loin; Maps boys' most daring ex-'
Plebs and athieds interest is given
Ibis acme lir Shit ket thilit the en-
gine mnpkored in "The Greta Than
Robbery" protection of Parsose Bills
show is a Idehini model of the lo-
comotive "General." famous in the
amid& of the Cieg war. The "Gen-
eral" way Mika by the Andrews'
Raiders at Big Shutt'', Ga., on the
Western & Atlas* raillroad on April
tan tafra. aim leas recaptured near
Ringgold. Gar after an exciting chase
of about go ogles. It was one of the
most thrilling exploits of the Rebel-
t hou. The object of the raid was' to
1
burn the bridges on the W. & A It
R.. and cut the Confederate army
off from It, base of supplies. The
"General" is now on exhibition in the
Union station at Chattanooga. Tenn.
Resdes this most attractive feature
.1.,- re are others in which expert
; iiorawaansbip and &loan perfect
onashemenebiy are displeired tly.octual
and scouts who made the
nesse of die wild and wooly West u
th very home of daredeviltry. Those
loss so' recently located ie ehe Idea
Illattleas el Mars, lila thaaCidielidie
afed the wily lap, now itoMples in
mimic warfare for the plaudits of
thmeseada. Arabs, bred on Ione
bask. prelim - from the Pampae of
Booth Animist As best of Eag•
lish. German, French and Austrian
cavalrymen, all show their superb
control over man's equine friend.
Perhaps the best of all the vast ag-
gregation of riders are two ladies.
One of whom, Lulu Parr, the girl
broncho-buster, Met with the best of
the cowboys in controlling the wick-
KAY ULU&
ed bucker of the plains. While the
other, May Lillie, shows all of those
womanly graces which make the
ammestrionse so Muigrous to the
beans Si the susceptible male.
Our raiders are laded to be con-
gratulated oa teeing the opportuni-
ty to me this mosenbicent show
which trill eatkidat 'here twice today





The Twice-a-Ws* &balk of St
Ti.., Me.. is be saw • beauti-
fully homed Amer% alas t-e by
7 14 Wm. to eosey cots smang P
fer the yeses sedieesigslan so diehr
reissatare-eredig pager OW IhmeI mud* agrlodeend pa-
yer peidished by The Rimulis.
ealtr arms as both ma and
a1A egbairlbeta If yam die
the Older et gement send in yeursid:
Pr and tam pear dem mashed far
sui year sad get one of them boasti-
bd gleam without any Seam omit.
The pictures is grabs mile of
art. dine la Ate OWL TM SI am
are heads of henellid ilia Om
mom a Week picture hat and hie two
The *squiety Dick Fowler went miss laimes e. bee semi loam If
back so Cake tut night late in or- egis see 4 dearodosedlir ag se. 'Theair to bring as maraint est Si that akir 11, fir Vie Sumner
seek Odra*" SO 11111406 $11.1 Old • ears a Vida him pirtore












Mt. Camel. sak Adm.
Nashville, inset Mint
Pittalimg sea. risks.







The tow boat mry *kw 148 also mare a Mks aid ogees mist
returned from the Milesheipir river
with a tow of logs.
The Scotia bee rose to the Ten-
nessee river after /oil
Tb Vincennes went to the Ten-
lessee river yesterday
The tow boat Lyda comes back
from iodaY roe* to the
Cumberlaed river after deli
The Barth has rose to Caserrille
after a tow of coil for the West
Kentucky Coal company.
First Clerk L T. Coddler 414 the
steamer I.:kettle/1 has gong, to &Mir
edit, where his. mother-ipolMla
The Henry Harty arrived Boit
likathifille and ye tterdai
went to Wolf ;sland atter., a
tow. •
oltb a bunch of my piety team at
bar Imam Tin ragebilted1/10191.
K. te„ is a three...melee inta$11,
awe representing 'Pie WWI" OK`
with a keg cost, boa about her melt
arid a mat
The Erases are mode of minded
Odd sod are all Mak To tall them
from wad ebony it multi be neeessary
be mho them brim the will for tins
LADY DIED. 11
Wife of Widely Known Fisherman
Expired at Metropolis.
Today at Metropolis there %Irak be
buried the wife of Mr. "Catfish''
The Jon
es, the vridely known fiSheentan, 
steamor Kentucky anne out of. lived for years in Paducah, butshe Tennessee river this itaillling and
stays here until s o'clock tomorrow
after/Kam before departing on her re-
Tb• Dicle'cloorler goes to Cairo at
8 o'clock thin morning and comes




The Bettor/I 'Maid get to Nash-
ville toMpirt nbd leave there tomer-
row en route to this city.
The Neer& Lee gets here Sandal,
bound tinsel Cincinnati to Memobia,
Ties Gatrigties here purer here today
bound from Memphis up to CincLn-
by fits Mader hhe Qv est saidgte nat pass
1k -iu IS with out of the Tenatessee• river bound
dtomach trrottlie hock for Si'. Louis:
1G3escentticky arid Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lillie and Cement. Agent for W.iitehall and Agatite Cement
Owls KING OF maim
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones: Old 960, New 245! :-: Thirteenth and Adams Street f
•.1
WE USE




Because it irons smothls, not
rates
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with beams
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth,
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms ldte new, and the
"hump" so often seen Is Ian-
lag.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by






• ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET 00.
• The cheapest and twat excur-
sion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest: good sersice, good table,
goOd rooms. etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
• q• other information apply to
JAXES lrOGER, Supt.





Ciiro:nii • Passage. Urn; Uolimited
-k• • $;oo. Meals and Berth
Included.
Round Trip to Cairo,
, party of five or over, $t 5 each. with-
nut meals; ham with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. roman, G. P. A., or
OIVKN FOWLER, City Pass-




Residence. aohe Office. &SS





Practice at an the courts of the
• state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2. 3 and 4. Register Rua&
bag. 523 1-2 Broadway.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.'
523 1-2 Broadway, New Phone ego;
Old Phone 1487 R.
Specialties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insurance, Corporation







OF INTEREST TO THE P IC
Degree of Cam Required in Ope-
rating Autonsobilee.—The increasing
use of automobile* has brought be-
fore the courts the question of the
degree of care required while 'loving
en Motets and highways. The St
LitiOs court of appear; in MeFeres V.
Gamine*. 97 Southwestern 
Reporter,
973, holds that the chemist:, leseberfle
is bound to evercise awe Coillketteu-
rate with the risk of injury to other
vdaieles sod pedestrians on du road
sod expresses the opinion that this
Case is as great if not greater than
Ithat requited of 
motormen operating
electric street care. The court says 
Breech of Warranty in lumeriace
it is the duty of the ehanffeor on a 
Policy.—The efforts of insurance cons-
peblic highway in a populooe city' to panic
, to show breaches, of warran-
keep vigorous watch ahead for ye- ti
es often lead to unusual cornea-
inClea and palestrsans, and on. the 
"ions, but the can of Stofield's Admix
firm appearance of (*ger to take v. Metropoli
tan Life Insurance coon
proper steps to avoid an accident. patty, 64
 Moak Reporter, Ilor
probably represents the tend. The
company showed that a brother of
Adniali°^ 4 Ateagne"--The gm'. the insured had received a lette
r
What Makes a Stream Navigable.—
The Virginia Supreme Court of Ap-
peals so Hot Springs Lumbed &
Co. v. Revercomb, 55 Southeaestern
Reporter, 580 passes upon the gas-
tion as to how large a stream must
be to be a navigable or floatable one.
The court says that if by teason of
inorrased precipitation at s re-
curring periodically with
certainty the flow of water will be suf-
ficient to be substgatially useful to
the public for tranapootation" put-
it is a navigable stream.
tion as to the power of the legislative
tainch of the government to estab-
lish qualifications and regulate the ad-
mission of attorneys is passed upon
by the Supreme Court of North Cat-
Ana in the matter of applicants for
license. ss Southeastern Reporter.
635. The court, after reviewnig nu-
merous authorities, holds that a stat-
ute prescribing qualifications 
does
not violate the constitutional provis-
ion that the legislative beatich of the
g•overnment shall hare no power to'
deprive the judicial department of my
power or jurisdiction which rightly
pertains to it. In re Day,
73. 54 . F. 646, is opposed to 
this
luddieg. An elect of the North.Car-
ohne holding is that one promoting
the cartittoste of two attonseye to
good moral character is entitled to
admission without iovestigatiort by
the court nu this point, even thatch
his character be attacked by famed
charger
Use of Streets by lishfing Can-
traelow,A person sitting na pilaiel
balding material pterell in the street
in'troint of a lot spoor *Risk a build-
wan being coestrimeted visa in-
jured by a sphnter from a pole being
driven in the foendsticen. la a tun
far damages, the coatewilhIle rem-
may feasted that it was table only
for woos negligeoce, as in the exer-
cise of its lawful right to place is
the street building materials, tha
street had temporarily ceased to Ist
subject ot Awe by Os pnblic, and they
persons ces dist poet of the sweet isei-
ctspied by the building material were
trespassers.- The Supreme Court of
Wisconsin states that the riold oi •
lot owner to encumber an sdioiniag
street does sot transpose the street
into private property. It is only our
of the lawful gses of the space, and
must be risotivia deference to the
rights of others to shies melte ell law-
ful use thereat. By way of Biafra-
tion the court says that the presence
of a vehicle in the street. while ett-
tieely lawful. is sot eitelesive of the
right of another party thereto, nor
does the lawfulness of such use ah-
seise the smiler from the any of dm
curs towsed others.. vb• Am is
Compty v Starts, Dr:edge , Dock
Co.. too Northwestern Reporter. 6so.
Right of Doom Earned by
Sale.—The Supreme Covert of Iowa
in Pierce v, O'Neil. top Northwest-
ern Reportew that a male
in saki accordance with the tens
of a trust deed in which the wile of
the grantor limb not *SOS was' itt ef-
fect a judicial sale, and that the dow-
er rights of the granter's wife were,
therefore. hermit The court stye
that the sale is a judicial one trader
the statutory prevision that trust
deed. may he foreclosed in accofd.
ance with their terms.
Ill Health as Debase to Marriage
Contract—Whether a man is justified
in breaking a marriage promise by
the fact that the woman is suffering
from teberculosie is raised in the case
of Grover v. Zook Re Penile Report-
er, 6301, and the Supreme Court of
Washington comes to the conclusion
that in view of laws emitted for pre-
venting the spread of consumption,
am) on the ground of poblic
the breaking -of a peotaise nadir tack
conditions is justifiable, este Auto
he knew that. the woman was infect-
ed with consumption at the time the
eregagement was nude.
to
prove that the insured else resided
in Colorado, much km a tendency to
prove that he had consumption. The
hold that a temporary or
come adds that it would tlip=mias:
residence in Colorado would beet a
tendency to prove that the immured
ous suffering fromi coessentplien.
Pructienig Modicinsi 111,11111110
defendenk who agptared
to be one of than smack. Who ad-
vertise to care all manner of 1111Newsk
had, together with othem, incorporat-
ed. and advertised that he was author-
ised by law to Week the science of
healing, and eregmeed offices, where
Is was shown thin people had eette
suited las, hod beets esaarised and
given trusses*. and had, paid for
the aluannasag and neeilleines. De-
fendant admitted that he had no cer-
tihcate otutedscal edits:aim but con-
loaded dot he charged no fee for
hie sari*, sty being taken oply for
ellediehlas herniehed and work -done
Tlisr• erliegen the supreme cart of
Rhode Islam& in State v. fleiterirm.
65 Atlantic Reporter, alt. is held to
show that- Me stefendaut had prac-
ticed medicine •n violation of law.
Labor Uniona.--The right of a a-
bor renian evader its comiheetiat and
por.lavra as procure the sralfd of
member from hie empioyinan4 epos
his eneineedou from SW Stu is
brought before the Supreme ONE* of
New jersey in the case of lifeseell
V. Ussted Hatters of North America
ds Atlantic rporter, 165. The ersurt
questions whether any member of a
union carr, wake an agreement that on
hie proper conviction. or on charges
tabulated and tried in setae/ante
irk& the emotes mita. he 1Coe
* office of andloyment and Ais op-
portunity of giguiny other murky -
mist within the mincers &Mgt Ilse
Meer Jersey Bin of Rights mars as
every man the right to pere in
each lawful. busineo as may
choose. The light of one sad:in
employment to have every appeaser-
ity to gain it and retain it is as prec-
ious in the eye of the law as the right
pf the employee. The court, holdt
blost actions like this ;west,* ape are
analegous to actions for enticing
away servants, and that • recovery
may be had.
Liability of Telegraph C410,111W
for Identege Forged by Agarar..-The
Court of Appeal* of Miosiouri, la-Ush-
er v. Western Union Tel. to.., 98
Southwestern Reporter. 54; dieting-
uiehes between the liability of a tele-
graph cosapany fee the transmission
of a forged or kandulent meant
filed by a stranger and the liability
for the trausrassion of stsh a tele-
gram forged by its oven smut The
court dietinetnistes the ptoorisition
by royals Met in the first the obli-
gation upon the company is -that itt
ageint would be prudent and careful.
In the second there is an *WO:He as-
surance that the agent acting within
the apparent scope of his -atathority
Distinction Between Flats ea! has not forged the message.
- Apartment Houses.—fn theseAsys of
the popularity of flat buildings a ju- The f
ull report' of any es‘e rkert
above may' be obtairsert !born the
West Ptibliehins Co., St Paid. Minim.,




OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Bank
of Marshall County: Paducah. Ky.,
214 Fraternity Building.
New Phone rig. Old Phone 484R
- 
 which was paid. The court concedes 
has dtiodlly declined until it is !IOW
ADVERTISb IN THE REGISTER the 
Pm`ifyil''y 1*(0,ls 
r9•40 the per LOCO as *COM 33:72
the payment of $40 a Month rent wilt i
n Alittest. 'no., In the opiftio
n of
s AND ZIT :ZZSULTS, 
not convert a flat idto apichhent. 
Col. ce'rir''. • • C•CCe sick rate.
Mehl onnetruction of the distinction
between a at and an apartment will
be of interest The question was
brought before the supreme court of
14eir Jegeee7 time case 
of Lifferat e• CONDITIONS IN CANAL ZONE.
Jackie. 65 Mantic Repot*: Mt.
The court says that a flat" or a fist- Death Rate Among Employes Very
&nail, According o Latest Report.
Washington. D. C. April as- -
Health conditions in the canal tout
are,abont, as „good now as they ever
Ain be, occoriling to a report from
from bun mailed in Colorado, and as
a result contended that they be per-
mitted to argue to the jury AO C,ali-
fortis end Colorado were resorts for
consumptives, and on appeal contend-
ed that the court shouitlwrIodkial
notice orthe fact that Vollinadin was
the place to dor.) coseaullOhese re-
sort. The earnest court ed Ver-
mont, however, refused to *stain
three coatentions, nod poinif out
taiva the mere fact that a tether had
been mailed is Colorado 
u 
IX; in-
sured onid have no •te
•••••11111111••••••
house is a , building corteiatieg of
more than one story, in which there
are one or More suites of rooms on
each floor, equipped for private bane
kccp:ng purposes. An apartmeof
house is a building otherwise termed
a "flat" or it is a building divided in- 
e.
to sepArrpte suites of violins int•entled 
'new". chief s
anitary officer.
for the Month of March. just receive4
for ticsidenee but commonly without
facilities for coolcles6 It vas. 
at the offices of the Isthmian Canal
tended that the proper clktinction d
r._ Commission S'nee August last 
the
pen,ded upon the asnootht of „ot1 number of 
sick Lmong the entployes
• . 4- .)..;',1•-
,-;:‘•
Among 44Soo Americans (white) tin-
ployes there were only two deaths
front disease during th emonth of
March, a rate of 5.17 per 1,000.
Among L000 American women and
children living in canal commission
quarters there were no deaths and
very little sicknessi of any kiusl, as
has been the rule iri the pest. The
negro implores show the highest
mortality and the American %shoes
the smallest. The mortality from all
causes for March was: Negroes,
white employes, 15.69; .kruerican
whites, 10o4 per 1,000.
HOW OLD ARE YOU?
That eminent Chineld- lit81008'88.•
Li Hung Chang astonished Ameri-
can, by the first question he prop's
ed after introduction—"How old are
your If your years had been long
aud honorable in the land, the Ori-
ental statesman told you that gray
hairs added to your dignity and to
your merits. Were you young itt
years, the wily diplomatists exclaim-
ed, "Oh, so young, yet no brilliant
and so successful." Fortner Presi-
dent Grover Cleveland has been tell-
ing the boys of Princeton university
that he needed no sympathy because
of his serener years. He. has not, in
other terms, begun to consider the
compensation., due to age. Speaking
of Mr. *Cleveland's declarallita• the
Saturday Evening Post remarks:
"This state of mind in Mit..osse-
land's case is, of amine, mieemed
by contemplatiogpon what fas d
bin% as well 
Inu 
the orealtably
happy castanastaaces of kin plesent
being ?AM the lose, ptatasont
points a witalismos Irath width it
very aPi le be gddle.vbsa we be-
gin to phliprogibles. to-called
conipeosellions of Old age are, In
many came, no more than the en-
cases with which we try to defend
the deficiencies of our own part in
fife.
"The dictum, a man is as old as he
feels. °idyl sass half the truth. A
man is as tit: he mikes turned!
feel, comes to it. And at
the quickest' way to teas himself
feel old is to begin hunting for those
compensations with which Mr. Clove-
land says he has not yet been trou-
bled"
Accepting the definition gives by
the Saturday Evening Post, we have
ready answer provided for any Ori-
ental or other statessua salting haw
old we are We teem . the stately
'piaster and the estaapakifig grass
•tridOW to have it ost, ho getapect ii
their ages, with the means enumer-
ators Men have feet if any tcoultitli
ne that vexed mostiou. When a
man in Kentucky gets bertedrithe pi-
riod where we may es; we Nay
dear boy." we term Maa
and let it go at that Keentehlans
are always 'boys "—Louisville Net-
ANARCHIST ON TRIAL
Participant in Paieresis Riloas•ai sews
Is Pieced on Tried
Paterson, N 1., April 25.—Mscli
interest is nunifireteie in the case of
Luigi Cedleani the mairehkt, which
was called tear Wort Mgt Pron.
cis" Scoe 1110 Pak* 40011ttasent
ha* lakes drool preca•tiesa le pre •-
vent any outrage or demonstration on
the part of the local annrehiste dar-
ing the trial. Genital is &teemed of
haws, taken a proutinest post is the
treat silk riots here in Ram which
reunited in lose of life wad the de-
struction of mach property. After
the riots be fkd from Paterson and
was only reeenely foetid is a Vermont
town, where he was editrag a paper.
CORNELL TO CILESRATIL
Centennial of Birth of Founder of
calm. to be Obeermd.
Ithaca. N'. Y. April as —Mai*
alumni and friends of Cornell soh
versity are arriving to tabs pert is
the celebration of the birth of FA-ra
Cornell, the exercise, of which will
occupy the remainder of this week.
Governor Iraghei, Andrew Carnegie
and Senator Foriker are to be
among the speakers. Opening in
Sego chapel this evening and canon-
Meg for three day. there will be held
in coreveresbn with the tientennial
celebration a mark festival of no.
usual brilliancy.
CHINA MISSIONARY MEET.
Shanghai Scene of Notable Gather-
ing of Churchmen.
Shanghai, Apr-ii 25.—Practically all
the foreign missios hoards and socie-
ties of Ainerica were represented at
the opening here today of the China
Centenary Tifssionary conference, field
to commemorate Oft cenegenialait
niiversary of the begirmingtd
effort in China The eonferettcev will
last two weeks. during which time
a special topic relating to mission
work will he disteeted each 'thy
, BIG TRUST MERGER.
Colonial Trust Goes into the Trust
Company of America.
New York, April 25.—The merger
of the Colonial Toot company in the
Trust Conn/any of America wis rat-
ified today by the stockholders of the
two corporation. The parent com-
pany if to have a capital stock of
Szo00,9n0,: n. surplus of $to.000.osh
and 'lletrblits of tro,ceo,00e.
Pm the Onavesdonot al oar pitman sad die dame Paikasah. an
have pined copies of ths dirsossaiss of tho chit named bolow-la the assma
hog Ifigkatir silos at pig Eirtedisety, whom the pilaw In ivied se
teltee deeklagdv adersta oe any random at die Was
SIXTY CITIES MAIN
OUR 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
oNg_gtme OF TIM POPULATION OP TIM SUMO
STATIC& dre














"II IS TtiE 1TTLE THIN
MAKE TH BIG ThINGS"
Tin holm Nichols, Win ad Quarters Make the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR RANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
IM ON IT AND WI HOW.SOON YOU WIL LAMM A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT,
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEA
HOW TO OWNS UP A SAVINGS Accauss




























































CARON DIIULCT ORY COMPANY







Steam and Hot Water Heating.




Abreun L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
'Travelers Insurance Co.
BlfiGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD



















We are auttogised to muounce the
TINDIaidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
;MtThursday, May a, ipoy,
to lite Democratic Primary to
•=te sathortzed to announce they of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
ratto See Democratic Primary toThursday. May a, Igo?.
Catide
WA ere eathorined to annennes
gig Chit Hoary SW* as a esedh07
ging for re-eleglies to the office of
yerle ealiect to Ms Democratic
14 be teill Thursday. May a
We ate, sellaprised to animus*.
*seam atyre u a candidate
itie thy dofk "object to the Demo-
cratic Pyle/tut to be held Thursday,
May a. ISIa7.
Clae Tiettentse
%is are autheened to mamma the
candidacy of Wilma Koine for thy
tromenr, widen to the Dessecerstis
relasary to be held Theraday, May a,
MSS
We or. authorised to enuotowe the
awake, at jgfwW.
city ireentor, aáJsiOI. dre
wide Primary to he beld Thursday,
WOW
CIty Atiesiong.
111110 see auellatined to amosses the
oupidau of John G. or. Jr. lar
at=wairject to the Demo.to be Mid Thoreau.
11.
e we authorised to somases the
Modidecy of Freak A. Leese, for
ateersay. oohing to the Demo-




'We an Sedleilieed to aallionsee the
dialidelS Ili S. L. Weeper for
dip afteney. NOM to the Der-
/MI& printery to he lead .11esiday.MY 1, Tow
City Assassar.
• We are 'reboring* be 1111111.1111111 W
1
 illnuren Dick as a cendidage Mrre
elegem to she odics ef elIg
illiglisle te the Dmorearelle Paean
to he had Tkoreday. Illey s wagr.
1
 We are aulbspirred to assoiroce the
candidacy of Joe A. Pores iw eley
hiSer, subject to the Deseeralle Pri-
mary to be held Tborsday. May a
1901-
Cify
We are wheels,/ to asamme the1 eandidecy of W. T. (ROly) Rood foe) =alter. rifest to the Demenrade
to be hold Thursday. May a
are awhorised to announce the
esolidsey ot Sem t. lendee lot city
Wier. subject to the Democratic Prs-
101117 to he held Thursday, May a.
tMS.
We we sodomised to eantralhot Os




tomew be Idey a
IONG.
...1••••••••••••=
We are ambasieed toannermise
earadierryof Mema W. Clerk lbw city
*ler. sebiect to the 'Democratic Pri
awry to be held Thursday, May s.
'907.
We are authorized to announce the
yeandidac of R. M. beim Mr city
I %Ear, sehiect to the Denwaradc Fri
.mery to be had Thoreau. May a
gWO.
School •Ilmolon
We are authorised to ansounes the
cairdidecy of Res Mille (or ichud
leuntee from the Second weed. sub-
led to the actors at she eft, demo
critic primary to he held Thursday.
at- Shp tillesets of AMINO'
.Ani still lidos-4WD* W.
Moses G. Jamie William C.
gosephP. Johnson and William D.
jeers
N Y BUY RAND-ME-
11, DOWN CLOTHES AT
1A11.01-11ABE PRICES WIEN
YOU CAN BET REAL TAILOR-
S* OLOTNES, MANE NES
AT NOW. EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND HAMM TO
FIT FOR $25 AND UP.
HARMELING
THE TAXON




Fifty year* of active railroad ror-
vice, with never accident due to
his negtigence and without a single
aumenone to the green carpet, is the
reeled of which Jacob Ls Mott, who
daily pilots the Shavnicetown accom-
modation Orals between this city and
the Illinois town may boast next,
September says the Evaaeville Cone-
• te retire on a pension even
at that Mlle.
41..tespite the weight of siany year
Jake" hos a clear eye and a
and. His hair and beard are
ht he climbs up and down the
i his cab with the same agility
of I .husky youag fireman on the
other sole of are cab and cue see as
far down the creek as any man in
the me g* of the L & N. illness
hell1114= iii
to 4,1.10.441,101 SisethAstilent John
W. Limoges tbutOrrow monoing when
he *we &died the Tea from Shaw-
nestown "Coicioel, I a..
that valve a little.
"I am at home ori the erusine," he
explaiued. "I have been at it AD lung
I wouldn't like to quit unless I had
to. I would like to finish flit> year+,
in the cab just so I could tell the
youngsters about it Milse hae beee
a good constitution, never been sick
much, and I have got to have open
air and exercise. We dont apeedalme is steadily growing thinner. A•Though he is comae( out hie fif- ,rocii on this ran but I used to open
tie* yew of active service be has no cm up some right alone 'with the
thoegbe of retiring, no would wee ether fellow, when I was on the oft.-
to bin Ione . 'loath to be able to say et nu'?Oa. a, • aane an his ,,aarb:14 Mr. La Mott has led a careful lifeyews t tun "ea, and has been judicious about &wield
• and e not believe he wal be Ili° "gee- He ewes. .property IT)
Zia St. Louie and filoppieetown and
io mid to have an isentior of more
than $too a month frOall this. For
eimicing the nue between -this city
and Shay/neatens he draws $6.66
each old =Luta only one meal
eons the family board. He bide he
wile goodbye at 6 o'clock in the
atomise and gets back home that
evening wain does not rim on
Sunday and
eith his
Me that day to spend
IMO one child.
e
win be increased. The veterans are
pastime rapidly. The roan who was
ao in 186o is now 67. Most of those
who marched away to war os years
ago were in the early bloom of young
manhood. Those who fight the battle
of war are boys and young men—
not old men. The great army in
blue that fought for the union nearly
haN a century ago saved the nation
from disunion. The smaller army in
gray fought for its conception of the
right, as only men who believe they
are right mei fight. The thin gray
few years nvore and a few cif the blue
or the gray heroes will be left as a
reminder of that bloody struggle, in
which the valor and glory of Ameri-
can arm. excited the admiration of
the world. It is. fine thing to seethe participants re a wor sorrier its
.bitterown The genius at the pen.orsonsandere and the valor of both
entries are the heritage of all. Alinntleed deaths a dayl Tbat as a.terrible inroad on the tattering Imes. 'That means a death about every fif-
teen manutea—Exchange.
BRiDril TROUSSEAU WILL
MEAN OUTLAY OF aleo,000
N ew York, April 25.—Society wase- aflutter Loehr over the newt ofTEDDY AT JAMESTOWN. 04, arrival from Pads of the haeo,oco
treteoau of Was Marian Fish, the
- —
Pmsitient Will Deliver Addreas aoll idaa.,hter Afr_ and Nat. starmaantOpso Expositios Today. I Fish, who ie to be married tn June
7. 
autivirs ao ima ill, a im sha, ashington, D. C., April as.--Wiehl Thif* mod" arise trousseau
with.gsesal2m it may 600 nOn to Paul J. Reimer of Clevelanh
amaesie, emd draw me I.‘ interew.ing .historical speech conlaues a foam which aloneoverwilhlot StiP: ;serf tutilahe í.„ "„141:- ;.utosawaeveyit i6wil ut s board"cit coaellsOd racc"re $5""Loid laceatairen arise) somethe 
of the
• at,,, yacht lietylower etigly this frell101011 non robe,. Empeese C.atharine of
niudle Xis,
tollooljo t had el erd
tight M Ole a re and tee • hie
gems pe the 'yens bet but Ise would
renew to ace tic old me lasts the
service.
The eopenntrodent would not feel
at home in his alba of he !maw some
other men woe -belathe
milmil'esorero; *Asigarid *pitioletiog iftit back -agairti lb
each eight. And the people eigag
the (site would arse "Ueda lefWe
Mir Me steeP-11=flueasmiley. hover
whistle as ha :aloes
hem listsoing to tlist whistle. and
**riding behold thear Jake" for an
IOW they meeddr t feel safe
oda nip dahar steldbolv•
Ana the eleelesi Isilerstands that
he woad seise the MA isessibar jar.
and sorry of the migies; he would







awl the pelellend *tie tows. along
the rood. He waskia•t he happy is
* Who aril he Mom it. Thereto«
int pupas* to coo aggiap_ just so
bog as hem. Audi the physical ex-iminationit This sad net until thew
wit he wee. the bounty she rood
odors to the amp rim have servedamp- bohogoos ;Epos wow* eolapseret of the trans and socialAt the eft of
Le Watt vs
able at tho trade at the ARKANSASdeo, of the old OW lb
rood in Chninneti. Mies die' ses- Conferenceter aselealt told his el the 110101- !locumea. at the feet goers drat at
draw a joarsergon's wait" lie
ed he welled to be an engineer milput in aisles's neltetie.ae
dlidealen sartent welt rue0. Ise 11863 jleeele La
Asa puma. hie Gret mendmies amas onsimer sod *Meg that year pi-
loted so eaglet over the 0. &ham so Sugsamsr. itcIsm* is doe vireiar AU Ass cow
easy ilsr sews and dies meat
wets the old indignapolis. Ciatiormti
• until Eagineers .were
& Leonine road, where he r=
on the St. Louis & Seseleeselers,
whisk was beige built between ii• tIe&St. Irene that year age Ier-Le Mon piloted the construction
' aloug that Aram.
'NW the teetlinit ions steneItteilha; paw4 feet pateineit sad- hail.levet a esti; Mita
brume the propertylPirre
& Naehville eyelets Then
he pedied. the railroaders my,
*ONO pastier/ger train. between
Emeawrille & St. Logjam the L. & N.
antil eleven years ago, when he was
gives the run between Evansville
Ihnemteetown sod went to thri
to live.
rip __ evill,gge- Roods
jamo *11"e taeaSfail saarels. 44'.. Ot the sixteen gown, included inat the of um elePaa ' therateenesista. tine Met is enema ofsi lo. The Mill • be * Wee Cli $10011.12 Mak It ie coofideerly Me-ths Potomac ailiar and Clithallfsalte dieted that the bride will display shebay. The Water Wig will eceePY dee most dazzling assortsneet of ball,satire night and will afford the tom- tamer. "era, street sod carriageWks' so mak/ to ret a seed4Tgotess of agy INKNOWD ill moiety.
day snail.
feet to the duties a dial It" requires, six post cedar chests
otado esfreCieig Ike the purpose toThe altilbastait Pant ad a num- hold the llogonie gf the outlast:tober of gosernmentel is la of high inoidentally, it is and that no bride,ends who are to attend the enter- in this country or in any other coun-ties opening will loud this evening try, ever had .soch an assortment ofthe steamer Newport News. The dant,. flattens and line" as maie‘ipeaty somber wee time mo Fish.
sone and will iocleda , Sion after leer engagensaist MiesMeenters. red seereliNee of mow- Fib cetauted a young imam wens.see -and legalese, and the women of ogiateal dententaatat are emit* damethee families. of ben -elf. She was sent to &iratewide a purr-lassie* cormileaseer andthe rare garments with rick laces emoilootthrous were purchased. Then,doer were altered in Use to fit Mew
Fish's model, who had been posingfor nearly three iseselts for the al-teranons. She aho posed for six-
teen rich goose.
NOTED GERMAN CODUDIG.
Dr. Bar* Caning to This Camayto lady Tunes and Social Ufa.
••••••••••
Berlin, April 3S.—Dc. Barth. the
well known parliamestany kegler.
sailed Mary for she Donal Mates, in
which sonetry mod Ito political Med-
trainee he kw dor yews bees dollarinterested. He proposes to deliver
emeral peddle Whimsies in Americo
and lateldentally will study the de-
a wreehr be via asked.
web* aat• the cab of his Mese at'the .Ftilion avenue station one after-
noon this qinek. The veteran looked
up at =intendent Logieloo, who
wee at the cab am)
. "I have been on this division sev-en years and he never has turned in
an acterdent report' the • superintend.
sat anintersii -for his old friend.'
"I have been in wrecks." said Un-cle Jake, "but they were not my
Fault,' he hastened Oa explain. "Myend of the train wasn't wrecked. Ihave had the hind end off nee ordote time when we were witching
around and got into the toeing place.Never was in a wreck where we hartor killed anybody the I can rememeher.
"Why I had one engine. for thir-teen years in one stretch and never
hell her wheels off the Iron. I'm tol-erably proud-'
"You've a right to be proud of it,
Uncle Jake," end the superintendent.
"You ate a sort of model for theyounger chaos."
yav see, colonel, I was get-
ting paid to keep the wheels on thetrack," and the old fellow turned to, mike t!:e steam whistle Out of oneof- the valves. He jute sort of di-/ eared that it W2s, tip tn,
AP,
WATERWAYS.
Held is Little Seth to
a Stale CeemidedelL
Little Rock, Ark., April ss.--Ark-
amok which is one of the most fav-
ored stair, in the intim hi the set-
ter of navigable riven as or widths
Mil its earmarks. A tosfereace
*MD ibis als• he Flew was held here
to orensier a Mato river corn.
el" act wed° introduced eiseetly. Mr. Hanotert
'THIS IS MY 44TH BIRTHDAY'
—Lewis Harcourt.
Lewis Harcourt, who wee recently
elevated to the british Asthma, was
bons April M. r863. Hs is the eldest
seeviving sow of the late Liberal
*deo Sir Witham llarcoort. Lowe
Iiiircourt was elected to parlamenttwo years ago, and it is Ma that bewould have been included in the cab-Met whew the present governieentvise formed if he had then possessed
a little more parliamenary exper-
Mice. Bur be hat sot at that tiase
Mode his first speech in the Hook
of Coatroom. Since then. 'however,
hearse um* a moat excellent resortits loWdetil. now proposes to Per" afe MIA clam speaker. 4111NI gave•••••07 lisPevve these waterer" good codeine of fig lo oligtparticubriy the Arkansas river bill *moo the hoes. hue egajoe
*bins be was in chaoge of the phialvotiser hill. It is said be well be le-triaged with (he new land bill to be
the minimal innereisest, sate and *II esenied tn the daughter111.1. the varips. tit Ae late waiter H. Burrs. (yl Newtrade bodies and beams, organize. yark.done tbiromboot Arinfieree are takingas attire interest ht ebe 'movement Newly-Welded Couple Drown.
Ashland, Zy. .1,pril 15.—JaspercolotEcTrairr LEAGUE I miumen end Kim 'made Fernald,
he bride of a few days, were on theirOpined The desistm Yeelladh7 whh way oir horseback to visit relativesGoma it AU Cale Ion their hooey:noon trip, and were
;attempting to ford the Big &marNew Haven, Conn., April 33- 1 he 1when their horses were swept offConwectscwt baseball 'vague tot their feet and the bride and groomder Ivo today for the seams of IOW Went to their death in the swirlingand milers ail signs go seem there "terawill be a lively rage for the chain- I
pionahip up to the dosing day in
September. Several of the wertikerghee have been strenatheped., end to
all sppearances the eiganiettion is
anamedingly well balanced. The in-itial gauges. were played today asfoflows: Bridgeport at Waterbury;Springfield at Norwich: Holecere oti
New London and Hartford at NewHaven.
CENTRAL LEAGUE OrENS
One Hundred and Forty Genies
Schedule This Season.
DINNER POSTPONED
To Suit Convenience of Secretary
Show, Who Int be Owen.
Worcester. Mks,., April 25.—The
annual banquet of the Worcester
Petard of Toole which was to bare
taken plate tonight, has been poet-
p050) one week in coder to suit the
couvenience of ex-Secretary of theTreasury Leslie M. Shaw, who will
be the guest of honor and principalin speaker.
Terre Ifaute, Ind., April at—Withthe circuit unchanged from last yearthe successful Central league beginsit e season today with South Bend
agritmal here, Springfield at Canton,
at Wheeling and the chant-
=Grand Rapid* club at Ear-The managers are looldng
to,forod  prosperous semen. Omhnjailvd and forty carats will heplayed! between now and September15, es which date will come the clos-ing dash of the trams.
tear W. Whittemore
Real Estate Arocy
Paducah Real Estate, Woman KersPASSING OF THE Wu Parma.. &ay Monthly PayetLuN AND THE GRAY. meet Leas for lanostment. 'Wafter





VI it ti et et IS et it Si Si
No man is snore careful, as a rule,
with his money than your million-
aire. He would never have made his
fortune if he had not acted on the
principle of taking care of the pen-
nies. Sin when a very wealthy man
dies and leaves Iris fortune to irre-
sponsible heirs, then it is that the
looney flies.
We have all heard of the man who
uses five-pound :Lotes to light his pipe
with, and most of us have put him
down as- a myth. But he real)), ex-
ists. At a fancy-dress ball, a young
member of the well known Belch-
roder (English) beak* family, lit
bes cigarette with a note, not for
five, but for fihy poands. The sequel
ins rather amusing. An attache of
the Austrian embassy, viewing this
childish bie of swagger, ceded Bieich-
roder a "young am." The juvenile
milhooaire resorbed the remark with ,
a blow, whereupon the other sailed
in, and administered a well-deserved
Mashing. stopped
the fight the gal' ire wee ktimt to
be the possessor of a pair of beauti-
ful black eyes. 
LOS ANGELES19 aaance there is a herr by which
the family of a speedthrifi way ap-ply for an injunction to control be
wild expeothenres. Sete an injunc-
tion was recestly obtained by the re-
lations, of a youth netted Lemairre.
le appears that the boy—he was
hardly more—wae at Cherbourg. do-
ipg his military sernoe. when chinacelook tile into • neelesgerie. Gattatb'pleased wish the sheds on
Lion be went to the proprietor and




Without a moment% hesitation, the
youth wrote a check foe that *mint
led so became the owner of a large
and miscellaneous amortsient of sav-
age pets, which he had ram the faint-
est idea bow to coati* or manage -
American asilliosainis ate credited
with all limb of eccentricities, /tad
Mally &Nies oodd hardly outvie
fan with reglad to their whirr*. A
Ins 1111110. lithebehanuai is so &ro-
od er ehat be beeps two
teams at his country place, whenthey play before him every day that
be is at home. Boa-rd lodging and
mimes are all on a lavish scale.
Attother, named Sands, has a pasalee* models of cathedrals, abbe,. awdeilurches. These art executed to
scale in solid silver, and aireedy fill
a large room. Their cost to date has
been about 416.e.oao.
Speaking of "Byer, the fella of 0o-
deypore, a Hindoo prince, sot loug
agie ordered from an English firm a
complete set of body armor, comet-
ink of Mime, cuirass, buckler nal
areensts, mode entirely of virgin
alga the Awe be qg decorated in
aulat;at gold. Another baba» prime
ordered but year in Leaden a com-
plete set of bedroom funtitere, of
solid solver. The kost-post bedstead
Moser weaseled*, a ton of Over,
and the total met of the order ex-
eeeded L some.
It is not Hendon magnates alone
who go in for costly articles of pee-
social toe. We read with amletealleetnot logismilace of the suites et Moroc-
co's cantera. The ktiedvre of
Elgypes pet initravagatioe it harness.
His four-horse vet for state °cats-
*" Ms buckles and eratuneras of
said gold, es& coat Erotica.
23010 weenie are not bellied nate in
weird and amazing exuarvagent-or.
The wife of a certain Chicago mil-
lionak•e has a, scent distilled *
rare variety of miter lily, obi*
emit tan PO a *op. It tains erne
buocked tons of the lake to make
a null bottle-folL
Another aullionairese, namely. Mrs.
Comelier Vanderbilt, seemly closed
one of the mow important theatres
in Mew York-the Tatileterbocker-lor
a nig*. is order Mat the company
might present the sem act of the.play
the What Acne* at en esteintinienst
she was giving at her Newport resi-
'demo
The fact that she had to pay ;moo
for the concession, besides salaries
seal other exposes, rannies to an-




State Educational Aseodation Hold-
ing Forty-First Convention.
Macon, Ga., April as—The mem-
bers qf the Georgia Educational asso-
ciation have every reason to feew
proud of their forty-first annual con-
vention, which was fonmally opened
here today and will remain in session
until the end of the week. Nearly
every county of the state is well rep-
resented among the scores. of teach-
ers who are in the city to attend the
meeting. The programme is one of
unusual merit. A. number of distin-
guished educators will speak and the
diecussiorte will cover a wide range.
Thie afternoon meetings were held
by the directors and trustees of, the
essonetiore These nieetiags were
preliminary to the formal opening
this evening at which greetings
be exchanged. President David C.
Barrow, of Athens, will deliver his
annual adder's. The real v.,Nit- of
the convention will login t • ee.
morning. •
The visitors warmly cote
elaborate arrangements !lave
been trade for their reception and en-
tertainment. During their :otry in
the city they will be the r.14"11t of







Mystic Shrine and Gannon Bap-
tie Brethren. April soh to May




June gth to rede Limit Aeglest
• snit; round trip Siam.
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
April ter* to November eatli—is
Coachdays-423.7s. excatulans
OS special datee--fallaxi every










VERNON BLYTHE, N. D.,
Mee 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 Broadway, Macrae no.
Residence, Ito Broadway, Phone teg
-- —C. sum= ULM IL D.
Moe 1707 Wynn 8!reet
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky.




J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REID,
Lawyers.









Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth.
Old Phone, Office, 175.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
- -
by the local school teachers end by
the students and faculty of Mercer













SPECIAL FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE.
137c
FOR YOUR CHOICE OF 2,000 SAMPLE
OR
'I he Famous $1.o to $3.00 "WOSTENkLOLM," "L LL 
"ERN" and other famous tnalees-choice of them all tomorrow
add Saturday 7c
Each and every one absolutely guaranteed earrie.as ti you paid the
regular prices of $1.50 to tsoo. Don't miss it
711 M
During this Ite sale. our Razor Expert, Mr. Roberta. will bore
..1: your olt razor -fret, making it good as new. Mug it Is earl
y as
you Cu.''
A new Vtasor, sharpened ready tor use, worth $1.50 to ;leo, for





gagily to Recruiting Officer, New
Richmond ribose, Paducah. Ky.
Sale at drag IlOrt,
Fourth and Broadway.




FOIKSAL50-eFirst class coal bore-
cook range. Ring alls.
F SAL -Large. etwiegy, easy
runal baby boggy. Ring old phone
199a
FOR RE
nub and Br deity. Apply to B. 1.1,
•




FOR WS OR SiONT-Essidawes
corner Twent7-6ml Broniway.
Apply to Dr. W. J. Ism
- can ea JUL fraillegr Moos for
fashiefelik desagoaldng at 7.6
firm* deset. OM glow tog.
FOR RENT --Eight-room bean,
corset Ninth and Gait Will be v1-
cant ai:er May 1st. Old phone tan&
WANTED-Mona people to um
Soule's Liver Capsule- R.. W
WALKER, CO., Filth and Broad-
. .
FOR SAT-ET-One Pair fine myth
teem hogeervA --years old, right bay.
Are u Polity at Miles' 
waive
W. k.4Catetton.
Fred eAlctunide has hue pasture,
googlies., and goring water and pre-
.. . pS' 1,gà,or cows safe.
.ly. 151d SOO*
tilgAt ion flaiegin non bsyiag a
-Aggeontse. -rat via& war the
stew aired& and the boat.
See Jap_ Toner. ae7 Ecstatic-1 ave-
sae. Call plume lop
- FOR U. S. . ARMY-
.4116111.11,1101 geosarried Rosa between
log SS, itAleited
of jpod iharacter and tra-
wik• can speak. read
Ache English. For hiforniatioa
11111kIkTS WIFE FOR NOT
SHINING SHOES; DIVORCED
Dr. IL G. Davis is Soccessfally Ac-
Before joists Hewes
Ill, April as--ilecasse she
1411011 ISO be her hosbnotta boa-
or has tailor, Mew Lseilk F...
illagOs in qoest of a divorce, teas!
Jallopt Honore yesterday that Dr. &
G. beet her. Dr. Doris is 'sift-
ings as a rawalt. Wag. Davis amid diet
her beellead ebsde bar several times
es puellaignont for her failure to Val-
i* Sie shoes and mess his clothes.
At Okee limes be milked for days and
poillsed her away when the fried to
him him. They were married In Ply
twealk Is& is TOM sted lived together
het summer. Dr. Harris lives it
644 Wert Admit street
CITY HAS Net
YET BOUGHT
NOTHING YET HEARD FROM
ILLINOIS CENTRAL OFFI-
CIAL&
Things Still in Abeyance Regarding
I. C. Selling Sixty Foot Strip
of First Street Property.
kieneral Agent john • T. )ono%
of the Illinois -Central niiimod, his
to . yet received no word. from the
hamlet:arta* atCiliento regarding
wbat the officials of.dso spasm will
do with the proptisinon:Ineras by the
Paducah general coeneil edifteeia the
latter ivseits- to buy. I ahdrfoot strip
of the vacant plot of ',rood the rail-
road owns on South First between
Broadway ad Kentucky ;venue, it
being the ground estendito from
Armour's plant at First and Broad-
way up First to the avenue.
The request of the :Ito enter
negotiations booking to porchaee
of the propeety was fomented to the
'Chicago office, from streets a every
came shortly thereafter asking for
the municipality to delimit* point
out lest Where lies the' abtty foot strip
dairod. This was dente and the Ii-
format am retnntedl the lkeedeuarters
but BA yet Clatlaig has beta received
Japlieg what the =magnates
. With thepr
"Thai the Ohio river se6- Ivo
that the water comes up the levee to
First street thie leaves the politic
wherftents haled the bailee said
the wagons can betray get -down to
the beats to unload sod receive
freight. The city wants to tiny a
sixty foot strip through the vacat







the petrel costadl,-tipelt the
matter • vp bet the rain*
seem not to be is any licierroolaw the
pron.
INISPIRATE ATTU'S'?
TO NOB PASSINIORS TRAIN ,
English, Id.. Apell n—A clewer
ate nuninnOt wee made to rob a South-
ern passenger mai° by four men two
anise east of here The hedge was
Grin, bat the pest usn disatiodead in
thew ta Ise is rather we.
arrested asigi par be jail W. S. Case.
mins. was ohne them* the
bowels and is in a dammed, condi-
At the local offices of the Iforatiters
it was said that 'Milting bed berm
heard of this *Sculpted robbery.
IINGINES, BOUM AND PUMPS
Stmectgral Its. far Waldo's; Idsehiniery end Beim Re-
paired; aid Sessidwat Ham News Hemiseer
fPorlifols; New Went Our Reecioltv; Seeead Rase Eisthissry
lborobt and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gee Desieso
Wants Salesroom and Office First sad Leardacky avows
JASON FOUNDRY 411 MACHINE 00.
STIIIIIINAND III PRISON
11111E111 Seems A TEAR
WRING MS SIGNATURE
Ptigeow Chows $3e Every Thew He
Mises His Nem to a Deed
of Tram
••••••••••
Cliicage Agri Theie is. one
bird Mink paniamitiary at Joker wine
ail main twee meary during AO
year Mt his .inalargeratiri
the salary of tbe sopm of comeNlik
That striped inmate of the state's
carneetion resort is Patti 0 Stens-
lad, who wrecbed the Milwaukee
Rirenue State bank. Nearly every day
the fonder banker adds to bis in-
Repot Acceantsat.
Will post, exanine, systematize and
audit books by tke day, week or the
job. Terms rescuable.
JOHN D SMITH, Room lot. No.





iiigrants from the yet of Adrian*.
60e cmisio of cruelties by
the Teghliin! - hits. They are
prepares,l eimmorandsen to the pow-
ers setilit thilhi ter brinteAttrienopte








He is trustee in stioo deeds of
trust upon real estate sat hie sires-
tore is neeeesery in order to release
tillOritgaget. All persons who
lite interested in them mast go to
Joliet and pay hint Re for each re-
nnet. In the coming year be will
make $ao.000 from this source. Here
is how his income compares with
that of people otrt of the peniten-
tiary:
Stenelarie (in prison) $2o,000
Governor of Illinois  6,mo
Mayor of Chicago  Tanoo
Senatoir and Representatives 7,500
Mennen  ? ???
Want Franchise Apdhed.
line Bluff, Airk..
was filed in chancery court today by
atr Apcieney Colemen, asking cher
the fro/keg_ *nem the city add
the Pito Ili art arid Water caa b-
pay be by eettSon of its
failure to f an televises supply
of water and otherwise fulfill its coo*
tract, and seiclog thee a receiver be
appolated to operate the plant until
'the city can-make other arrangements
for reennne a sot* of water, A
bill recently passed the legislature
atehorizing the city to build bay




era for Peace of the World May
Bieck Berlin Ropreahise.
Berlin, April 25 -A great deal of
gossip hes been caused by the des-
elfollar. Mast the Kaiser opposes the
wIticb Isse been premised
here in mt. The rialled ad.
to iccoost for the Kai/Ws
stand is that be is convinced Ger-
many will be embroiled with another
big European power beipre that
time.
The statement Oat Kaiser Wilhelm
opposes the proposed expesition on
finch grounds has canned a rime
sensation. k is upped that the g•tr-
eminent fears the peace of dm wotid
is in constant jeopardy, and germ
uneasiness lies been ceased aatrd
the people who feel- they onspiit. to
nation. fib OW more than Soo. 14=teriSTaitIVIIILIS.
know all the comptiesfoos of the
Young Men's Suits
• .
The Young 'Men are somewhat stirred up over our
same Spring Suits. Well, it's true, they us
Certainly "It"
We know what Young Men want in Clothes, and we
mks it our business to have the proper thing.
• 4,,
Oar Suits have that swagger look, so deer to the
of all Young Dressers.
We've die very newest and BRIGHTEST IDEAS F
THE MAKERS.
. • ..- ,
Mr. Young Man, 'just step in to see the new Spting411,.
Coats just the right length, cut chesty sad ahoy* wan
back lapels wilier and 1011 1Pr, acme* with wAte 4011 1111114.‘
Trousers loose with the fullness mare it brilmages;!. :
Handsaw new fabrics that are different
i •
, Salts at $10.00, $12.50, $15.00 to $24...
Were Suits that are everything the Tenn Kan vigate.'•









GRAND LEADERjrZ/pivishife?!. QC; TN,
4•1,- •••., ••/••• •••••
CLEVELAND INDONESIA WOVE
••••••••••••
7hetproves Plan for Ilawdes of Da-
seewliats of Ewers of Detbs.
Washisygtoe, April se.-Tbe floes-
as Jtifsesea libeserial associates of
the Visited States has weds public
a letter from former Presidia Goner
Cleveland "useuservedly wigreilart
tie sten for ibis reunion of tha
seemliesta of the Wilwrs of the de*
titration of independence at the
!Own :position July 4 Mr. Cleve
lead ease;
-It 1001111 to me that a reunion oil
the derustadents of lie signers of the
dirchosele• ei voltam es er
oboe* 'the date *hes this isseattsi
A---t was *NW ba a
most imprimis* iatideat is ectessec-
dos with the Jamestown expo-ii
has.
Swell a mama shisiald cortaioly
haws a Ikaillesicy to etienalam, pa-
triotic seadiment and arouse affilog
those who are widest ita Mamma a
better wOrecaties of the Whist el•
hots of Mae Whets of the ropebisc
to eseellOb a new Ratios and im-
press apia it the best ideals of a
free aci.ernmest-







We are anowisig tbaemoda of postal awila abet are seectly dig
when yam mast to drew * line to yew Mende We whew Preiber
Carla. Clialgid Corea Leistkor Oink Nashoseati Casio, Jew
curds, Menet Carla, mad everything *at is mew and. atentedee in
the posed card lima




G. W. Beery Telma Pram Vied*
to Newisstrers.
Manville. April as.-Depety Sheriff
A. W. litiadeost. 116salwabem
bensed through Neelrofile lofty after
Urals journey with G. W.Nalseed be le taking * Dior
f_ to answer the Marge of eft-
houlesoupt. Debt, Wed arrested at
OIL It teens that
' Abe a yoga
who was No whew. Der-
Was IOW is a Wes eat IN
for the death of the hey
wee paid to Seem %day, it is
owlemessessiewil lbw
Is his rare. MA at now eels. %w-
aled to Hlrearramisdbosz
theme. Tha
thane The sureties oar 101111Y•
bond are the prosecetoes in the Idea.
Deputy Sheriff Serotkird stated ON
be bad a filo trip, coedflefies be
Lit as the red Ses ewe; Ea mit
die willteade oat west hid wawa
ereelirdeitdiSe by floods, and deaf his
traits 'heft trendy delayed between
Detiver aed Coincide Springs on ac-
count of being satrologpi
WI. $emen Poislebeeent of liaison
=Who Stippliad Hashaed.April • is --Saesnal S.
!oji1711-a team a IN
idetab 3,a3deall. Oat
adresew, *ere land guilty by a jam
di Muriel's( judge Newcomers
mat yesterday morning of bevies
ald figeor to Paunch F Fetish,
400 West Forty-third street, a rail-
toad swiedielime, after his wife bad
waland Simit ON Sad. so. Preisies
14111 aispithosi that her hothead
had failed to sulsort her an then
foot children because of habitual use
of intoxicants.
The jury was out only eight min-
utes. The offense of which Braden
tad (fielding were foiled guilty 1,




All dealers wino bine song the --
essesess'aid pagerisagars' MIN











I G. term, • COICPAW.
-Masai Dam Warvii, A 0.‘
of A. to not receipt* amp
pi Please call * the union • .4,
4
U per kosimis jun is we oft-
Ilassory it is bowigs 11 e
Tie Perim amiruseeel pei2 •..
by DIAMOND RAMP 11P
en Broadway. .
Baron Rosin, who succeeded
Cassini as the Russian
at Wash!ngton, has hold
diplomatic poets at New Yor'0.-, T
Munich and Athens.







West Kentucky Coal Co.
TIDi
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VFICERS TO HAVE CHARGE
"T. OF DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
. rs..›
$1.TB-BODY OP THE CITY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE M ET
LAST EVENING AND NAMED THE SEVENTY-TWOOM
WHO ARE TO HAVE CHARGE OF THE PRECINCT VOTING
BOOTHS AT THE DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY, MAY a—COM-
blITTICE AWARDED CONTRACT FOR PRINTING BALLOTS.
The sub-commit tee of thc city
sextette committee. that is peeper-
for the mastiapal primary of next
met. last evening and
the brief °trial's to have
nI the voting at the eighteen
sD thie city.. Chairman W.
A. ta ry aunounced Thursday that
hr would not have the ants-body to
meet moil next Monday evening and
designate the olicers. but finding
they had tiase last night the com-
mitteemen gathered and porfornied
this undertaking.
TM 'committee yesterday *war, r4t.I
the emirate for printing the bu.`
there heists Lae° to be got list ow
for use
- The precinct oibeers chosen are
• -
Butler's—J. D. Berryman. clerk;
R J. Wiles's. sheriff; W. N. Sim-
mons. J R. Ruby, judges.
3 S we Ssatioo—Joho Enders.
-dust; 14 Cuhei‘ sheriff. Geo Bread-
F4 Slams. judges.
;Elleoprs--W1 T. Byrd. eke* :la
Roof. sheriff; 3. Q. Thompson. John
Baket,
Stionidt's— Herw.an Katterjobn,
-chill; Worry Thisofield. sheriff: Miles
Stewart. J. B. &then. *dies.
KidempiOdeir — W . B. Wahers.
eleelt# 'game Winos, sheriff: J. M.
Cr.s Wet. Lydon. judges.
.C. House No G John-
sent, clerk. Ernest Lackey, sheriff; W,
C. Clark, J H. Hebiley, judges.
• S. S. C Hoare No. a--Charles
Fisher, ekrld; C. W. Trotter, sheriff;
James C. Brown, J. W. Hedges,
judges.
N. C C. House—Jew Ullman,
clerk; H. F. Lou. sheriff; Jo Ullman,
C. C Walker, judges.
Rogers'—F B. Ifiy, clerk; W D.
Downs. sheriff; E. H. Gavin. Arthur
Bailey. judges.
Savage's—J. P. Saadersion clerk.
J. P. Molt. sheriff. Al Tonnitent.
B Johnson, judges.
411 esineberger's--1 hi* J.
cleric; Loses Rapp. aberill; Ion
S T. %Kean. Melees.
1`lost Factory--J. J. Howell, clerk;
Sans Holland. sheriff: Goo. Mahe.
Waker Inrrain, judge*.
iterryaea-Walter Settle. clerk; John
Dean. sheriff: Lee Faker. V Barham,
judges.
Warehome—jo 1. Walloon. clerk.
J • E. Brown, sheriff. Chas A ,Viske„
Max Michaelson, judges.
Galiniewes--0 V" May, clerk; John
McNeil, sheriff; James Magner, W. Y.
Grit h, judges.
Clushea—Jobo T. Hoghis, clerk:
Peter Smith sheriff; L B. Chalit. W.
H. Renfro, judges. -
Glauber's—Chris McMahon, clerk;




ABOUT a.cliao VISITORS WERE IN THAT CITY YESTERDAY
HELPING THE INTERSTATE ODD FELLOWS ASSOCIA-
TION CILLICIBRATE THE ANNIVERSARY OF ITS BIRTHse-
HARRISSUCh ILL.. GETS THE tom SESSION, WHILE HON.
ENGEN* LAFFONT OF ME-TROPOLIE WAS NAMED PRESI-
DENT—PADUCAH RECOGNIZED AMONG OFFICERS.
The annual gathering, yesterday of
the 014 Fellows' intenitate **sees-
tion . at Metropolis was one of the
•
aasarket and largest affairs ever cow-
domed witaire history of the orgaMea-
tilei that was launched many Team
aro. At foist amo rore wore
present anti the Nletropolis people
virtually turned the city over to tlieen
aad. unstinted hospitality sad toed
r
her wag eeident everywhere, to
loth smothers and ana-afiliates. Her.
isurg. III. was selected as the
place foe holding next year'. gather-
while /Ion. Peter J Beckenbaeh.
he °turning preaident of this city.
,..ms %weeded by Mr. Engem Lailfont.
if Ileiropolis. Mr L. A lifrarphY.
lilltitnid City. III.. was chosett Sort
eiet-prerideat. Mr. James F House-
-4o,ilder. of Paducah. second vice-presi-
dept; C. P. Skews. of trarrisborg.
secretary, and Mr Arthur Williams,
f TherriAborg. the treasurer.
Dartiegg the fewness session a com-
mittee was ,'elected to revise the by-
jaws and conetitstion of the associa-
tion and make a report next year at
the Harrisburg gathering. This com-
mittee' La composed of Cornell and
Rookhapeater, of Cairo. and All.-
lonok. of Harrisburg.
' The steamer George Cowling car-
ried down about aoo people from the
city. sthile large delegations were
there from Cairo, Mound City. Ful-
ton. .Ky., Carboodale, Herrin, Ill..
Floirieberft. NIarlott and other cities.
A sipecial train stirted at Carbondale
end came down, gathering up the
Jerowde at every station, and coining
'into Metropolie with litmtlrerIS that
congested nine large passenger
coaches.
The Parthenia lodge of Rebekaht
exentplificil theo (levee work at the
Odd Mow.' hall and those wieners-.
imp the feature progounced it the
won perfect and grandest work of
this character ever seen. The 'num
conferred their setbardinate degrees
at the opera house.
On every side were signs of the
inane nee lenient a I ity ext ertieth t
,..eveirtglAy and • .fine time was en-
rend. . •
Tra smarm ended last evening with
a grand ball at Fringe-half, die lad
of the Paducah delegation not return-
ing until t o'clock) dtie mornifilt
Barlow Gathering.
The Odd Fellows of the western
part of Kentucky gathered at Barlow
yesterday and celebrated the day. re-
ports (roan there "bowing that abto:it
a.coo were in attendance. Rev. Calvin
4111. Thompson was to have gone dove-
and delivered an address, but found
it impossible to go.
DIES OF SHOCK AFTER FALL.
Wisconsin Woman Expires as Result
of Seemingly Slight Accident.
Baraboo, Wis. April 26.—Me.
Ludwig Brammiert, living near Reetft
burg, fell down a flight of stairs con-
timing three steps today and died ten
minutes later from the shock.
RAILROAD TOBCtOS WHISKER
Burlington's Edict Requires C,ondue-
to Be Clean Shaven.
(nnotta. Neb. .‘ ao -The Chi-
cago. Foirlington and clieincy •-ailroad
ha. osned all order forbidding its
pas-enger condlictor.-, norerino whis-
kers.
The commissioner reported that 1!
C. Graham bought in county land for
Stoma in the suit of Graham against.
Alla Grimes.
In the action of T. M. Waiters,
executo% against Ishmael Sherron,
it W. Armstrong bought land in the
•comity for $itio.
There was filed the arteellate court
mandate reversing Judge Reed in the
suit of $11. C. Magruder against Rob-
ert L. Potter.. Magruder ...anted to
compel Potter to open a private lane
through the latter's. farm so' Ma-
gruder could get through. Judge
Reed ordered the highway opened.
but the appellate bench reverses ham.
and directs the judge to h.-ing in a
judgment according to the higher
tribunal's ictates which is to effect
that Potter does not have to open
the lane.
There was filed the appellate oench
mandate affirming the lower tribunal
hi the action of tirack Owen against
Mary A. Lang. It was a land case.
A demurrer was filed by defendant
in the case of MacArthur 'orothers
against the Illinois Central railroad
er $037.0eo claimed due plaintiffs for
building the division between here
loalse:gatiro for the road. MacArthur
otlArs constructed the division,
!itch h forty miles long, and claim
eI. C. delayed them at their work
tailing great additional cost. also
.at the brothers paid nit much
(Continued on Page Egli', )







THEM FROM MRS. DALE
DAVE KIVELL. COLORED, 4C-
CUSED OF TAKING MICH-
AIEL'S MONEY.
"Arkansas" Neely Had Too Much
Bug Juice Aboard and Wanted
to Own Electric Theatre.
Le W., Crutchfield. colored, *AS
locked up yesterday br011icers John-
son and Cross as the charge of steal-
ing two fine diamond ringh from the
wife of Green Dale, *on of Propel-
eta( Bud 1)a1e of thc New Riebnicied
hotel The rings were found on the
Wino. who has been employed by
Mr! Gren flak at the tatter's livery
edible on Jefferson street. Yesterday
he seat the turkey to the hotel to
help ...irk around the bieseelio for a
wIdle. and sleetly thereafter the rings
were noised from Mrs. Da/e's moon.
Suspicion pointed to Crutchfield who
was nabbed and the jewelry recov-
ered.
Charged With Carling.
Ellen Stebblefild, colored. yester-
day got a warrant from Jodie Cross,
charging George Stubblefield, col-




The sennery inispeetor yesterday
werranted Samuel H. Vi'insteael
tlis druggist, on a breach of iodiniitice
it iging claimed lhat thei
order to clean Ep the place was m-
ewed
Claimed Appropriated Money.
Michael Nrotbers yesterday bad
llDave Kno, colored, arrested on the








DEMURRER IN MAC ARTHUR
BROTHERS SUIT es*AINST
I. C. ROAD.
Z. J. Decker, Ed Farley and J. D.
Berryman Named Appraisers
for Parkin Estate.'
In the suit of Felix G. Rudolpii,
administrator for Katherine Iiissig,
against Dr. Herman Hemig the plain -
till yesterday filed a crosopettoon
claiming that Dr. Hoist. collected
eataeo from the estate of bis brother,
tbelate Fred Hessig, but turned rally
116.too of the money ow "- to tbeir
mother. Catherine Hosing. who was
the sole heir to the dead brother.
The document also contends that Dr.
taFiess after collo:beg the Plow,
!eceimt4 Stow additidital from the
besthces estate. but` turned 'mute of
if over to bis mother. 
KatherineNegate.
There ea. dismissed by Jodie
Reed the snit of the city of Paducah
against Vernon J. Slow, it being an
action for back taxes thc city clainsed
off Blow's property located here
The enurt adjodged that James J.
Barns etas the legal guardian of
Matte ',midair and money belonging
to her 'should be turned over to Burns
by the Globe Bask and Trust coin-
Davy. The girl, father and mother
sepearated and the father placed bee
in a school in Tennessee. tier mother
went there and induced the girl to
leaye the institutIon and cods. vridi
114 permit. the cellar under his
bedding at Seventh and Washing-
lick to Paducah. The fa0 ug.:r brolit,oes it, remain filled with ottoman(
suit to get the daoghter back hut and unhealthy water The inspector's
failed. and the mother took hoc to
colored* where James Bunts wan
warned as the child's guardian.
Master Conunissioner e-cil Reed
reported that Hal Walters had
bought for Simm the patent of Sam-
uel Foreman for as grip ,halidle. in
the -ant of the City Nosionot,,lbeek belongorg to Michael, Kiwil drives
against the Robber Grip Hone, nom- tat Rudolph Siren, white. the latter
pany. The bank feed suit against' hweing •4./MC hauling to do for Mich-
the company te settle up its businesa ad Brothers. The- warrant accuses
the negro driver of collecting the
money and keeRing it for his individ-
ual use. Officer Hill arrested Kivell.
Old Man Drank.
"Arkanoos- Nteelo was locked tip
yesterday afternoon by Patrolmen
Johnson and Cross. who found him
drunk and trying to take possession
of the Tennessee Electric theatre on
Broadway near lifth street. He is
an old man about sixty years of age.
Grit-eyed and ordinarily infirm. but
quite lively for the time being, his
jag converting hm into a young and
vigorous fellow.
Jamming the Trains.
Elmer Tel* was arrested last even-
ing by Special Policeman Kirk of the
Illinois Central ,ar forces, on the
charge of jumping on and off trains
in motion.
Killed at Last.
Two days ago Detective
Baker shot through the head, a mad
dog at Fourth and Washington. The
canine got away, and after tanning
two days wittt the bullet in head was
fund at Fifth and Kentucky avenue
and killed with an iron bar by Detec-
tive Moore.
Bulk Broken Into.
Thieves broke into the Brookport
National bank building before day-
light yesterday morning but before
they could blow tip the safe they were
'scared away,' and nothing was dis-turbed. They forced up a window.
Taking His Vacation.
Officer Oyr sestcrilay be-
gan. taking his week's vacatiou alloo-




Chabeea Are Good for New
Road,
Neter York Central People Have Not
Abandoned Idea of Building
Road This Way.
The fact that the New York Cen-
tral railroad it now having a fourth
survey made this way from Stone-
fort bound to mean something
more than mere wind, *ay* the Me-
tropoli, MI.1 Herald.
After the making of three serene
and he exanduation width the fig-
ures and catenates nauet have nudes-
gone, there can be but one •orinele-
aon—tbat conclusion is that the New
York Central people have not aban-
doned the idea of Isoildine a line of
road this war. That they are
ready to begin an extawaion north
from Harrisburg further penetrating
the coal field% of Salute and William-
son we know. hence the idea of ex-
tension is not abandoned. The
fourth •urey now being made this
way by Col. Wymond looks good to
us.
In addition to this it is known that
the Frisco people have recently made




Inquiry Into Eitstions of Coal and
Oil intermits With Railroads
Will be Carried on in
Louisville.
Memphis. Teen. April a6 • -Coni-
missioner Judson Clements, of the In-
ttroste Commerce commission, con-
tinued his hearing yesterday m the
invoitigation of nation. ot the coal
and oil interest with certain rail-
roads. The question of alleged re-
bates and the complaint that raihoads
have fartoed certain coal companies
with cars. to the detriment of others,
was gone into Several local coal
and oil men appeared before the com-
missioner.
The hearings will be adjourned
her this attrnonn. and Mr. Clemehte
will go to Louisville. where meetings
will he had tomorrow.
THINKS JURY
TAMPERED WITH
Judge Stops Trial and Arrests Are
Expected to Follow.
Pittsburg. Pa., April a6.—Judge
Marshall Brown in the "criniinal court
stopped the trial of Isadore Cutler
and Walter Davis, charged Nith high-
way robbery. today hecau•c he sus-
pected some of the jurors had been
approaehil by freinds oI the defend-
ants.
The off;cers who are prosecuting
the incn• reported to Judge Brown
that they saw friends of the defend-
ants tatklng to the jurcirs during the
noon recess. The case was immedi-
ately postponed until next week, when
a new panel of jurors will be sum-
moned. The district attorney's office
alleges that a_well-known politician
tampered with the jury. Arrests are
expected in the case.
Southern Party at Colon.
Colon. kpril 26.—The steamer Ellis
with a number of southern busityess
meti on board, arrived here today.
The party will go to' Panama tomor-





PROBABILITIES ARE IT WIILLI




NOTHING WILL BE DONE
REGARDING THE TALK OF
RADIATOR FACTiOIRY.
Woke Bing Pushed Forward Upow
the Glass Factory—Tearing
Tearing Down Iron Pantiles.
Nothing has yet been dope totuards
starting tip the Mergenthaler-Horton
basket factory in linclwardetiors. the
plant yet lying idle and the miaageo
melt, gives nothing out esemweetinal
as to when refuniption could he 
pected. The factory was placed in -
the hands of a receiver teethe dare
ago by Judge Walter Etas, al tins
United Sates evert upon leatkiost
of the stockholders. George 1[0110111g.
who did not want additional mortgage
indebttdonta.
.111entaid to pay .4 the inisd71
• It is understood that the recOser
will report to the judge that here.
is no cash available to inatainia
operating expenses, and that it will be
i suggested the plant be sold. If dis-
posed of to other parties it will the.,
be started again
Some of jhe stockholders wanted
to FttSat Sic0000`aelditional stock to
root- the mosey. to pop um the debts
log Mr KeNkrong peotestqr and car.
-oral the matter into the federal enure.
C
Pronintsc Goss Home.
Mr. Tsmeatty Holland, of Warsaw.
lid., bat returned home after etwes
ference with the Padarah basin.' is
TT) regarding estublatments la this
city of a big factory to manufaelioe
heating radiators out of scree ,.ti.
and also nudriegg pigeonhole supplies.
etc
It is nware than probable that atith-
ing will be done regarding his pro-
ject, as he want. the Paducah peo-
ple to put about $woop into the
Plant against hit experience sad
patents. This is a little steeper tisait
the Padocabans desire to enter iltbe
a proiect, especially as the pro-
moter has no outside capital to bring
aleng for joint investment with the
pec.ple"
Pushing Work Forward.
Each day there is brinsght clo-er
to completion the nine buildings
being comment-fed for the new glass
factory in Mechanicsburg. and by the
law of next mooth the atructures will
have been completed, machinery in-
stalled ansl operations started with a
large .force of expert workmen, who
are the --'highest salaried men to he
found in that %echo*, the blowers
getting from NI to 
$
ue per cloy for
their labor . white other attache,
graduate downward..
Onadmilly diamattling Plant.
Workmen continue gradually tear-
ing down; the old iron furnace prop-
erty on South Third street. it being
losiort.d to the ground piece at a
time It will take several monthe
to completely raze thhe plan. which
will be shipped to Weft Vrrginia and
used there by the purachasers who
bought the outfit several weeks ago.
BRING BACHELORS TO TIME
Omaha Ordinance Requires Them to
Marry or Pay Fines.
Omaha. Neb., April 26—An ordi-
nance is to be introduced in the Cktiss.
hl council requiring bachelors be-
tween 25 and 45 to get married or
ipass.fine. The cowboy mayor,. James








'The Gospel of Work" will be
preached on tomorrow morning by
Rev. W. E. Cave at the First Pr'es-
'byterian church, and "A Friend of
the Helpless" at the evening hour.
That Repent.
"The Cooverging Lines of Provi-
dente In a Child's Life" is tomor-
row morning's topic by Rev. Calvin
M. Thompson at the First Baptist
church, while at night his theme will
be "What We Should Learn From
the Whiskey Element in Politics."
Spectal music will be furnished by the
male choir. The tit/ening worship
commences at 7:45 o'clock.
Junior Warden.
Owing to the iliness of the son
of Mrs. Harry Gleaves of North
• Seventh street the meeting intended
for this afternoon at 3 o'clock with
her by the Junior Warden Mission-
ory society of the Broadway Metbo-
dot church will be held with Miss
Adine Morton of Broadway near Six-
th street.
First Christian.
Rev. Samuel 111. Moore of the First
• Christian 'cltattalt discourses on
"Every Man in His Place" tomorrow
morning, and on "Seeking The Lord"





Bible school will be held at 9:3o
o'clock tomorrow morning at the
Tenth street Christian char* Mi.
Quincy P. Vi'allace, sasperintaaikat.
The subject is "Joseph Faithful, in
Prison." At ii o'clock Rev. George
H Farley preaches on "The Shep-
herd and His Rock." while at $
o'clock in the events* his theme is
"Jesus, OW Friend." The Public cor-
dially invited and members urged to
be present at all services.
Omani Latham.
Rev. Rents goes to the cannery to-
morrow morning to preach. therefore
tberre will he no morning service at
the German Lutheran church, but be
fats the pulpit here in the city at
the evening hoer. presetting on "The
()Ace of The Holy Spirit."
...•••••••••••
Broadway Methodist
Rev. W. T. Bolling takes "What
First to Seek" 'as the subject for his
sershon tomorrow morning at the
Broadway Methodist church tie fills
the pulpit at the evening hoer also.
--
Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian_
At the Kentucky avenue Ptesby-
terian church tomorrow morning
Rev. ) R. Henry will preach on
'Seagoing Christianh' and at the
evening boor on "The Whirlpool of
Temptation."
Third Street Mathedist.
R, Peter Fields wall tetra today
from elintosi where he has been con-
ducting a very successful revival for
the past two weeks He fills his
pitting here tomorrow morning and
ening at the Third street aletho-
ot,i chtrech
Reedited Idedsedist.
Rev. T. 3. Owen preaches tomor-
row at the Rcidtand Methodist
dist church at the county.
North Twelfth Baptist.
Rev. 1. R. Oath, assistant pastor
aof the First Ramjet church, goes to
Martin. Tenn., today to fill the pulpit
there tomorrow morning and night
for the Baptist church. Sunday
isehrea will be held at 3 o'clock to-
morrow afternoon at the, North
Twelfth street Baptilit missilin, but
no preaching will be had at the even-
ing hour on account of his absence.
'Trimble Sent Methodist.
Rev. George W. Banks fills his
pulpit tomorrow morning and even-
ing at the Trimble street Methodist
church. 1•001 night he delievered his
lecture on "A Trip Throuv,h Pelee-
tine on ilorsehack° in presence of a
large audience at the Calvert City
Methodist church. He returns this
morning.
Grime RpiacepaL
Rector David Wright of Grace
church will be in bis pulpit tomor-
row morning and afternoon at the
regular hour.
Sectiad
Rev. L. G. Graham preaches to-
morrow at both services at the Sec-
ond Baptist church.
Ideilhenleskisug Christina.
At tbe illeclianieshorg Christian
church Sunday school worship will




The Epworth League of the Trim-
ble street church has postponed until
next week the entertainment intended
for last evening for benefit of the
Chinese famine sufferers. A fine
programme wdl be rendered at the
coming afair.
Forceful Lecture.
Friday night a large audience of
several hundred greeted Rev. Calvin
M. Thompson of the First Baptist
church, when be delievered A tem-
perance lecture at the East Baptist
church in Mechanicsburg. He cov-
ered his theme in a very interesting
enaellbee„
Cwidgerlead Presbyterian.
At it o'clock tomorrow morning
preaching will be conducted at the
comity court house by Rev. Joseph
MeLeakey, the divine who has ac-
cepted the call and arrived hens to
take charge of the Cumbertaad Pres-
byterian church. The congregation
will continue holding services each
Sabbath at the court house until they
secure their church building
•
Pas Lehessa rapt
Rev. W. J. Naylor of the city inis-
%ions will tomorrow moreing preach
at the Lebanon Methodist church, his
topic being "The eatildiug of the
Fir Parsounge sad Its Blessings."
At the evenieg-famte he fills the pul-
pit for the Methodist chappel in Lit-
tle's additioa.
Preodli at Radiated.
Rev. W T. Bolting of the Broad-
way Methodist church go out to
Rename& tomorrow afternoon .iiel
preach at 3:3o o'clock.
Gensin EsimagelicaL
There will be no worship torntorow
at the German Evangelical church
with exception of the Sunday school
services. Rev. Wm. lion-min, the
poster, is at Nevrpon. Ky.. attending
the sanest conference and will sot
resumenasal the last of nest week.
Redweiner, Wog of bottled beers,
In family sise cases of two deem
Untie) to the case, delivered to any
port of the city ea short settee. An-
heuser-Busch Brewing Association
Branch; bolit phones Tn. J. H.
Steffen, anesellter-
II your fountain pen is not satis-
factory it is became it isn't a Parker.
Tip Parker is Guaranteed. For Isle




The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a befuti-
fully framed -picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $t
for the year'. subscription to their
great semi-weekly Paper and Farm
Progress a r.otithly agricultural pa-
per published by The Repahlk.
This offer is open to both new and
old sub-scribers If you she taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year end get one of Siege beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
no pictures re genuine works of
.art, dooe in sine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
Aware a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. If
this one is desired, order No so, "The
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The Summer
Gill," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light great She
also wear a white and green waist,
with a hunch of -.try pretty flowers at
her ',-- 4i The rertmitdrig picture, or
Nc three-quarter length pit-
on ;lig "The Winter Girl,"
wi - , bu•-. about her neck
an.
- are r ade of rounded
me . an black To tell them
- iv it would be neetrinery
Aso 'bat; foe dui fit or
arnination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They car not bt
duplicated in the retail stores for lest
than to cents. The best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is 10 SI.
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will refund
the money for your subscription and
pay the pottage for returning the pic
tare to them.
If you are already a subscriber ts
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
er if -on want only the agricultural
inontloi, Farm Progress, send a gavot
dime for one year's subscription tc
this big sixteen-page farm and hdhat
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pie
tures, ail for only $t.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or hank
draft.. Do not send person I checks
Write name and address pI nly. Ad-
dress all orders to the St. Isis Re
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Maga ego. We oil sent yes
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that is, discord in a woman's organs or functions, is simply another
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you have never
thought of, and that is, the jangling irritation of your nerves, when your
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ must do its
wort; every function must be natural, otherwise you Dead
WiNE CARDUIrs
to tom you Up nolo. and bring harmony Into ran dlabottbIllt eplIONE Cardui does WS
In a Weed isomer, because it II a outwit remedy. mi 11110110111 peculiar to 'Allen.
It acts directly on yew organs. beide and axes them regulates the tuactioat helps to
make you wed. Mrs. James Johk•oin of Id. Ohre. Art.. suPered great
pain in my heed and beck from female trouble, and could not sit up but one bottle of
Ca:dui brought me precious re lel " Try It.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
STILL TALKS
ON Hilt RULE
BILL TO BR INTRODUCED ON
MAY y-11/11H COUNCIL
TO GOMM
Will Hour Little or No Legislative
Powere—Nlaisimdist Not Sat-
WSW With Skeienre.
London. April ss.—Diequoios• are
redl going or. between the stweete.
talent and Jobs Radom& chairman
of the Irish partiamsotary party. in
the house of eessierees, regiment* the
Irish bilk which twill be introduced
in the house as May 7. That there
are wide diaereses* of opinion be-
tween the government toil the Irish
Nstiorwiliste relative to the measure
in not denied, but it has bees agreed
drat the bill *an be introduced on
Ire date weed epos by Secretary
for Ireland Ban -ill, and what the Na-
tionalises are unable to get (tom the
governmeue they will endeavor to
*heeds by amendment* which will be
=red 
daring the debate upon the
e.
9atite of the members of the cabinet
who favor horse rule were willing to
concede mem, of the dream& of the
Irish pasty, but the majority favored
a measure far Awe of whet Mr.
Redmond and his followers asked.
There hove beeps awry couderencq
Or. the sibfeet. sense of which were
swayer, but the negotistime have now
reached a siege where it is possible
to present the aressine to the home.
It eats be siated broad, that the
provisions of the bill establish as
Irish combed. Portly elesti•F and
pertly emanative. which aillbn attutivi-
Utter the donseetic :Bair* of Ireland,
exclusive of the army and navy, bid
will have little or no legislative pow-
er?.
This is far from what the National_
liar desire and in the discussions Mr:
Redmond - strov4(w * greater meas-
ure of home enle. and will carry the
neht into the I. of conwnon•
WEDDING
PRESENTS





JI I wanner i,:,',7;,r,: attacked- ?e %%74::•Cet aged lit .- yetieli, daughtrr r,f
JEWELER Thomas U. Spencer, mu.




commis OF RBPURLICS TO
Bit HELD P'011 PURIPOSZ IN
CENTRAL AlialarteA.
Failure of Two Forum Caiiistamess
Maims Proessaim of Paseo
More DeserieisaL
Waahingtoo. April wi—Details of.
the treaty of peace and asdty between
Nicaragua and Salvador which was
signed at Amaipe on Tuesday law
were received at the state depart-
ment today through a cablegram
from Philip Brown, us charge at the
Americas, legation of Gnatemela. The
treaty is similar to this emend into
• year ago, know as the Marble-
head pact, and it includes a provision
for a general Central American peace
congress to be held iss Nicaragua in
the scar future, and a special cons
cranial treaty between Nicaragna
and Salvador.
The sew cosierence to be held 1111
Nicaragua under the tains of ebb
last agreement will be the third of
a series, of such gatherings of the
republics of Central America; each
and all with the same purpose, name-
ly, to conserve the peace of that sec-
tion of the vrorid.
The brat cooference wa• held at
Consort its igoy and resulted in the
adoptiout of a scheme for the settle-
of knees between the littk re-
publics which, if it hod been adhered
Se, world hare pot an end for all
time ip the frequent wars which hare
ravished that section. But within a
year after the , tosichision of the
"into agreerwest. friction *On de-
veloped and actual war between two
of the republics w•as only previewed
by the active intervention of Secre-
tary Root.
This look the form of prciposals
to beide shies which teaid wet he re-
ader** somothet costereare, which
weep kett,011 hoard the United States
ship lifettilehead about a year ago.
Ike onteense was another agreement
to which four of the mouldier were
parties to preserve the polite on weR
&fitted principles. looking to the
arbitration of any threatening issues.
Nicaragua did wit adhere 4o -that ar-
rangement, taking the ground that it
was unitecetwory because she had al-
ready snbeerified to the Corinto coo-
vent ion.
So. in the coarse is( another year
trouble* again developed, this 'lime
between Nicatogna and Honduras
over a boundary question, and inci-
deetally. Sah•ador was dragged into
fhe Su that followed
It is the expectation of the officials
here that as a resitlt of the third Con-
ference, about to be held, there will
be no more disturbances in Central
Anwriea at team for many years to
come '
The news of the signature of the
treaty of Tuesday was received here
with the greatest eatisfaciion by the
Mexican ambassador. Mr. Creel. who ,
has been particularly active in brine.-
ing this to a conclusion. and indeed,
the whole. Central American dip-
lomatic congregatiiin. 'who today ,
called at the state deo:in/tient to ex-
press shoo zratifIcaiion tit the out-
come.
! TO LYNCH A NE(1110.
!Illinois Citizens After Assailant of
White Girl.




Read these Prices thcy will help
ou make your bed i 0, Ira 14 sok
nzsi) and flew.
OR !i,R ORDERS IN RR 'ORR THE it t ON
• atr A Apar going is  • as roll
to ree• paper going at  tie pot Mt
to cie-i .di piper gain at  see per red
so-cert wall paper peas at v t eel
All Idob grade pews is prepanies. We hew 0n hand /toped











AB of our plombist cos.
trees are esectuoil br die boo
skilled mechanics, under our personal nip-
'ninon, and no data, PO matter how
usimportion it may seem, escapes our erten-
Coe. We me the 161100e$
Porcelain Enstinied Plumbing Proves,
which are the best made. By placing
your work with us, you are sewed it the
hest material sad warkeseaskip
Let US quote yea prires.•
E. D. HANNAN Both Phones. No Kn.532 South Fourth St.
Cl•
ONUMENTS
We have a fine line o Marble °ratite and Stone Monu-
ments which show th best f workmanship and high de-
gree of artistic cancer :on. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an a r of distinbtion.
Parties desirous to tic;'utify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and in ,foenta in
WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have •est.- and most distinctive
line in the Purchase. 220 South Third St
.E.Williamson&Co
•
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Are You a Model Employe? UVERbitYPING
HIS AUTHORITY BEBOUT & SMITHRiches for Man Who Shuns Drink, Cigarettes and Slang
PLANS AND SPECIFICA-
TIONS OF A MODEL
EMPLOYE.
Het on ouaight.
No breath of liquor.
Chimp knelt
No slang.
No cigar in his toper&
Sham plebe&
as to 3, yedonifiatit4)
IChkago Broker Announces Year's
Test—One Tit on TrIal.-Cass
He bracisedi '
U You were • adetatee
If you had a etweilad hest
If yea were aa moddise sport aad
If yea had other Woke oad faults
erhkh were objeedeulde la your
prospective employer,
T H E N—
Would yea remedy dame dolma is
ye* character sad detesmiati to lead
• aide. saw sad ommervedve Ne—
ff he let realm would glee you •
Ille job and • headlines Meneasid
ottal appropriamly lambed?
Thia is the sort of a prepo• sition
white Pierce Uatierwoud, a Chicago
Sepotelmeat specialist, has pat to the
yam, men o 4that city. says the
Eaaildmar•
Per several years Mr. Usiderwood
Iowa trying to getizerzer.
asehitioas and
• and anxious, to do aiir GM:
our who is eat only able but
week hoot liclusig Maxims to sadist
--* - Agovierameat hoods.' NWT f= out
'Anse twasitp-five yams he
it• advertise Ise oae. Heave
his Mamma wad oar.
Seisms one PM TAIL
There woe a husdred rospoome.
twenty of them mete by telephoto
ROO letter, sad die mbar *bey ap-
plied is proem mold.
It wee • etratege proemoiso tbmt
lied into Mr. Uudetwooda alike WI
day motley. la age the aggillmals
ranged fosm seventeen to forty-Gm
years. Soave ware shaven tied shorn
sad some were not. Seem were mile
awoke and others looked slow. Saeatt
-were dressed with ernillneo cote)
othets were sot • so 'minder. Bab
out of the lot the holm *as able to
mime pose mat who. he believes. will
46 Me Mi. mid ' he has his mewls'
ele lined epos At others who will
▪ eidled in ease his present vision
▪ mimes hides
Mr. , Usedenetiod believes that a
utan's period of greatest iisefehmes
heti/mar his sweaty-fifth ond dillfir
fifth swam Hi mefeiloses rso
newsa et/ when he reedits dainty-
five. which is what kle. trodorissof
foils "giddy Mt." but he is not At-
`ly so be so fall of ginger and am
hitiosi as wee* yeniager. Holding
this view. Me. thatlerwood was am-
prised *bee a non of forty-five step-
ped ta wed said:
"I mow to cc abnut the 411fiert pa-
sition mentioned in your advertise-
ment.'
Man es, Mimes Medal a Mils.
"But I advertised for a young
man," repl:ed the boss, with empha-
sis on the "young."
The appl cam "looked fumy for
a minute," according to Mr. Under-
wood and then said, "I geese T mis-
understood. I thought maybe , you
wanted a man to seH hoods."
He went sway without the medal.
A very well dressed young man. of
twenty-five approached and announe-
ed that he had designs oft the posi-
tion.
"Can you lick wattage stamps?"
asked the bow
"I used to do that when I was
younger," he admitted with an air of
dignity deeply offended.
"I see plenty enough that this job
is not one you would fell any deep
and abiding affection for," replied the
boat. "This job is not one primarily
of licking stampe, but the whole this&
Mines on the willingness to lick
= if occasion shoe
dd require.aday..
Another young man walked in. He
wee six feet tall and had a brawny
look.
"How old are your asked the
boas.
nswity )Fmrs." be salt
Vey 11114mdee Tuned Away.
"Yon Amok mere like thirty," said
Undeenwool
"l knot, le; he said, '"bist I we
telling you the troth. Yen we, I was
huwern as *the boy weeder' as a siaer
or for a veal IOW loon, and tworiFY
all my life hoe beet Greet in the cow.
pasty of memos math older dm& my-
self. That aecomits for way matant
leeks. Maybe Iva will reee, ray
woe"
The boas did. but he was afraid
the mactilleed wig% este the yawn
fellow's mien in be withheld the di.-
wend ummiat
%The sea vibe esam to see me
were above the afteage in hoth ap-
pearance dad intienii. take them
ail in ail.* said ler. Ulderwood. "Re-
cause mat of AIM bed evideatly
seadied my ad. dee* mid had tried
So take their oust gompereto sell if
the, atte the regairamitita Soase of
them looked ai if they had bought a
shave and meowed up for the ores.-
km. but moat of dmot were yogi*,
fellows, already eamfored. who were
kiddies for a Amon to looter them-
...lora. mid who were nest lows hab-
it. About twevity out of the eighty
who applied were more thaa thirty
That is too old for a man to begin
xt Onion anything.
itigegad litaa at Awiliidasa.
-Maw man never settle down to
the sedan hostess of Rife moil
they are tweiltirfiee. That i. when
they fall in lovie. They see dm It
takes lunacy to keep a wife, and they
(levet., thellmebree with all their goals
to their welt b Os hope of 'draftee-
mint and more oar.
"The year before a man oi married
he is the mow ambitious, most act'
ive and most useful human creature
iu the world.
"Alter he gets married he sags for
a year—sags 50 frightfully that I feel
inclined, sometimes, to give him his
salary and tell hint to take an ex-
tended vatatioo.
"Before marriage he is never
afraid of work, seems to revel in long
home and be 4 perfect demon in his
devotion to hie job.
-After his marriage he sever gets
to the office a minute before time,
beeps his eye on the clock all after-
noon and quits the instant it strikes
5:24
Pate at First Appearance.
"Some of the men who came in
here today settled their own fate a*
soon as they entered the door. Some
of them came in with their hats on
the back of their heads and a cigar
between their fingers. Some who
wore their hats properly failed to re-
move them.
"Now, these things may be mall
in themselves, but they indicste cer-
tain angles or character which are
not at all to the fiking of many peo-
ple-
"1.1 a pious old lady comes in here
to buy a Snit mostgage or something
Me that it is *fissure to her to be
waited epos by a moo with a cigar
is bki head, kis hat on the backof
hi. head the scent of whisky on
Igo These things are not cal-
eeleled to inspire coafideace ill the
-
psaapeeki=see, wad therefore
h e ear 
Dealt a.. Soft at Caftsgair.
"Again. if a bedlam man conies 111
heft sad ask. about ;be coolescatir
value of certain Mocha. it is not AA-
dilated to make him fewest his money
if wry atanesust blow, smoke in his
fedi and tells him it is a 'two to owe
shoe that a certain kind of stock
'will pea oat' better than another.
"The volatile secret of business sue
tem is that a man most be clean and
whole*tetp. ..$!-reepeeting and re-
spectakle—ond intones's(
'Who I mid shoot the diamond
medal woe he earliest. I UR Detect-
ed a youth; man. and try him
.at foe a ram. If be is atgoad-ta
the ead of that time his lirdwee vim
be made sad the medal 1.111 eritahily
he his."
Zara Canted Cestemead.
Ithaca. N Y., April 36.— Noted
',esker. were heard today at the
miebratinn of the centennial of the
birth of Ears Cowell. founder of
Comet! enevedity. President Schur-
MON presided mow the exercises, and
the pe;ftipal address we. delivered
by Aorlaw Carnegie of the hoard of
omelets. Other speakers were An-
ew 11.,R1hlte. first president of.:_thie
ativerelty. Snow Jrcieeph B. Parta-
ker of Ohio, modernities the alumni.
wed W. W. Taylor. who spoke far
the ehodents.




OF THE UNITED STATES
- PAUL MORTON, President, - 
OFFERS TO THE PUBLIC THE
New Standard Life Insurance
Policy
Prescribed by the New York Mate Law.
THE POLICY has been framed to insure to each policyholder the fullest
protection, and every appropriate benefit.
It ;is UNCONTISTABLI and UNRESTRICTED after the first year.
DIVIDENDS are paid ANNUALLY. ,Liberal loan and surrender values are
granted. Policy payable at maturity, either iniCASH or INSTALLMENTS.
Or the money may be left with the Society at. interest,. Or thcnsurance may
be converted into anannuity
THE COMPANY The financial strength of the Society; its promptness
and liberal dealing with the public; its many reforms; the conservatism and
economy with which its affairs are administered, guarantee to Its policyholders,
insurance that. intures---iretecticn lht, lIct ct




LEONARD WOOD BY LIEU- 1
TENANT BROWN. 
1OFFICE 306 B'WY
Waehiagton, April u.—The ques-
tion of whether Gen. Leotsasd Wood
overstepped the booed, of his airth-
mity o the matter of the conitonar-
tial of Louie E Brow* is involved
in a claim made by Brown for .salary
l
as Fuse Lieutenant jab the voluniteer
forces of the United States army,
which was today ..iibmitted to the
supreme court of the United States.
The case grows out of a military trial
of Brown held at Son Lelia, in the
military department of Santiago, in.
anew in November, 1896, when
STOW» was called upon to answer a
charge of gaseibling with enlisted
mon.
The court-martial, consisting of
five officers, first returned a verdict
of not guilty, but when the resole of
the impiiry was broaght ao the at-
tention of Gen. Wood. who win in
exithiand of the department, he di-
rected the reconvening of the court
and upon the second trial and in the
absence of Brown, he was found
guilty and sentenced to &misted
heats the service.
Geo Wood indorsed the second
verdict and in accordance with his
orders the sentence of the court was
carried oat
Broom, who is now a modem of
Houston. Texas, filed a claim in the
court of charm for compensatios for
the entire time between date of dh-
ernasal and the date of the imetieution
of his suit, amounting It Ode& and
the court alloWed I. befog the
amotam be would have receivad from
the time of his dithathsal tomtit the
dote of the discharge of the other of-
Wt. sad me of Ws eaminoll
lib* Brown :Rd the goeirmstat
apagtahrd the case to the supreme
court. Brown attacks the right of
Gen. Wood to order a retrial of his
case and also his right to indorse
the sentence, chiming that the latter




Was Court-ilartialed Wants 'attar 04. ̂ 'Zang , 4" •
A BARGAIN-7.i
Salary Paid Hint f
BIG DEAL IN COAL
LANDS OF KENTUCKY.
Thauseuda of Acres in the Elkhorn
Plaid Champ Hands.
New York, April 06.—The higgest
coal deal of the past five years we
cleaned op today, when a controlling
interest in the IFOrti-ern Coal and
Gabe ompeop. c ant rol jasoon
of etadleffiiiiiLleeitt in the
bean of the Midterm field. in Ken
teedry. was sold. Santos- Clarkshr
teelry. was sold. Senator Camden.
the presideat and largest bolder of
dock in the company. soli all hi%
idnerint. to Clarevic . A. Watson.
preOdent of the Fairmino Cool eons-
Part'
Immediately thereafter he rosigned
as or:orient of the company and Mr.
Ws .on was elected to that place_
Se.4-ral million dollars are involved
in the (kal but thou concerned de-
cline to make known the exact sum
Hogene Zisraneemun and S. T. Stern-
of Cincinoati, are large stock-
holders in the Northern company and
retain the'r i1f1t11141454
The deal has been in progress here
44-wrie time re- secure c41014-01 of the
Northern company'a holding' in the
heart of the Elkhorn coal field have
long been coseridered the most de-
sirst.lc in that locality, lox the North-
ern bar never developed tile Froperty
The intention of* the neW control-
/tr. is to develop the property thew-
',artily and the work will begin at
once.
This deal has been hanging fire
for some wepoths past, it is said, and
at one time it was thc intention of
Zimmerman asa the capitalists asso-
ciated with hi to do some railroad
hoikling in Kentucky- in order to.
facilitate the development • of the
property.
As so-in as rail facilities can lie 'c
cured the 'mine' will be opened
tlwoughotrt tlw propenty.
At the same time the N'orthert
Cr.111 and Coke company told to out-
side parties ()nom acres of lan4.
WOMAN 102 YEARS OLD
RECEIVES OPFER TO WED.
Mrs. Maughertnan .the Mother of 17
Children, Attactive Despite
Age.
Camilen. Mick. April 26. -"Yr..
Elixabrth Maughernurn. aged 104
years. of this place is the mother of
,evertteen children, eleven of %legion,
are living and neVer had Or .etvieen
of a'phycician moil recently. She 
i%
still i nattractie woman, as evi-
denced by the fact that she received
an offer of marriage recently. which
she promptly refweri. !irrs. Manglier
niatt's father was i veteran of the
re1-0174f,onary war mid' her hlsbarrrt
serveil with distinctlow, ihrtiligh the
v•civi! -•ikr She no* reeetvea a pen-
New 5 Room House; Easy Terms
Telephone 765





Capital . ..... $230,000.00
Surplus and Undi-
vided Profits. . . l00,000.00
Stockholders' Lia-
bility  230,000.00
Total . . . $560,000.ofy
Total Resources . . $985,453.23
DIRECTORS
W. F. Bradshaw, J. A-




Ed. L. Adles, Callisr.
Baser, Louis F. Kolb, H.
Alluscoelleursett, Geo. C.
T. J. Atkin, Vice-Pres.;
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock $100,000
Surplus   $34,000
nterest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest N. W. VAN COLIN, Caluer.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
tIMIthe 
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Both Phnom, No. ego.
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BERT & WILHELM, Seartearl
--- -----
Entered at the Poszoifice of Pubs-
tale Ky., as second-class midi matter.
One Year
$ix Months  
Three Months





Anyone beim to receive this per
regedasey av,M report the motese to
Tbe Register office at ones. Tito
lb.nc Cumberland 3111.
ilatoday Morning,. April 27, .1907.
The Good Citizen's Duty.
The reipectable, the decent, the
God-fearing and ebristian citizens of
'eradecah have, in this good year of
grace, the opportunity to strike a
. ..ilk,/ for their city and their homes.
;011ie is the year in Which our cite-
, yelp are to erlect their public aer-
vaurs foe four triers to come, and it
is the duty of troy good citizen to
• vote /or none but imoest men. Elect
wilro ifl obey their oaths of
slice. and give one and all a square
, Seal Good got eminent means
pace and happiness for all the pen-
Oa. Mosey cameo hey haiginsetts
elkol the man uho obtains a dollar at
the %scribe(' of principle and seif-ro
'Opect is never a 'happy man, and the
• wbo.neglecte hi. duty either ,to
family. his et/nolo/to. his em-
his fekutte or his city hie Ito
of mind. If Ke does wvolso
knows it better then he doea.
e chars hi. duty he has the full
tioss of kncessigg it. lie who
• doing hi. full duty until
d•stant day chews Wapiti( of
vatiefaetion The present is the
lime in whieb ste may act,, amid
election of the city officers this
theidd concern every citizen
than any election in the
The man who ie looklog for
hist of it and votes kr a men
he Oinks will we hiss the
of it, is treadeng upon dewier-
eared Mien change their meads
passes by mid friend* become
and enemies become frindo
fellow who may be getting the
of it today may get the worst of
JIIIOSImainerissi The true .tarterican
intent is for a square deal Only
_law mai and dietionest class fear a
',.maieve deal
every city there me more than
• ugh good cinemas to put none
honest Mtn in resifice la Pa-
that element can absolutely
. ireentror the eleceiosi of every officer
In the city. and which means
tbey ono put the right kind of
onto in otice if they with. lltesie is
nisch coniplaint about good nun se-
fusing to tater foe melee office. The
vealson ionteite Oen When a good
man rues for an e;ffiee -it oftee
mom that be feted, the gnoll citizens
. atithing no interest in the matter and
ins a consequence the bunts end Igo-
Sees Amine elect a scalawag over
If the good citizens wan; good
n in office, they neon take a hand
the eleciorm. They *nue,* take
litre • get mit for a few hours at
andithilli with their friends.
liore end a•sociatei, and each
pledge 14 the 'thee hss toopeistico
'Sao elect* good men. When that
is Ante *ere will be no difficulty
in riiidMi land mere to riffle' for
every ofdee. The average good citi-
aot seem...to Ise of the ,epinion Coe
his wholotalettOoto Iris family consOt
'in townie's enough money to provide
Them with the comforts of life and
Se a consequence he soon becomes
sirs -ithsorbeit in chasing the dollar
,that he is oblivious to -what is ooitig
on about him, and finally lie wakes
op !ovig enough In look about bum
anti oincludes that be 141 tArban
interest in public affairs. btu first
thing he knows he finds that he
/liken lone a few dollars in trade
if be has the courage to staid by his
conrictiouls, and he straightway
throws up his bantie and quits the
fight. He hasn't the nerve to stand
ifire, nor the grit to stay in the ring.
1-he cannot see that by taking a stand
and making a vigoroot fight for the
eight that he encourages other good
citizens to join in and rout the
other 'crowd. If fifty of the good
-.Citizens of Paducah could agree on
•sicisct ;Ind tbeu forme into parties
!of three or fivo and make the rounl
of the business section and tell their
friewle what they expect so do, they
would sweep the wife pullers and
corrupt gang off their feet. The
road to hell is paved with good in-
tentions, so it is said, but -regard-
less of the paving material used on
that Ouwoughfare, we emohatically
say that good-.intentions are of no
value unless followed by efforts to
carry them out
In this good thy of Paducah, if
the laws were enforeed, it would
be the coost desirable place in which
to 'fire, on the face of the globe.
Every man, woman and child would
be full of joy and bappiness and pros-
perity would reign supreme: It is
true that the enforcement of the law
would interefore very materially with
the affairs of some people, but they
codld either go to making im.honest
living, Which would be east to do
among law abiding people, or they
could go to eail, the place ereeted
and maintained by the public fie dis-
honest people. The man who vio-
lates the law, or who profits by the
crimes he may commit should not
object to paying the penalty If any
one robs him' or injures bins by an
unlawful act, he at once hastens to
the authorities and invoke the en-
forcement of the law. By what
Ogle or token can he expect to do
wrong and not 'offer the same penal-
ties inflicted upon those who may
injure bins? Stich people are tie
most undesirable of all citizen.--they
expect to trample the law, _under
foot and not be restrained by the an-
thoritiec Thee OP even further by
seeking to elect corrupt men to
office' no that they may have the pri-
vilege of continuum an unlawful ca-
reerosaussoksted. The* are the coo-
ditioes that many of the cities have
to conked oil), and right now Pa-
ducah is face to face with just such
toindtiotts and 1 is up to the good
citizens to say whether or not en era
of waft shall be isisumiested in Pa-
ducah and that a comm.4 eity.gowers-
meat shall be installed Mee with
their homes and families beret and
awn with their money invested in this'
city, cay say whether or not they
stand for hisseet government or fee
bad government. We have a cor-
rupt and twit* clams in Pedoesh
and they are supporting and wetting
for <exempt man. boomue. they ex-
pect to profit by the election of such
own' Now in all sincerity and (-an-
ger we asit.ext wham eapense will
that class profit! Let the good (Oi-
lmen' answer, and when they do they
will have to adieu that it 'will be
at the toren* of the good• people
of 'hie city The torrupe eleostot
is organized for a eeetory its thole
side; it awaits thousands of dealers to
them bride. a wide open town which
meanie the ruin of hundred*s of boys
and girie in the' city. Now- US the
time to tondo a blow for the city in
winch we live. and to serve notice
on the lawles element of tins eons-
inanity that the good people of tkis
city propose to rule it anti that gran-
d, and corrupt men will not be tol-
erated Already that vicious and
detestable Cana are threatening as
oe what th.7 will and we now
say tb.,1 before tiat.d..se Of this year
they will find Paducah so iiI01 for theT,.
that they sill either wend their way*
or have cause to right them% Mach of
this, however, will be obviated if the
good citizens discharge their duty
and vote for none but honest mine
When it 11-0111ICS to waiting Penn-
sylvairia has the real artists. Of the
$14,,000,000 supposed to have bees
epent on the new capital building.
fillor0000 of that sum went into the
pockets of thc grafters The Ameri-
oan people are raying dearly for
their tedifference in electing men to
çibiic otice. The grafter will flour
fish in every city until the people
'come out equarcly and elect- none
but honest men. The election of one
grafter breeds: grafters all along thc
fine.
The tie horn gambler can nom, tic
Ilford on the street corner and you
will find every mother's son of them
for candidates of the same stripe.
TWO UNFORTUNATES.
Gertrude English and Annie Tolliver
Get Mr/ Darl Ueda.
Gertrude English aixl Annie
colored, were the only prisoa-
ers before Judge Cross in the po-
lice court yesterday morning. They
were both presented upon a botch
of peace charge and -cat to the jail
for afty der%
-leen-pee Lying on Stretches. is Rushed
'iThrough Fire and Smoke.
•
St. Louis. Aprill 26.—While the
body of Mrs Mary Bernedorf, who
died Tuesday frOnt *furies received
by being knocked down by a street
car three weeks ago, vats lying e a
coffin at the home of her neeloc.
Benjamin Riegert, at No. aotli t -at
Brilliante avenue, yesterday inc-iiitie
the house caught fire and foietnet;
rushed into the Parlor. and IiIIW4III
I 9n-roice and 
sparks carried ciefaiiii.
ssountsmursuuutsuil IN THE WORLDI TODAY IN HISTORY. —
03112t323e333:231313:3:3:2131233
APRIL 27.
1296—King of Soots defeated
taken at Dunbar. -
1686---Ohow York charter granted by
Coventor Donjon.
17-Ole-Earl of London, early cool
mander-sochtelf of -the &lush
forces in America, died. •
1797—Robert Prescast appointed goO-N--
ernor of Canada, Treemary Nearly Two Hundred
1813—City of York (now Toronto') and Fifty Millions Balance, Be-
Won by the Amieriean foreea skies Geld Coin.
t863—The ship Anglo-Soon wrecked
off Cape Mace; elle knit. ;
103—William Charles act-
or, died. Born Marcie 
Washington, D. C, April a6.— To-moo
ilos—Areltbishop Me-Clothe, of New- lo/•s lrelloof7 balances, eldclolliae of
York created a cardinal. the gold reserve, show available cash
1876-.-Queel) Victoria is declated tbalanee, ga49.791,139; gold coin, and
Empress' of India. bullion, Olo4o99,69i.
ilkia--Ratph Waldo Emerson, "akia-
oriean author, died. BoutOilley
Otio—Crond broken for the Gram
soontement in New York.
OF FINANCE
!RESUME OF WK'S MONEY
MARKETS ALL OVER THE
WORLD,
$92,000 SHORTAGE
THAT SUM liBIBEZZLED FROM
ELECTRIC COMPANY OF
WOONSOCKET, R. 1.
Comeral Manager After is Years'
Service Turns Up Short ia
His Accomata
Woonsocket, It 1 A pre a6.— A
shortage of about Ogiortei ov the at
counts of the Woonsocket Nag*
vested yesterday by the
Machine and Power compsay tras,4;
a circular letter to the
of the company aareekefg
heavy shortage bad - ea din
The letter, which was issued by
der of the directors. feather it
that the restgnation of Levi C. Uwe
cola, aeceetary and tresetwer and get,
eral reaseger of the company, bad
boos accepted.
John 3 liellevasa, coronstl fee la.
directors of the corramap. Said
'1 behove the Willotton of the ewrt.
age ir about Swim. Mr. Lincoln




Mr., Lincoln has begs steretary•
treaMer and general manager of Cue
company kit fifteen years.
After rending the timidly letter of
the &redact, and *he mittens,* of
Hrgernais, Mr Lincoln saki:
"I Admit the aituatton is sulotan-
tially as stated Further than thh
I 1114. 
aft" apes equ anti
4polisn to be interviewed.
=De of our directors and the pars
ine 
chant%
caaily esgotuitions bevy, been
way for the sale of the buss-
the form of Estaletook &Ow.
sd in airtime ens that dm alleged
willeieskasost 9.411 not laming iteritlr‘
this mak alakessle the stackbolderi
may his called upon to make good
any dairiancy.
The circular letter ,...uett today
ams es toinire.
"Ansasocket. R I, April as
'It has thia day come to doe heow-
leder of dietWoomocket Efinitic Ma-
chine & Power categmaey dm* there
has been an enderaalestieut from the
entemeny of a Urge min of tiernery,
and the reeignatio• of Levi Cook
Lincoln as secretary-treasurer and
generab manager of the comperry hal
been atieepted,
Notice. Removal of Office.
D. L. Moats and 3. W Destiels,,
who are assistant supennteadeola of
the Pradeetial hisfuranee company at
local ofike, With to entity the panto
holders that they have today mowed
their office from room t and a Avenel.
can-Gentian NatWest bank to room




The regular flioeithly meeting of
Paducah Lodge No. t, of the Provi-
dent Caseelty Association will be
held at Oldd Fellows Hall. corner
Fifth and Broadway. at 8 p m. Sat-
urday. April 27th.








New York. April a6.--Idoney on
call easy. i 3-442 1-4 per ceat.; rul-
ing rate, closing, hid and offered at 2
Time loans easier and very dull; tia
days, 3 1-3 per cent.; go days 4 1-2;
six months. 4 3-4
Prime mercantile
per cent.
Stewing exchange easier.' with ac-
tual basing* in banker's bills at
$4. for 6o-day bills. Poet-
1.4.6683:31talatt:i0 for demand and at
ed rates, $4.43 ti444-84 aed $4.116.1-2
4487; commercial bills. SO3 IA
Bar adzes. es 3-4c; mitaican dollars
50 3-4e-







clarifies oraened dull and featureless\
with prices on a sweaty with yester-
day's New York closing. Prices bar-
d ir Spots prior to the reci4pt of
New York opening gastatioas, but
as these brought no 11111120141 cheer
the market chased Weedier and easy
ANA.-
Bank of laglamil -
1.oadf,e, April in—The weekly
stains/eau of tai Rank of Eagiagd
shows the following chasers:
Total reserve. increase .... £ilo,eam
Circulation. ieetease . . . sliriato
Whoa. increase - -R • • • • • 110.411
Other .ecurtes. decree* MASS
Other deposits. decrease . allaccee
Pablic &peeks, deuce*
Nixes es served. increase. . 371.0oo
Goveremest secoritato decrease
cmase  ta6.exw
The Bask of England's rate id dis-
count it 4 per cent.
New Orleans Cs.
New Orleans. April l: Manes+.
$J-550.619
Neat York Allethaalge. Asc. diselasin
Commercial paper, yale per cell*
NEWS PKYTIS MON MURRAY.
(Murray Ledger.)
Oine Herman Sylmar, ma of Will
Bream of this *cc. and Miss
Hair Ward Whaley, daughter of
Rev. med Mrs. S. IL. WhalleY• of
Rayvilk. La., were naked in mar-
riage Wednesday of die week at the
Fwst Methodist elms& of Mayville
The groom is well Inaltwri here and
has many friends. He is connected
with the Contiberland Telephone com-
pany.
A horse attached to a begin
copied by Bores Overby said 34,
Jennie Leiter ran sway 31111441/ Mir"
noon on Sim* Card strati-sad dwelt
the ust. Miss Lento was
quite bun. The horse be'-
came farigMeeted at the Sourtieni Ex-
press company's wagon.
Noble Herds and Miss Nina Stokes
were married Wednesday aftentoots
at 4 o'cloct at Farmington
✓is is the soil of R. N.
is the popular carrier of epee
No. 4 out df the Murray office. sowe
Stokes is the hoodsoale and tailored
daughter of Dr. W. It Seskist
ecU knowe ,Farmington physician.
She is one Of the most popular yoga/
girt. of Gloves county. Bap Sulks
have wany friends and we join with
them in extending happiest congratu-
lations. They will make their home
in Murray.—Nfttrray Ledger.
ARRESTED AS JURY BRIBER




Boise, Idaho. April 26.—The ease
JO W. D. Yost. charged with con-
tempt of court let an alleged effort
to influence a Poor on the regulet
panel which will probably try W. D.
Hays' ood for alleged complicity in
the assassination of former Govermie
Sour, Abell, was dismissed today Ify
wee Wood in the district court
The court held that the affidavi
Ti•ror Wagger, upon which Yost
Orem tot. wee ins ft'
Yost was irressediaaoly routes
however, at the foloisetioniof
I court. under the I date !Mathis
•711* to itilkeence-to
%bay. lie wallet* eiY
toa: tomiorrow afterhoon.
•
Olernorgatipe for the table,
per pound,
17 1-2
Palmer House Blend Coffee,
albs. for
65c
7 2-1 paw& best sugar for
43c
Palmer Howie Fancy Patent




Specials for Saturday, April 47.
Omega Flour, per sack ... 73c
t6 09111CO Mops  yc
5-dp Broom ........ sic
441e Semen  DOC
3 Cana COM and 3 cane To-
matoes  Scir
3 Cans Hominy esc
a Bottles Heing's Ketchup apt
3 lbe. tie Coils for .....
3 lbs. alac Coen for "se
3oc




3 bones /Egghtg . toe
Fancy Oil Sar-
dines phed s doegit; in
Can .. • ..411e. • c• • • 114.-
14 qt. Whke Enansafeet Dish
Pans FREE *do a sic 'order
of Eartreet and Mb:ft Pow-
der, for Satyr/AY *AT-
Choi* Pineapple mos :se




drum or mixed tea mc
• iollar Tea foe • 75*
3 sacks Salt tot
3 pkgs. sc Soda for 10C
GREAT PACIFIC TEA it COFFEE CO.
The Broadway Store
Old Pro*. iiy9 , se6 Broadway. New Phew teed
COWNON CUR oars
LEGACY OF Illoallos
Indianapolis Ind.. April a6—A com-
mon, every-day dog, rejoicing in the
nano of Bel, is ,about to ,begin a
career- of luxury, unitise in dog an-
foie - Bill will have a larger income
then half the people in Inclianapolo,
according to the provisioas•cif a will
which was fled in the probate court
this morning.
The peculiar previhion foe the







Watts. directed that his executor
111ViEle IL Gore. invest Sanas° • good
lalarrot-boatiote aecoritios . for the
ails heath of Odl., and that she in-
tweet froni the iimestmest he used is
making Bill comfortable amid happy
(or the rest of his natural dog owe
RESISTED TO THO .
BITTER END.
Yeses White Men Dragged to the
Snalfoid at . 111.1119as Alps
.- -
Guntersville. Aioom.April
Watts, a yoonia while mass Was leo/
ed in the Mil mord Aare wawa=
wra circualltlannitr•teef
of Per* Wink/es, a confederate teet-
ered.. Hy bed lucent* Peasiiiierd Witt 3
Ignite mid relined to the end. Me-
mos* was thrown into hie4/Areed
he was Ibis &onetime sad=
to tutzlisiii flo harem
on ,011essely4p;fetw7rsehrif
tor daemon* tee P
tested his lasoceeid* bed wet at
tempt to throw satelliell SOF Oat
aye The drop fells, 114o o'clock
—This moriting at Carangis •
Min Aber Samba, the tesietest Nbra-
rime will deliver an address on
**Sbakespeere sad His Works- and
• cordially Write& an the children
the city to be pretest.
AIR SHP EXHIBITION
AT CAIRO
Sanday,_Nwil 38, 1907, 3:00 P. 11
This is the chance cf a life-time to
see in operation the most wonderful
invention of the age, the marvel of
the scientific world. A trip back and
forth acros3 the Mississippi river.











Returning:_ Leave Cairo at ROO p. m.
JUST FOLLOW THE CROWDS
64
Fare Round Tri
Adults, 75c Children, 40















kind of clothes that cause even
cki whp isn't blessed with
-beauty, la loW good.
That's the kind we are showing
now at our store.
LADIES,
kt, DON'T YOU KNOW
3sou'll want clothes later on for going
away? Then yc,u'll not find the se-
lection we can give you now.
contain that workmanship th
tpther suits in Paducah have. The
stripes, checks and fancy weaves
come in varied colort, and most any
size one would desire can be had of
us now.
We want also to make mention of
our Voile and Cloth Skirts, because
the stock is replete, with only good
•
COMPROMISE SUITTO BREAK'
DR. B. T. FRANK'S WILL
•
MRS. MARY FRANK CHESTERFIELD TRANSFERRED $15.000
FARM TO HER SON. BENNIE FRANK. IN CONSIDERATION
OF THE LATTER WITHDRAWING THE SUIT AND AC-
ENOWLEDGING THAT THE DOCUMENT PROBATED IN
THE COUNTY COURT IS TH E WILL OF THE LATE PHY-
SICIAN.
+fon. Mike ()Jiver, the attorney
144911.0111411444r W.. Mary Frank Ches-
terfield yesterday rompromised the
action brought 4dy the woman's hon..
Meanie Frank. wherein the latter st-
tonatod to break the document be
claimed was not his late father's
will, while the mu her contended it
was. The estate is worth $65.000 and
by the compromise mother deed-
scribble not legible on the paper leav-
ing clarions to the wile.
Gotroad weeks ago the son, Bennie
Frani, file a suit in the circuit court,
chaining the docuMent was not the
win et. his father, and that be was
emitkd to his portion of the property
left bi his dead faher, which would
have beet' worth. about baopoo. Sines
his father'. death the mother has ad.
vanced the young fellow about $15.-
000 in cash, and tioW to compromise
ed tv the eon jis.000 farm in 11%, the litigation the mother deed* the
count y, cost ain in g 65, acre..stiliVr.i the fine feint in th
e county, in
dereation of. 'the young man
son by the terms acInaowledges 'the n• 'drawing his snit and acknovri-
will of hie father and withdraw* his
litigatioa. 
.tug that the document probated in
the county court Is the will of ,his
The late Dr B. T. Frank was very Lit'Isr.
o•calthy, owning valuable lands in Lawyer Oliver yesterday drew up
.; city and county. The The deed trastskerigg the farm to the
I ,Aris he died shout len 'card, sea and-ilie document iv/ill today be
The prat" suits we are showing will was sitawit up leaving c -'111itnied over to the latter to be re-
thing to his wife. lie was Iwo wet* Illarded in the county cleric's *dice.
are smart, and full of style. They he could, not sign the paper at dal *haw when the suit is called upontime, intending to wait and do so die Jodie Reed's docket in the eiresit
at no Itth4e/newille. frimlitt ast 6.41.4abefrre'-‘°11"' it he -dismissed as corn-
stYles•
3 1 7 BILOADWAY
— e
JIMMY RAPS RICH MEM
AS FRIENDS OF GRAMM,
Take to Colds.? Uoiwersity She-
deans of Illseatien.lb Frisco.
Staudtor4 t airemity. CIL Apes!
, -Fra.ci J Henry spoke to the
avian* Of AO tatitersittotsday tan
of graft in San Francisco.
kla wad lividly Attend ter she sun-
+ ens. WIC  Pavia' the assesol!y hall
abr Ardor a He paid his reap cc t
!AA itairad of the ltiFla ran by,fiviing
that iii the Pacific Union Cite and
Riallemsan Club were homed inagorof
the men who sada giving minor* to
grafters They arc rich and well
wear good clothes, bet they
'porting Itiof and Seboalta," be
Meaty also 1.14 .4 11.1ratiarY
Sta Famidgeoallat had upon
-Its helots goods condemned under
fbopisrefood law, and said that when
the ioard of health threatened to, de-
\ LI gouda the Voters went tothen it was all rigid.
gt —The church dettoraldrs;Ti and R.




Vette cli.rch,, ,Of .the
veitmeitial wirodberi-that, dot 'roe
1",nialh • !
"7 DEPARTMENT.who have bought kaiaks from us andFor the accomnsedation of those
ere ot mitered to de their own de-
veloping lout printing we have node
atrangemente with Mime Bernice
Odd, VA has had long overissue
in phentagephy. te tondect this de-
pestetent. Film developed end Ones
made proliptip nod at a special price.




-Drug Stire 4th &Broadway







NODDY FOR A VERY
MODEST SUM
Head Against Illinois
Chinteni 1111111la.4 at I.misville
Vogl 'sedapoilallioal Mews
Yesterday Attwney General Stead
of !Howie file a suit in the circuit
court of La _sane comity. for $3.oso.-
IMO against the Mitosis Central rad-
road, this *mall" sum being claimed
es back taxes alleged due the state of
!Moo» from the railroad. This
the case in which the Supreme court
decided that it had no jurisdiction,
hence instittnion of the !attrition nr
the of La Salk coun-
ty. 
Intsrliats Commission
The Intenliato Conarneece Cona-
nt:oak:in mei yesterday at Louisville
Judge Clemens being the only mem-
ber present, the sitting tieing to bear
coMplagetts regarding the -railroads
rItk city. , Wns. Fades and other
coal mine owners of Western Ken-
tnclry appeared -before the commun.
lion and lodged complaints of the
charge that the Mimi, Central fa-
vor certain mines by giving them
enoneh Ears to haul their coil. while
(oho* irThes have 40 take 'Pat Whitt




Mr A. F. lohnson has returned
from Memphis where the pipenien.
attalcomwrontiths of the Illinoie Ceir
trat °franked thei? anion, Mr. John-
!eon heino named setretary. The
body. includes this character of me-
el• n ic a employed over, the entire
system.
Young' Man Promoted
..• Joscoh Itattisow of the
;-!hriiiino mills. has ben made
t storekeeper, and. Bdwaltd




FOR HER MOTHER'S DEBT
 o.
AleriVA WILAYMES ESTABLISHED OWNERSHIP TO LAND
BY INHERITANCE. AS THE GROUNDS WAS NOT SOLD BE-
FORE DEATH OF HER MOTHER, TO SATISFY THE agoo
DEBT HELD AGAINST Mi. FRAIER BY A CREDITOR—
GHOLSON Ci...AMIED LAND ON GROUND OF CONTINUED
TENANCY.
Hun. Mike °Ince returned yester-
day front Wicldide. where be his
been astemding circtsit coon, ond wow
I
on' et1 three, the lawsuits on whic be
was- intareated. 4 wee of them being
our of minim! interest. orgordino the
avneedship of ati acres of fine fawning
During inn some one got a judg-
ment in the court at Wickliffe against
Mrs. Mollie PkitOer for Sao Mee
owed the other party. In and Mrs.
Frazier died. and IP Into the sheriff
of the county sold the 116-acre ferns
that she owned dines We. the clod
tveing disposed of by the ober& to
inilbe the *no *dement panes
agaioat her The sheriff sold the
grOund to W. T. Glioloon, who land
on it for twenty-four years. During
Nes Airs. Frasier's daoghter. Men
Via McNamee' , of Brazil. Ind..
case to Wichlife aod claimed the
has latmegisig to her mother until
lie Aerie sad. it to Gbolsoo, the
desolater basing her cleaas for abs
property on at fact that Mho in-
herited it from her mothort, and drat
the when* should have aftathed it
Were her anther'. data solk.00ld,
11. The point made was that Ions-
• as the property was not at-
onhed the death of the
another. it was not eisereabst aurcep-
tale hut passed tote the hoods of the
daughter who was not responsible
tht•wicalbefe.debt. The daughter
pot the fault and then sold it to E
I. Dela a.
Ghtalson's lawyers then sled mit
to recover the farm on the VOIR*
OM he had resided on it undisturbed
for awe than twenty years. AMMO.
net Odver- represented Mr. Doha
and woe • the sail, the Judaea..
betas that Oesim was the rightful
owner and Cabello,' had an dame be
reason of his long and continued oc-
empaary.
A hitter fight has been made for
the pnipesty for many months.
WALL ST. GETS ROOSEVELT POPE SENDS SECRET
ADDRESS IN ADVANCE MESSAGE TO AMERICA
Jamestown Speech I Described
-Harmless- by Higli Finmacerii.
••=1••....M11/
New 'York, a6.—. ime inno-
cent souls were much excited, today
when they discovered that wan
street has had President Roosevelt%
Jamestown speech for nearly a week
—in fact, that the bull movement of
this week was fot.oded on the mes-
sage. The message, as it has been
circulating in Wall street. is a harm-
less cones-time of words. expritnig
a dotersnination thot crimes 
e 
and high finance shall be punished
bast the same as crimes of violence.
The document is conciliatory and
Wall street is delighted with it. All
Presidential messages and important
'decisions by the courts are known in
Wall street long in -ivance of publi-
cation.. The newspapers did not get
their conies of the perch until sev-
eral days after Wall street had been
supplied. It is an open, secret in
Well street that the Standard Oil
cooinany '5 secret service department
get adVance eonie, of all public
nommen& and judicial decisions be-
fgee the public. Prices for the presi-
edt's message and for the decisions
-the supreme coart of the United
States Vary according to the interest
In them. The routine price is about
$50 ptr cOpy.
jUs114renidCardhalArdihritrwasberlisissd.
•11 Rome. April a6.—ft is the impres-
sion at the Vatican that the Pope has
instructed Bishop O'Gorman. who
had an oiessuaily loos farewell air&
erKe yesterday, mai a secret mimics
to the American government, the na-
:nre of which is unknown even to-Sec-
retary Merry del Val. It also is re-
meted that the Pope promised to ele-
vate Archbishop Ireland to the earth-
nalate )11 November. -
SERVICES no. CINCINNATI:
THE SODY IN CHICAGO.
Mistake Made in Shipment of Coffin
From Mexico.
Cincinnati, 0.. April XL —Funeral
•,ervices over the body of the late
'Henry llochstetter of Mount Auburn
were held at the flochstetter tesi-
dunce this afternoon, although at the
time the body was in Chicago. The
beaky was, shipped from Mexico
where he died several days ago, bet
liwing to some mistake was tient to
Chicago instead of this city.. The
mistake was not discovered until too
late to change the plans for the ser-
vices and they were carried out to
the letter. The burial service at the
cemetery will be held privately to-
morrow when the body is interred. -
=*44.1.4.i....". ea. 4riair..44;6.1 k • r • .
TWO "BILLS" SNOBS
COMPARED' ;()Ap PASTE




Good Crowd ,Witnessed Both Per-
formances Yeaaday and Seemed
Highly Plansad.
Two immense audiences oree•ed
Pawnee Bill's Wild 'West show yew
terday, nearly every scat. being filled
both in the afternoon and at night.
kfany people believe Pawnee Bill
has Buffalo William's show "skinned
a block." Buffalo Bill had a lent"
*umber in his Congress of Rough
Riders of the World." but be had no
such "stage settings" 34 Pawnee
Bill, and the trappings of the artintale
of Buffalo's •110w a!uays seemed
(liege and old while Pawnee's are
bright and stew.
Buffalo William made little or no
attempt at "stage setting," while
Pawnee Bill has oneof thalamic elab-
orate ever carried by any out-door
show, the famous Barnum rijiarleY
and Ringbolt. Bros not t'lfeeptelk
The scenery and properties for the
;Train Robbery" were extra good
and realistic, and it looked like a real
train aindtng through real moun-
tains, many miles eway, the train
gradually drawing claimer anti! the We
sized engine and cars were held up
within fifty yards of the audience
by real awe in the garb of the wad a u uaaa
and wooly west, with very .1:wait- a
heal" and active guns. # PERSONAL MENTION. u
'All of the other features were up a
to the standard of wild west show•. nuttart u 1:1 aaa au a au
many Colorations bemir introduce.i.
notably a herd of trained elephants au% Morris Wow oi piestadript,,
and camels. is visiting his aunt, Mrs. Martha K.'.
of 34 South Fomith street.
Mr Cloaks Locks, wife and cirri
dreo. have returned from visiting
Um. Loche's father, Rev. J M. Per
kin. of Mayfield.
Mr P. M. McGlatbery and dauts-
ter. Miss Grace, went to paisdoa,
Tenn., last evening to remain onr-y
Monday.
alias Cora Graham of May ;I..1 •
vs hire visiting her brother.
Mrs. J. ht. Gentry is visions ..
granddaughter at Roberts. Ky.
Elegant for Slampooing
The Hair
25 ants Per Jar
J. De BACON
Pharmacist
7th & Jackson St
• If Its "The LUCKY CURVE"
, It's The "PARKER' Fountain
PEN.
TIE PARKER Is The BEST,
That Ends The Argument.
FOR SALE BY
The Diamond Stamp Works:
513 Broadway.
Local People.
Of course the interest of the
crowd wae largely teetered is the
trio of rough rider. furnished by the
Purchase. They are Mr. and Mr.
Robert Bassin, of aria city, and Les-
ter Saasesets. of Marshall comity.
Robert Anemia; a Paducah boy, one
time member of our fire departments
is osse of the most daring of the
rough riders and was she raipient
of rouoda of applause from his
friends. who recognised hint in ths
habilantents of the cowboy; as a testi.,
moan both of their &lavishly and
/VW ec 14410n of his tine riding. lie
is a brother of Mrs. James Segeti-
filter and worked until recently in
J E Morgans blacksmith "hop. His
wife is a superb horsewoman who
came here as a part of the laidallan
SRI troupe who at one tin* 'were
sent out by local people. While hate
she lost her heart to the gallant *re-
alm and they were morried. lifer
love for the sawdust ring probably
had a large weight in making a "cow-
boy* of her Insabsod. In the show
she plays a prominent part
.the lady riders, and today rode 411X
winning pony in the arcomods tare.
Lester Sates was aDirosisighaat
boy. His opportgnity came when,
the circus fever strock Beaton, and
in a was. show ovroed aged oper-
ated by a number of Beason's beet
csisens, lw mode his debut into the
land of canvass and coyotes. He is
one of the best rider, in the aggre-
gation' and his aomitiog and riding
one of the worst bed** amen in
the more lot of wished hminchos
shows dim his experience with the
colts af old Marshall fitted hint for
any espiestriran feat.
—Misname Wm. k;ttoor of the
parld Oratre. opens his playhouse
/ay. 6 'or the f54.244344. and soows
oightly during the summer. •
UgadattattUtt
Colonel John Tratithant returned
yesterday horn Chicago where he and
other firemen delegates from over the
I. C. vans has. beim for Ism,
months negotiating with the 4E,,
kw the new scale of wages to II.
Pad the firemen during the ,-•,•••!ne
year
Me. W. Courtoey Ellis is here n•i
Asheville. N. C. risking his doeghtei
Mrs. William Hughes of West jeli
sou. •
Mr.. Was Cochran has reword
from visiting her father. Mr. Le-abaft
of Mayfield.
MT. T. I. Nfurphy, wife and d.
of Mayfield, are visiting Mr, "
C. Orr.
Dr. James P Slertb tat a•
Evansville on business
Dr. King Britons ha. a-iic
taiga to join his wife who ha'
them errerat months. They •
In Jane.
Hon john G. Miller. Sr.. a
Edityvilir yesterday on business.
Dr. B. E. Hearne has return-
frost Nashville.
Mr. Wolter G. Dycas went to
isvilie this mantis; on badness.
Mr. Clay Lemon. the Mayfield
aoinipaper was her, naiads,
Coionel M. B. Lien of the N.. C.
St. I.. retmased from Fulton yeat,
day.
Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO'S.
Gasoline Engines, Pump:), Windmills, etc.
CATALOGUES AND PRICES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE a NEW 743 326-28 S. 3rd Stbs
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waitehall and Agatite Cement
Q"' m KING OF CILIKILNT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
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ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
, RIVER PACIINT 00.
The cheapest and best excur-
sion out of Paducah.
418.00
for the round trip to Teams*
River and return.
-
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
•.• and rest; good service, good table,
grood rooms. etc. Boat leaves each
"Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
-for other information apply to
JANES KOGER, Supt.





nuom Passage, $eim; Uslimited
I icket, $5001 Meals and Berth
Included.
bawd Trip to ()afro,
party et trn or over, $us each, with-
oat meals; *too with meals.
Good Music on all the boats. For
further particulars see
S. A. POWLY.R, G. P. A., or
411VEN FOWLER, City tesa-
unser Agent. Phone 33.
II. I. RIVERS, M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Rare. sgff; Ofbca. &MP





Practice in all the mem al the
lleate_ Both phases 31.
Emote 1.3. 300E4., Register Eollil-
leg. 523 1-2 Broody.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Zooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
p3 1-2 Broadway, New Phone age;
Old Phone 1417 R.
23petia1ties: Abstracting of Ti-
tles, Insnrance, Corporation







.. BADLY AFFLICTED COMMISSION 0 THE NEW fiAIE
UNERS WITH ECZEMA PUBLIC PRINTINIG 0111 IS INVOLVED
For More Than Two Years—Tries
Physicians, Patent Remedies, Old
Women and Quack Cures and
Found N., %lief.
USES CUTICURA AND IS
SOON SOUND AND WELL
DANDRUFF KILLS HAIR
Csiticara Seep IGIN Itandrutt
"1.. erlik deadend es
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ot Wars
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The Taft of the Osentlad Au
11—
Sinaloa a little inelght Oat+ Imams
nistare. and human affairs with yam
reading of the want ads to thi. Wean
of No paper, you will hod that each
little ad is a elm to *OMR interesting
or important or exasperating or pleas-
ant incitlevit or situation in the daily
life of the city.
Rack of the call for "help," you
will readily picture the particular con-
dition. out of which Ole call arcoe
Between the fetes" of a boarding
house ad you will be able to nod the
history of those vacant chairs at the
table—and on understand that it will
be a scrimp matter of they ere mat
spin filled. In the -Situation Want-
ed" at rm see restless helms
belega striving for greyer footnote--
some even for a chance to Ilse dee-
etely. some for beleder ociptlettrei-
ties. Nome krr fairer prospects for
advancement. sonsc for more congen-
ial work avid itarroandings.
IAA throtith the lust of the classified
ads -yriss will be able to read 'little
hiseurses"—co catch a glimpse of
events is the mairieg"
Yost will see the really interesting
sight if the people seeking to solve
their little problems—and *olive them
while they are little! For yo* must
be isnpressett. in reading, that 'LOTS*
04 these groolikc. would grow ugly
Mid big and serious Within an :mar- I
Magi), short period of tear they I
were not solveel. in the always int-
fere .1 v aant nod way.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
In Alabam Must Oim the Same Coo-
tract to Everyone.
ii n, Inv ry. Ala.. Apra 26.—Irt
an opinion gleen (wit by the attorney
grneral it is held that inouraisee com-
p:mit* operating stock schemes mast
give the an cootract to every pol,
icy holder rrr alhor him the optiog Of
i: must be treated alike and TM
advantage must lie given to one .hat
is hot &co to the other. Many of
the companies hay formed .ceuritieit
companies. %which are made genera/
agencies. 'Policyholders are- given
stock in thete. thereby par.ticipution
in a way in the of the
general agents. It is held that skese,
contract' nallSi all be the sainocthat
ery policyholder mint have them




Newport Teacher Says She is a Par-
onaic and Detires Treatment.
Cinc,nnati. (1.. April a(),---Nliss Jr.,,ir
Rich:Wilson. otte (if ,thc . brightest
t, aehers in the NeWport.fithools. on.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky.. rear Rank 1 4eroitnt charge, wait tried yesterday





114 Fraternity Building. 1 ,cy• 'She sa:id site opra• s ;-1 p.arcinf7c.
,nd rhe tnade theliscove ry w hell
New Phone 114. Old Phone 44R ; Nicht* a "411*:4- 44
r 
' kctel` fl 'e!litl-v,_
1:1 the Wisconsin Unit •-::Sity. ght
,
AGWERTISE IN THE REGISTER l tint,-1. .4te lituei,r,tho n'ere false. i
,  plait-RA her own delu,,intis., and 11141







WILL MEET IN LOUISVILLE
MAY 6TH TO HEAR FINAL
REPORT ON BILL
Sub-Com:Memo Will Report Meesure
Proposed, To Clovers Printing
and Binding Contrema:
One week from next Monday the
State Printing commissiou meets in
Louisville for a several days' amnion,
to hear the report from its sub-com-
mittee regarding the new bill to be
submitted at the next session of the
genera! assembly.
The commission is composed of
Representatives Louis P. Head, of
this city; W. H. Southall of Hopkins-
ville, L W. Arnett of Covington.;
State Seestors Brent Spence of New-
port, John W. Newman of Versailles
and Albert H. Charlton, of Louisville.
The commission was created at the
nob seseitses of the legislature, by a
resolution introduced by Representa-
tive Louis P. Head of this city, to
revise the premise laws of the state.
and to submit a new tneasore to the
neat assembly, designed to elminate
executive charges ie the public primes
• contracts. The tnenibers of the
• Messrs. Head, Chari-
ties and Sainiadt believe that if the
hiS Okay amtgOse is passed, it will re-
in a ageing to the Mate of out
less than Woe to $io.mso year13r.
The commieelon met ImMtig De-
cember and easniAered OW' Pre-
Pantd, WM it did tam atildlitte the
maxintam hose that could be charg-
ed for the *Street classes of prim-
mer required by the state Hon. Jan.
K Hendrick. the Donwieratic nomi-
nee for stionsergporel, gad who
will be clothed mutt Neverehee, ad-
vised the nwesiers of the comMitision
when they met here, that wider the
constitntioa, a. mesdames price would
hive to he stspolateS he the MK and
in order to give the sattemismottee
time to do this., asemenemeet was
ten until May, when the bM will
be finally passed on by the comosiv-
"ion. after making any other changes
deemed accessary. The cumpleted
draft will then go to the gomtroor,
who will sulanit it. with his message.
to the general usenely neat jossuery.
WILL EJIZCT MONUMENTS
To Confederate Denham in the
Original Thirteen linteen
New Roth, April the plans
of the United Daughters of the Con-
federacy do not miscarry nuinumenta
to those daughters of the South
whose herni.em and iIesotioe to the
came that was to be lo*t forma oar
of the bright pages of the Mail war.
will soon stand in the cap:tele- of the
thirtreo origami states: -
The ides originated with Faro Irs
ring Walker of Charleston mei wait
announced by the presides( of the
Nehr York chapter of the flasighters
of the Confederacy. Mrs. James 'Hen-
ry PaAter, et the amnia! Madame of
that hotly today The thirteen mates
will he invited to place caste of the
original statue or groin. in their MP.
atols. •
RECEIVERS QUALIFY
Who Are to Take Charge of Brew-
anus we Kerman
Topeka. Kn.. April Jr‘.--The three
receiver* appoisiteill yesterday by the
state ellerellet court for the whaperty
4 eight brewery communes sad the.
thrill Itad,Eatate company in Kansas
onalifiell today and orders giving the
right to them to take charge of all
ilzrproperty in the .tate he • t,.
the defendaat: were is , The
first act of the recener!.,Wali con-
fer al !teeth with Sheriff VAllitersent
as In the location of brewery peeper-
in Shawnee county, which ma-
sista of a einantlly of beer .and li-
quors in cold ritorarn warehouses end
horses and wagp• lin-. The receivers
will Arct wise the property in this
e,bittity and then go_after that- in Oth-
er part i of this sitate. .
Cow. Itocli today allowed 'the re-
ceivers money 01St of the contingent
fried to pay the sorely cothpattie.
that went on their bond. mu) Stated
that arlditionat neve si.ar) expenses
would Cr futni-hed them frtiren the
ime -"niece . .
Yankton vs. Brocirings.
Yankton, S. D.. April a'-..-Migch
inierest is manifested here in the de-
bate to take /place this evening be-
tweets represematirs of Yankton
coffsre and the Mate airricuttfirat cot-
lege. • rinictive has the affirmative
anti the Agrictentral college the,tleg-
none side of the torestioa:
cit. That the. adjudication of dinners
t.e coven. ernployera and emphiyes
be made i part of the admits
i.trattou cif justice"
General Bubb RetirecL
Wailiington, I). C. .\prii
Orig.- Gen.' John W. Babb, in corn-
atut of the •dtpartnent of Dakota.
%fent ,rel the retired 114 today nit at-
(if age creii. Bubb comes
frc.in Penntolvania .and ha,‘?, Isemt.n•
the military service for tow *"'
forty-live yeers. He
the civil afterward
in beret*, omnstie ettonnier -r '*it
thr I
46.
IN TENNESSEE DECLS1ON IN
WHICH LOUISVILLE AND
NASHVILLE LOSES.
Initial Carrier Liable for Shipments
Even After Transfer to Con-
necting Carrier's Lines,
Pulaski. Tenn., Apr;I the
case of Rood en itbe Lottfaltlik &
Nashville Railroad eptlapanY, Wherein
a carload of fancy viola, and trotting
colt* was being *Wed from Lynn-
ville, Tem., via Nashville. Guthrie
and Memphis to Hillsboro, Tex., s•xl
a horse was killed in Wen Memphis
on .the Choctaw Route, Circuit Judge
Holding today charged the jury that
under the new rate bill the live stock
cootract of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, limiting liability and value and
binning liability to its, own lines, was
void; tbat the live stock contract was
not binding oa the shipper and that,
under the new rate bill. the Lossisvilk
& Nashville, being the initial cattier,
was bound to make good whatever
losses night result from any negli-
gence of any castigating carrier, and
that neither as to liability nor as co
arbitrary valuation could the initiat
carrier limit its maposeithility. The
jury promptly he in a verdict
for Sam for the
This is the first dela in Tennessee
that the interstate commerce rage bill
has .beta brossght to the ante:ion of
a Tennessee Mate court.
FAIRMKES THILIIFLYL
OF GREAT DAMAGE.
Behr*, That Recent Cold Opel Has
Damaged Same Crepe Fifty
Pet CAM.
Whether or not crops have been
seriously damaged by the canal
weather 01 the past two weeks or
more, which (*Bowed so closely and
unenpectedly upon a spell of emmate
weather which made vegetation of
every knot grow lasswinotly, is the
question that in wOrrYtog the farmers
I of this section no little Just no..
says the liookkareille New Era. It is,
feared, and seemiegly with good sea-
son, that wheat. dame and (maga
crops, such as orektiell and heed
grass, have bees badly inhered by Oa
frosts and freezes of the,, said ROO,
while an hope has been ahnitethed
foe early fruits of all kiods. with the
possible e seep title • if a few' tralvber-
rice.
Farmers say that they never fared
a situating la which condign.** were
few a. they are noir The Made. of
wheat have been tinned a deli red by
the frosts, but whethw or not a spell
of warns seasitini' and seasonable
rains make et..esi.a II&DisDon
rains will cause it to throw off all
bad effects is a question. Estimates
placing the damage at frees ten to
If ty per cent have been made. but
everyone hopes for be btu and that
practically a fell crop may .be at-
Cored.
The weather haft lwaaght
clover oat to A most unusual degree
and farmer. were delighted over the
pro•pret. of a bematiftal Yield. but if
has woloiitoesil, suffered to a tumid*
erable extent.
Not 'way has the bait Leen' killed
the hilltops sintering the slime as the
lowlands. hot Ilrge numbers of the
trees have (len killed by the trench.
whik grapevines will almost be a
total loss in some bac-alnico, The
only hope now entertained for fruit is
that some of tht very tate varieties
may have escaped.
Even grasses and the leaveh s.f tbe
trees have been disci :hoed by the
extreme weather the dark green
which rebel heforre the colld snap
having give-a place to a lighter Yel-
lowish green which Might afmesit he
caned .bron n
OLD WINTER IS IN EVIDENCE
warm
Freezing Weather. With Snow. in
Colorado. and Snow Also Foils
in the Southwest.
Detiscr. April A.—Free:mg a-rath-
er. aith fight snow, prevailed in
Ea-tern Colorado la-t night. lit Den•
scr and throughout the northwestern
portion of the state the temperature
fell to 22 degree.. At Grand June-
tiem. in the 'Western part rif the sewle.
the lostrelit temperaure was 46. It is
girt that fruit in that district has not
heed damaged -*over so per cent by
the late fro.t.
- In the Southwest
Ransali City, April 26. -Snow in
Northern Kansas and Northern Mit.
souri, and treertog weather extending
from the 'Nebraska-Iowa state lines
'multi "into the Panhandle of Texas.
was reported this morning by the
weather bureau. with predictions of
colder ,weather tonight.
There was a fall of between two
and three inches ,if snow at Dresden.
in the northwestern corner of Kan-
sas; a light fall ,at Conc..rdia. Kan.,
;co miles northwest of Kans.... Cityt.
and half in inch at Nlar . tivi in
4orthweStern Nfissonri. • The tern-
-attire ;r1 1,!, - t 4'.7 ‘ !:' - 111', ii fl.'
1-,.. Ne,:: _;(., , • .
"NW, s .•••
Man'
.111 • .1, 5 5,
-1 1 1:4 T E LITTLE
NtAl1/4F THE 610 THINOS"
The Peonies, kits, Mu sail Wert Hake the Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANE AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. 800N YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home SavIntBank...4•
WILL HELP YOU SAVE .CALL ONE MID, IMAMS
11HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH 1WITM








Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Fee dia Cannolanse at ear psurama and Oa Mona d Jaen* us
Mee Owed espies ed dirtmeadas et the chile a belownnul In die nom
lug lbaginar elite at peg Sifeedreey, where dm: pills la Indeed sa we
ulna dalking din Ake= ad may redient No Miss unall. •.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTADI
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE OkaaJ
STAMPS




































































Steam and Hot Water Heating. • r
Mose 133. 220 N. Third
- -411111
KOMI INSURANCt
Abram L Well & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BleGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD










subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held learmsdaY. May a, tooy •
We aro authorized to announce the
caadidaey of Joe E. Potter for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thorsday. May a, tow.
Clita Chet
We gro authorised to anotionce
City COM Saar, Dailey as a cam&
*AO fit moisolles to the office oi
aft dolt oublest to the Democratic
MINT to be lid& Thursday. May a
*WA
We are authorized to asoounce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
foe city clerk, subject to the Demo
critic Primary to be bold Thursday
May S. 1907.
Irgemtwer.
PM me auillgelopil to aanseme the
coodidacy of Mien Krum km city
tremolo. NNW to the Democratic
Primary to be bald Thursday. May a.
NW/.
We twe sedirodimil at Ifflaaatla tas.
c Mandidacy of ee Illaidtegio.f
dtytresemer. lubjeet Mr the
meek Meaty to he held Thursday
Whiff a•
, 1. • s,
ANNOUNCEMENTS Grand Spect cle Was Opening PECULIAR FIRE
Mayer.
We are authorized to announce the





U Official name: Jamestown Ter-
• Camimalal a
U. allieestset =teal and U
Is sows amposition,
▪ Nature: Wass, notIond tad
• mcra'i 'til MOM* soldrotion. U
U Part (we: Coemisisiondise el X
1a the Bra permanent soldement U
▪ of Br glisb.eptskisc et* U
U knotica.
• Locatios: itepositlea arttalide. *
▪ mar Norfolk. Po= mid U
U it Mows.
U Sloe Mit Scree of U
a hind mei granges of water be. U
U memo rend plant.
▪ Architecture: * eolonlaL U
U 
Uavanastaaaausiaaaaat
Jamestown. Va., April Is—The
coresioniee whicit as dr James-
laes• Ter-C expopition to
the "rid /en Polfsreed at noon to.
day with MI the dinky aid ROW
ns Amid Glory and Splendor IN PITTSBURG
ginia, United States and state cone
miteieners to the exposition, officials
and representatives from the diger-
eat states of the colon, officers of the
various histoeical societies and the
mayors and municipal officers of the
cities surromding Hampton roads.
History of Supositioo.
?fibre than fire. yeeri have *lamed
since the idea that cuiminated today
in the formal op::-•ing of !the James-
town exposition was brat betiochod•
The idea attracted instant and wide-
spread onetime, thopgh it was not
until several years later that it was
131100 definite shape amp& the actual
plans draws so It was soon sie*
that it owe not practicable to build
the exposition on or nese Jomes' !in-
land, where the first settlement was
located. The island is a low piece of
land about thirty, miles, trona the
mouth of the James river, and was
formerly peninsuia. It did mot not
affoed room to. an exposition of any
size and moreover it was difficult to
reach.
Because there was no place nearer
she original lee, the Norfolk ear-
eteswilea. sea organiud to
beititimg the occasion. %mime ' —m00% set memetc the exposit/1a
of omit visinen earl diadem ;=kaa dte eve the beach of
Ow Ilithstsiv. ed about the speaker's mead q'i tome. opposite Old Poise
analogised to somosoto at parade *bare. ire die promesii t.i Onadert. seer the mouth of Res-
Of John G. Yaw. Jr.. foe illet4tarnhhed 
assen•blacc. Ursa- tiliedi river. The grounds re. fMany
44111"111Zimm, to dm Now ideas Roosevelt ipoke the woof% of he riliched he trolley car from Noe-
oak iiTh-l'ouni-i7-tv; Ttrifeday dedicaeoa and at the mine time folk said Porlag••mth and by water
from Pommes Monroe, Newport
Weise end Hampton
tromaiite... of the coeporotiou
home at dm siert shoot lit.poepori
I. Mock. eel* ems hicreemod by 111i.
ead appr•priatiees by the elate -el
Vieglitie maid the federal gostmemmet
DescriPiail depoehise..
The espositicie i. designed to Irs
chiefly rri hilitoilesh arab leisciiisor
al character, doomed tosaufactares
had the heiraeri.• base not bees
asele•qed. Ter. general plan of the
groande is, to a cocain admit, simi-
lar Po that of attic, hie fairs NM
have voile before—a restral coed
serrounded by tbe snore important
eml Wntsolinit Andean.... At James-
town An meet is framed we three
Aides be boildinirs. wherese the fourth
rests on lb* outer float. -With Olea
meat .piers extemliner oat mart, UK
a milt into the -bey. name piers
have sower" et the ter es& meg ant
isised by a birldge. thee loplgging
barite some (oily Moe orelt. This
body of elate.; is calla' ikrallac
Is bower of Commdia jebadmith. sell
here will be bet& the equidc comets
that are to foie% as important pail
rtf the exoneition'e athletic attrac-
deers. Tbe heals is also eerve as
a hector and landina niece fur moancraft.
/1a1 I. IOW
Wo ese aotherimed to anneunce the
emdidacy of Frost A. Lewes, for
ehr attorney, subject to lb. Demo
mak Primary to be held Therm*
Igal riarl-
We are anthracites", to aunteeme the
of A. L. How for
atioratet, object to the Deer





DWI so a maillesee tor to
to the See of city sesepost
sahiset to the Democratic POEM,
to be held Thursday. May a tory.
Ildber.
We are audiembiod so assesses the
mistliklecy .4 1.. A. Purchase for city
bider. &shiest to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be laid Thursday. May a
PM.
.•=••••••.i.d•MD
11‘• me emiLintieed to amoonnee die
readdecy el W. T. (SSA teed Joe
oily Wier, subject to the Demserelle
'Primary to be held Thursday. May a.
nut
.MM••••=m•IIMMIMI,
We are authorised let the
slime I. ligg chi
joliceiriebleet to the Demigamdt Pri•
mery to be held Thursday. Wea.
WO.
Wit ma egibedged meteamit the
andiff:14-4111 Brame lar city
W th. Onesapolk Pri-
ggery is hellii Tbseodoy. Key a
WV.
We are eathaehed to searmice the
ril,g el Mute W. Clash for cityirsablart to the Democratic Pri-
mary to he held Thatoday. May a.
11907.
S
We are authorized to aaneaumpo ths
candidacy of R. lidAss 
selbiect to the Derneenitid Pri
to be held Theredire• May a
'Mhos. Teelesee.
We ate umbedged to anniantes the
candidacy cif& Weill@ for school
bootee from. &roof wart, sub-
Wet to the action of the city demo-
trine printery to be held Thurseay.
May s.
H Y BUY HAND-ME-
Iry DOWN CLOTHES AT
TAILOR-MADE PRICES WHEN
YSIP N GET REAL TAILOR-
MA 4 'TRES, MADE HERE
AT ROME. EXCLUSIVE PAT-
TERNS AND GUARANTEED TO
FIT FOR $25 AND UP.
HAMELIN
THE TAILOR
P.- I I mer House
pressed gold button that • the
"aellalerfai the *valetas, in mt.-
the thumb
raige7:—.1d lime i. tio die beentild
balldhereeferes throws to the wind
sal a cuing miste boomed foe*
from the Mores of warebips of the 
01 Unite& fftetio sad foreign powers
that dotted the 'Mitotic waters id
Houipsoo Roads.
Opeelog Cosimmise Impressive.
Todsy's cellalandiog wee participat-
ed la by lie elie United
Stmts. the bill‘go, dipieants from
lffiesirogion. millithene of emagrees.
of the away sad awry, together with
the "overman see& Me& of a more of
Meese The putritiele and historiesl
societies were wog represeinet
wesneor thorn the boos of Atestri-
cue Revak..., bounhterg of the
Asnernan Reteetantimete the Society
Motioned. Society of Colonial
Wars. Veiled Confedeeste Veterans
sod tbo Groot 'Army of the Reme-
lt-. The cities of Ilihrfollt. Ports
mould old Newport Mews, the vow
ors of telikit had iiireiseel the day a
midis holibley. Eras showiest., of vin
don to the operiins•
iBrarythite tenor in reedits/1w, at
it:Jo eolcieb the president* awe his
party Wailed None the riche Morlfrive-
er at the inarmeiment pier ail/ wen
receive& wish an artdlery Mete.
Mambo& ode either side by a lisse of
troop, the party ware escorted to the
Woolens' wand amid the cheers of
a large crowd. Promptly at noon
Prelideat Retry St. .George Techer
of the eopositimi • RMS, sad
asmoenced the of dm ger-
entonies. nod ilitt tight Rev. Alfirett
MSIII Ilaoriolob. bee*" ot the dio-
cese of stislaMlbr Wren, trembled
the divine blessing
Meek a Iressure.
Bishop Raadolpb concluded hie in-
vocadon 'with the Lord'. Prayer, in
whirl the atiolirace The of-
ficial esposithow Wimp ape thee smog
by s grand eboru. 4if coo %tikes. a,.
misted by the Waskingtrm Client
twenty. The music of the hymn wee
'tteit by Wither *Force ()wee of
Rogan'. and the word, by W. A. Pc-
gismo. Balthunre. hall. the borne oi Gorman* Carta
Governor &mum spoke eit a Maryland. signor of the Dec
tending to the, people of the United Inn' of indeProdenrc- The -
States and to the ?ethicists of coon- madam acme. the fire roiernial
tries abroad a cordial welemet ttilLicant boilt
Virginia. President Tucker, ai••tke coined for that mat
chief rceentlie ' or the • et,Pliellicill. The hriklakhweet• t'"' d'ng .`
then cie;iiered an addreee, at the mo.
cl tromp of which be introduced
President Roosevelt. There wee Ire-
carodinin I-het-rims kr the oresitket
when he row to speak The presi-
dia's aditrese, which wao n( aft his-
torical character and ()neon( his newt
settlemeul efortu along that line, ...._..rti their cown er 'Ite ebb"' '
Ili•uned to with doss: attention AIIII.,..„ oullinfli. in the, vit14"'"5
by the vale entilteutle. The conelets am* 'tocloic Alabl'are- .‘rit
faCta ni :Ile Presidelees sweet wile the 'lac . : br *Newt. La'
flee, demonstrating the workings of
the many new inventions in connecs!
tion with the nail department. The
Smithsonian institution has made a
comprehensive exhibit, embracing all
of its departments. The library of
eongrezs shows a model of the new
library, together with rare maps, let-
ters, and other papers of interest.
Oreat Naval Spectacle.
Probably the most novel sod at-
tractive feature of the entire expo-
sition is the great international net-
val spectacle. The great nations of
the earth have sent their warships at
the invitstioo of Peesident Roosevelt.
Ships flying the flags of fifteen dif-
ferent nations are now anchored in
Illempton mob and others are ex-
pected to arrived within a week or
two. Never before in the history of
this or soy other country has there
!seen such a concourse of fighting
-welt Great Britain, Germany.
Mice, Sweden, tillenmet.
ltmosl,Ampeetiek aide and Japan
:ref armee the madam rspreaeatiod.
A special feature of the Karat pro-
eramene le to be a reproduction of
tl,e battle between the Menrelteke and
Monitor is roods It we*
fouglit in end shish hisgerst-
ed a sew era in moral warfare. The
govermemit hoe appropriated ito.000
oboe for the reproduction of Aft
gemous battle between the fine iron-
club.
Fastness of the Warpath.
The -Winged." ruaranteed to
contain the latest novelties tied the
butt collection of amusements ever
gegliped at an exposition, is to be
NM playground sit Jetne-itown. as the
forgasilid "Ifishinty" was at die Oh-
tiogo fair and the "Pike" at St Logs.
I. these
will be fatanal. Thera Mt
to he of airships.
tens of for press
mocisi me races of e7
and atiornsiotte galore. The °Wee,
path" also will martin a collection
of Japuisee. Re-
Wow. negvo. etc- Aladin attractive
feature is an cant reproduction of
the old town of barnstorm as it was
three commie, ago.
Apodoiosis Sperm.
Never, es the history of the world.
progrIllsOne of ameteur sports.
equalled that tirebich bee beers ar-
rayed os take place here aurae, the
quoting smaner ned fall. Beds dives-
km of the programme will offer an
its hind Aim bas never
hems swpamed the United States.
mod whew takes is its entirety. MN
eclipse any similar Sort ever at-
tie' ..41 anywhere The programmer
einioate of athletic Gad 111111064. Yule
and motor-boat riming. rowing reser-
las and 3eronostie., and each *Asko
I. to be tender the diremiew el a cents-
neittee. the members olP1Mlikil are em-
inent in the amateur sporting world.
Participation id Seem
The liberal perlicipeSion of the re-
rimer *lateen( the swim ever of-the
must gratitrrae fastens of the sa-
tire enterprise. Nearly thirty ewes
bane mode liberal provision for rep-
resentatioe it the anpoiltion, and
most of them have erode& 'loadings
to derv* ea heaves tore of
thew Millings are awn. the moor
attractive femme. a We foie. The
Vinpinis balding is a reproillotimiiii
*be home of Medium. gcsoesist_ _g-
lares* attache* to the Ckferificruot
beg became it is eofir 01
Mill. do. birtlipiace and home ibr
Preakient 1Roosci el t's Mather. 011tib
has a indent of Admit. the 114t
Mont. hawse 'Wit west of the ARS-
Amy arnuntains. Petuisylveesie his •
=- imierpeeideoce halt The ;Si* ie tisane& in Ceneili
Ora of the r•I-1 Mite Ionise o
tots and Rhode Wand has a"-sapplar
Were Beauvier. the, Mississippi
home of Jefferson 03414, has Wee ;
evarialtieed as headquarters Pr the:
Dauglorto of the Confederacy. Offset
that see represented caber lir
tegnal for the opening of the 
lin
expose Nt ... 
a
_.,,.-- IilarlitYk North iielel-
tion. .All pyre were fixed en the , ta• e.n.' 
.ts 
niaceiriehowia. Ten-
Preiident :is he touched the goich• n . ne'Wee• We-It Virginia • and V
1.ey that eiet in motion the machliwy ; }ramPalhire
,4 the expoeition. Stmeltaileously Ginernment Participation.
:itintireds of Sags broke to the breeze, I. The (tact 1113t the 6,;.,vetemient
Pill) ealaaOft roared their scconman- : aPProetieled e‘cr a million nee
I invite to the *trains of "America." half dollar.: io:- :he earien, teieerie t plated by the mewed banag.. So ment lillilrtir44, n;;%' 2.nit teeitary I
I .iiire was the uprear ilea* the benedie-iinverowenle“te ' - n alitce .Iiat
tion closing the , egeraieti, ins,... w-- thi• fcieuer alf.fie %ill. attract iivorte- ! U
gliarl '
'ffloar.1..,a . , . rtliliverriquillin wide- ettenvii we The depaetment of '•





Good cigars are not all im-
ported.
Imported cigars are not ail
good.
However, every cigar we
keep—whether imported or do-





PACKING HOUSE FIRE CAUSES
LOBS OF OVER HALF A
MILLION.
Firemen Have to Fight Rivers of
Boring Lard, Half Million Pounds
of Grease Being Ignited.
Pittsburg, April a6.—Oor of the
most ranarkable and spectacular
fires ever seen in this vicinity start-
ed bat night in the WlIliany Zoeller
Packing Company plant. on Garden
airtime, Allegheny.
Epley today, when the fire wag
thought to be ender control, a beige
immoral warehouse, is which was
stored joosroo pounds of lard, sodden-
ly bunt into Pante.. All efforts te
exeittguish the fire in this department
were futile, and the firemen filially
fastened the iron doors of she befild-
ieg, s'autting iu the burning lard.
The i4r.er4ir of the building soon
leccame a ieething toreace. Spurting
from crevices, doors sod windows,
streams of hot grease ran igen a sort
of trench bunion)? Femora to an
etwleavet to pretreat the hot laid from
spreading over toserogsdie. territory.
At 5 o'clock this morning the fire
had practically boomed itself out, and
it was Sehreated that il3eAS0 mould
be a cownevative estimate of the loss.
111DIMIO1RIAL DAY
Is Ohnerred in Muniber of Cities mai
Towns in Southern Cities.
Atlanta, Ga., April ati.—Sftnuirial
Day was observed today in Atlanta
with an elaborate pamitie to Oakland
Cemetery. wbere the oration of the
day was delivered by Hoe. John T
Roibielki of Macao. A novel feat-
ure of the parade. of which Copt
Joseph F. Markle was read marehal,
was the participatioo of hundred's of
school children beerier, red, eihne
and blue stemmas.
Mobile, Ala, April a6 --Memonal
r'day will observed throughout Aloha-Ana today with the customary exer-
cise.. In the. city the principal fee-
lure was the decoration of the graves
of both the Cookiderate and Federal
ikod, who are boned in Magnolia
cemetery.
Jackson, Nee. April the
chief cities mod sown, of Missiefhtma
observed Memeriat (lay today. In
moot places the exercised were held
under the empiere of the Daershreve
of the Coefedersey i uafllMaIior. welt
other Cede rate nripeoiaa thou 4
Comer of holm Mtre presented to
sway of the veterans by the Daugh-
ters of the Confederacy
0"THIS IS MY erTHOIRTHDAY"
—John F. Wilkie.
jobs Elbert Wilkie, chief of the
United Seater secret service. wail
born in Elgin, Ilt, Aped ay, ta6o.
The training which was Sibbilepar.0.-
ly to make Mr. Wilkie car
the eerrice of the 'oven,
gained in away years' work sre
newspaper man. chiefly in Chiaigo.
After eradeariag from the Chicago
public wheelie he went to troth as
a reporter on the Chicago Times,
now defunct, butt at that time owe of
the great mom/aped/ of Atmertat.
Laser 11r. Wilkie ignited the force of
the Ttihare and reclaimed with that
paper until tem. when he resilivi
and went Lincion toaggege in
the bankings and eteamship liashse,L.
The *MR, tflrer yeast. he was back
doing ftitr•paper mirk iteChicago. Fie
anode a specialty of criminal Merest-
fruiAtene and line Week a/Ang tine bee
attracted the attention of Lyman J.
Gage, theme. ietretary of the treaeury.
who appointed higeihief of the -st-
rive service. Hie -work dirr4tee the
eine years he tuts been at the herui
of the iceret service bile-eau has been
eminently itrecessfed.
V 10111.1  PliPeNi• state exhibite facsitnee, of the Dec- '
The greet military pane* which latrati,in of-indepenifirece, the articles '
Was designed to he eisieeteeety the of enefederatior ape -the clinetitutine •
show spectnete of the (vetting eegie.. I together with many other velnable .
Innate, was held enniediately after 'wnd interestieg docutnentt. The trees- ,
1the cenchieent It ebe liteenry reeve 'ley departmere will maintain 'a email
ci.es, and it erikiee te lit- al that it, hitcentt of enitreving and peintker. I
mummer. credit \kith. and "all that i which will •Illesttate the method'. Of i
the regular army officers who eon- plate n ork, ti.e4 in that department. ,
troltee it tenth! 1114V FrPr. The 'citeht The exhibit,, of the war- on* navy de- :
of the marching tempi (tom the Pa, tine rrt 4 are ceiremely comprehett- !,,._._ ,  ,
point te-cueleit by Pre,idene Rouse. ‘.iee, mut in count:lion -with the milt. ': "cue's"' Real Ibi:Latil' Western Ken-
vett'. 'reviewing etend tva• ow 1,ng tary att(t naval diskplay. will be moirc:eirreckYr. Pearnii., for. 1,7:1Tstmmieriont.thivir 
Westernto be remeinberce. On the review. ehthorate than at any former expoeie
'mg stand, beeide• the ete,,i,tent of  tin. The life-saving serviee will e - ky *0‘eal Estate Journal and
the Visited States andikhla -Cabinet, jotteratt 71, e,mpletely e-quipp4.eta- ' . 'r Pree to Everybody, Sendwere' tge ditilMnatie 'efts, iiffiCer• non. Where extalet. ,-.)f eht.„2 . iltec .- • i-erce Fratondty Building.
i ...ir., -,•-. •,.- ., 11., ,-•,-, ,, e, ' ''ri'' .. ' win bir lerts .,k''t " ' WHITTEMOWS, Pedu-, ,




m4.11011.'1- t , . Tile PosibiTtee eat. Ike;
411
Off for Los Angeles.
New York, April A- -1 t wee a ril-
l), crowd of Mystic Shriner* that Ica
New York on a special train today to
attend the coming national conclave
in Lite .krigt-les. The garty compris-
ed the Easters and New Englieiscl del-
egationa The trip is to corer thirty
ye and if the-e is not abundant
entertainmettn for the pilgrieni, both
goieg and cooling. as well ail during
their stay in the southern Cnlifornio
inetropolie. It will got be for lack of
arrangememe -made by 'those in
cheese. A &noel featnre is a theatri-
cal- attached to the epeeist train mid
whleh will he given...tear-tear en-
tertainment dwelerg the trip ley pro-
fessional performers The ithierary
patITie04 for %tops :,1 ltatty plate,: of






Loston. Neese. 26—Tne New
Pavel:end haerhatt league opened. iet
-eaeon today with Worcester, chute
penis of last year. playing at fall
ftieer.. I-a-tenet- at Itrocicton. Lynn,
at New Bedford, and Lowell at Ilav-
erhi't The cities making up the eit-
eilit are the Same as lest Yee( -with
the exeeptiott of Brockton. which hive
taken the Maircheteter franchise. The
schedule call for Ire games, tht sea-












Belectii P'c al 4aeociat1oes.
June Su *ti ,tti, atilt Angola
pet; rou d top $6o.3o.
JAMES rr.) 4, VIRGINIA.
April toth to November peb-15..
deye-1e3.75 Coact ear undeses
ci erillibd dates—Siam mono
Tuesday. limit to days.
MEMPHI& TENNESSEE.
May rib—Spiel& excursion
leaves Paducah Union Depot
937 a. m. Round trip S000.
Good returning special train leav-








VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.




Will practice in all courts of
Kentucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(Hoolocoathist.)
Office 3o6 Beeelletay, Phone 120.
Residence, /Ito Broadway, Phone tag
O. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers Street
Telephone 377.
Paducah, : : Kentucky













Room 5, Columbia Building.
PADUCAH, KY.
Old Phone 1992. 1
DR. ADRIAN HOYER,
Office, 112 1-2 South Mil\
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0--r T." ac BROADWAY.
SPECIAL FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SALE.
87c
FOR YOUR CHOICE OF seam SAMPLE
RAZ
The Famous $1.50 to $ean "WOSTBNHOL.11," "L X. "PIPE,"
"ERN" and other famous makes—choke of them all tomorrow
and Saturday 
Each and every one absolutely guaranteed same es if you paid the
regular prices of $t 3u to $3.00. Don't miss it.
During this egc sale, our Razor Expert, Mr. Roberts, will hone
your old easier free, enaktng it good as ,new. Bring it in early as
yos can.
A new Beam sharpened ready for use, worth $1.5o to Lem, for
87c. It's a wonder, stars enough, mid hadn't you better buy a half
dozen or so?




FOR SALE—First class coal burn-
ing cook Tanga. Ring aft
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sew
end and Broadway. Apply to B. Li
Soott.
FOR SALE OR RENT—Residence
corner Twenty-first and Broadway.
Andy to Dr. W. J. Bass.
Call on Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
fashionable drentesakg at 71‘ Jef-
ferson street. OW 1201.
FOR RENT—Eight-room house,
corner Ninth and Clark. Will be va-
cant after May tat. Old phone tfle&
WANTED—Bilious people to use
Soule's Liver Capsules. R. W.
WALKER, 'CO. Fifth and Broad-
way.
Have you thought :boot buying a
typewriter. The Visible Fox is the
newest, most durable and the best.
See Jap Toner, acq Kentucky aye
Due. Call phone 6ap.
. WANTED FOR U.. S .ARMY—
.
Able-boded unmarried men between
ages of at and 35, citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For informatioe
apply to Rec•inting Officer. New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
Emelt Amonstnat.
Will post, examine, regtematise and
audit hooks by the day, week or the
lob. Terms reasaamehla
JOHN D. SMITH, Room 104,




(Continued frosts rage (loe.)
money for the road, and further that




Decker, Ed Farley and J. D.
iicrryntan were appointed in tit:.
county (,,ntt yesterday as appraisers
to inventory and value the estate left
by the late Albert Parkin. the 'Me-
chanicsbnrg saloonkeeper, who died
severat'weeks ago as result of being
thrown from a buggy and injured.
Ovaries F.rnery qualified as the
agent in this city and county for the
state auditor of Frankfort.
E. IF. Moor* transferred Fountain
park .property to R C. Ifinzman for
Poo
PLAY MOUND CITY
The Independents Go There Tomor-
row foe Game—School Born
Play Here Today.
The independent bass ball team
trees to Alound City. tomorrow
and plays the chili of thSt city, ar-
raegensente having already boo made
by Manager John Holten of the Pa-
ducah team, that will hare a line-up
of, bralsic, tuteles; Bishop. catcher:
Worth. pitcher; Hasaiare,first base:
Robert...rm. second base; Cooper.
short...top. Davis. third base:Berg-
doll, left field; Claik, center field:
Ripley. right Wel: Nettie, pother:
Lusteell. 6
The Metropolis high sehevel base
ball club comes up today and play*
the Paducah legh school team this
afternoon at WhIlare Park, a small
admission being charged to defray
expenses of the contra. The Padu-
cah lineup will be: Bantry, pitcher:
Galiagher. catcher: Yeiser. first ham;
leatterjesitit. second base: Elliott.
third bap% Fisher. short stop: EP-
perbeinse, Burton. Cart and Hailer.
!FARMER DIED
NEAR BARLOW
MR. J. H. MOORE, SR.. DIED
AND WAS BURIED YES-.
TERDAY THERE.
Funeral Over Remains of Late Gen-
eral H. B. Lyon of Eddyville
Wie Occur Tomorrow.
At o'clock yesterday afternoon
J If. Moore, 'Se. was buried at
the Hialewood cemetery, near Bar-
low, the Matonic bodies having
charge, he being a prominent affiliate
of that secret order during lift.
Mr. Moore died Thursday night at
his home in. that vicinity, after a sev-
eral weeks' Mite**. He was fifty -
'due years of age and one of the
beet known citiateliscif that coginittn-
ity where he hid 'gelded for a long
while.
He is survived by his widow and
flee grown sons, all well kitowne
young men of many friends in this
Cif v.
Funeral Tonsocraw.
Information from Faidyville yester-
day was that the funeral seesices
over the remains of General H. B
Lyon would not be held until le
o'clock tomorrow morning at the
residence. At first it was thought
the ceremonies would occur yester
day but they have been deferred un-
til Sunday. Many Paduc.ahaus. and
eepeciatly Confeerate Veterans, will
go up to participate in the last ,ds-
sequie•
BOMB PROOF.
Mew Preacher Wakes Up St.
Louis
4tev, John F Harnien. -the East
St. Louis Sam Jones.- enjoys the
unique distinction of having a dyna-
mite bomb thruwn at his parsonage
when he was waging a fight aminst
sadotsia in NIL Valmont is.5 few
YeSea ago. The boob 'had in 'a-
phid( and the preacher Beset so I A$o
eeish Lae selooa element in thaa town
and to build up one of the Integre
churches is East St. Loomis ftc is
pastor of the First Methodist
there.
Mr. Hermon is a titration au -.I'
laity and his sermons. which aboulel
in homely figures of speech of the
kind which made the late Seta Jones
famous, are wowing East Si. Loots
to a Iran idtelree of interest. 'brie
catty he is the sort of man that at-
tracts attempt, on he street. He is
more than ttt itet tall and spare
frame. He Nears a long Prince
heft coat and derby hat. Owe car
ten at a glance that he is a min
liter. but the clear eye and the big
square jaw tell Met as plainly that
he is a figilter, the kited of a man
who doesn't let 10 When be has sten.
ed• out to do 'antibiotic --Nett, Toils
Herald
INGINIS, DORMS AND PUMPS
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Belem Re-
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies: Haw, Seem Iisswaii
Futenffe: New Work Our Sceichilt7: Second nand Machisecy
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Eashmea.
Works Salesroom and Office nod nal rastackg avenue.
JACKSON FOUNDRY 41 MACHINE CO.
ttustunuanuanuttputts
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The Inevrness yeses to the Cumber-
land river today- after ties, and /the
Margaret to the Tennessee ;Iv.er. to-
morrow.
The unbar is due today from Wolff
island en route to Nashville with a
tow of corn.
The towboats Sprafate and W. W.
rYNeill are due up, tomorrow night
bound from the Mississippi rver
Pttsburg with tows of empty coal
 anmenni.- 




The Dirk Fowler gets :W. ay for
Cairo at 8 o'clock this morning and
6 r conies hack tonight about 9 o'clock.
The Johrr .S. Hopkins. went to Ev-
ansville Ye--altydaY ;0;,1 conies back
tomorrow.
ET A.JAGG






The steamer Joe Fowler will re-
sume business in , the Evasswille
trade somethae next week, it being
thought repairs to her broken shaft
will then be completed.
The Bottorff will be a day behind
Otis trip, and will not get here until
Monday from Nashville.
The City of Saltine+ -will lease St.
Loess next Monday and get bere
Tuesday night hound for the Ten-
nessee river.
I
The Peters lase paeses dower to-
inonrow bound from Cincinnati to
Memphis.
The Georgia Lee passed yesterday
bound top from Memphis to Cincin-
nati. She !eaves the Queen City next
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NOW
Spring suits are now on the bill and we've a large variety
of handsome styles for your choosing. If you are a cus-
tom tailor man we'll win you away from him in short
order of you'il take time to come in and try on one of mar
choice styles.
Fancy a man going to a high-priced tailor for his
clothes
When No One
Knows It But Himself
Are you • follower of fashion's Wein fads and WWI'S? Or
are you included in the ranks of the more conservative
dressers?
In either case' you'll find your preference fully aatici-
paced in our splendid stock of new Spring Suits.
Suits at $10.00, $12.50, $15.00 to $20.00 !
Will you allow us to show you what we have to offer?
323
BROADWAY ;
Fhe pleasure will be ours.

















LOUIS- COURCIER CUT IN
HEAD AND SISTER THEN
PAINTS.
Donley Harvey May Be Internally In-
as Result of Pat) 
WithOther Ailing.
Louis, the ti-year-old iiooicif Cap-
tain Throgore Courtier. the stave
min, was whirling an axe above his
head at their home. near Eden's Mk
four miles from this city on the May-
rick) road, when it struck his fore-
head. cattiest a deep gash. While his
I
sister, Miss Annie. was chtsginit the
blood matted heir away from the
boy's forehead. she fainted and fell
to the floor. striking the scissor,.
the sharp point 'ticking into her
nose. causing a painful injury.
Dade? Harvey of the I. G, force
is et-waned at his home. ices eladi
son greet. painfully injured. earned
by falling into the new ,cieder pit
at the railroad yards divvying rigid
feet and striking his tide against an
obstacle. He was rendered nerins-
scions and may be internally injured.'
Dr. Pratt. the Chicago specialiet.
yesterday morning performed an ope-
ration on Mrs Frank Parham at
Ritereith hospital. wftli assistance of
Drs. Stewart anti Pulliam. .
Mr. Lee D. Potter is out after a
several day's illness.
Dr Edward Gilson is op after an
attack with fever lord opens his new




We asat ilhimrbg therm& of pausal comb that am exactly the thing
when you sem to drip •Ilme to revs friends. We show Peekkee
Canis, Gelltdaill Curia. Look* Cara. Ihninamed Cards. Jewel
Cards. Thud Cerds. awl everything that is new and attractive in






Mies Melba Deploy Loose Sa.geo
Deemage Sala Over Alleged
Mts.
St. Lewis.. April 46.—Miss Neifie
lloolev. of Nrel Delmer honk-
eased.siater of forme, Detective 'SW
Dooley. lost a eieg htte suit against
Ednansd G. and Winner 5. Murray.
yeaterdda) -in Circuit Judge
Fisbe.-'s court.
Mite Mitio Dooley and her neith-
er were welting past the Murray refs-
dence, July, to last, she wan attacked
by* -416,• which .Me deism/
longed to the Melo-aye .
The enimal caught her by the arm
and bruised it bet did not bite into
the flash, she sAtd. She Wad 40r
$4.9ow damages.
She skid the dog was a white ball
terrier.
The evidence in defense was that
Edmund Murray owned a fox ter-
rier, white, with brown spots Some
of the witnesses said the ht dog
was amiable. 'WI 0. k,
who delivered •ice at the Mentsy
residence. waid "you cold(' steep on
hint"
One of the moss damaging loci
demi rested ageism she dog as to
hie ciatatter, wee that be ran me
atter a ma tine day and reeight
frowners. Attorsey F A. C. Mar-




Chicago. Apri $o -The A
Contractor report. the foilnéjag
building news is Kentucky :
The eowentet for a theee-story press
brick -bask begin& Abeen ieet for
the Fament.. hae
W.' tear
Plans have been prepared foe a
three-story store !melding. Sepia
feet. at Mattleinbillt. for the Retry
Itemiser totaisay: $to.coo. Aims glens
made foe a three-gtory prate Mick
Masonic Temple. 'snap feet there, to
cost lirsonto. and a three-story press
brick Elks' 'Ionic ,toxioo feet. PI
cost 810•00
At I3ayton. Ky.. plans been made
for a two-story eight-room residence
for Hubard Schwartz: !SOW
At Earlingion. Ky., plane are milk
for a three-story preps brick
building, faxtto feet. for the People
hank; Scum.





West Kentucky Coal Co.
INCORPORATED
Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
„e
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